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2709

(2) At client, receive data at AOP application and pushit to “clientinprocess” for processing.

(108) At “client in process”, perform filter function on data received using autoincrementrules (flag).

(106) At “client in process”, check auto incrementflagged column for conflict.IN

(106) At “client in process’, if there is no conflict found, move to insert thedata.

At “client in process”, if a conflict is found, leave the data in the sync log(10d) for the next session.
| - 2710e

 
 
 

 
  

one.

At “client in process”, filter the data into insert, update and delete
operations.

a 271 1

(41) Perform insert operations to push data into the application.NA

2712

(12) Push update and delete operations into the sync accountlog.IS

2713

During insertion, disable a trigger on that “connection”like a session,
prevent the cycle from doubling backinto an infinite loop. 

< 2714

(14) The application has synchronized the received data atthe client.NA

@®
Figure 27C
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2715

(15) Monitor data in the applications database for changes.

At client, if the database changes, listen and push changestointernal 
log.

elit

(17) At client, synchronize by pulling data from the log and pushingit to the
accountlog.

eti18

At client, push data from the account log to the outbound log.

! Keep the synchronizer running fast. 
2719

(19) At client, pause the outbound log and wait for the userto initiate sync
with the AOP application.

2720

At client, push data to a “client out process” for outbound processing
and add a transaction identifier (e.g.,“sync block ID”) to the data. 

2721a

User information istied tosynchronizationaccount. !e—-——— = 
7 2721b

(210) At “client out process”, push data to synchronization account out log.
72t22

Figure 27D
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(-2324a

(242) At “server in process”, compare userin data and userout datato findduplicate transactions.

-2724b

Al “server in process”, analyze identifier (e.g., “_eas_syncmap_id”)
ed bytrigger and identifier (e.g., “sync_block_id”) added by sync session. 

2024c

(240) At “serverin process”, if a conflict is detected, the server wins andconflicts are deleted.

-2724d

(242) At “serverin process”,filter insert, update and delete operations.

246) At “serverin process”, filter auto incrementflags.
-2724f

(248) At “server in process”, insert records with no conflicts.
x 2724g

At “serverin process”, where records have conflicts, increment to end
and insert.

At “serverin process”, start trigger as new records makeroundtrip
backto application database.

eas_sync_map_id = __eas_sync_map_id
Contact10 = contact10

Email = john@etelos vs email = john.smith@etelos.com

Server would win on this record and delete duplicate entry... 
Figure 27E
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At server, process updates and deletes into the database from the sync

accountlog.

 Alt server, application has sync data, and the synchronization processis
complete.

2729

At server, if auto increment conflict (AIC) rules, then take another pass
rough the process to update conflicted records at the “client in process’.

Add, process and synchronize records which were previously left out because
of conflict. 

Figure 27F
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2800 —“ Auto Increment Conflict Resolution

Before

Synchronized New on AOP (3)

ass

Synchronized Synchronized New on Server |
I al

(4)NewforaoP| 6)
Synchronized ( 5 New on AOP :

2" p 2830“ pass

Synchronized Update on Server

(8) pdate for AOP Update (7)

Synchronized New on AOP

After 2840

Synchronized (9)

Synchronized
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2900 ~~4

 
 
 

At the start of a synchronization operation, identify data that matches|, 2901
on both server and client application (AOP) instance.

At the server, determine that new records have been addedon the | 2902  server.

  At the server, send new records from serverto the client application
(AOP) as newrecords.

Determine there is a conflict and that identifiers associated with the new v 2904
records already exist.

Pause the process and wait for a second pass beforeinserting records.

On the second pass, treat the records as an update.

  

  
 
 

(‘5 )At the client, send new records from client application (AOP)to the server.|_,-2905

At the server, add these records and create newidentifiers for them, |_-- 2906
incrementing the sequenceofidentifiers in the database.

(7) At the server, log the changes and package as an updatefor those 2907
records.

2908(8) Process the updated records.

(9) All records match and are in synch with both the web server and the
client application (AOP).

 
 

 

2909

Figure 29
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3000 ~~~

3002

Provide on a computer system a local software stack configured to
provide local web services for dynamic, web-based applications that are executed

on the computer system whenitis offline.

: , ” 3004
Whenthe computersystemis offline, execute on the computer systemafirst
dynamic, web-based application using the web services provided bythe local

software stack, such that functionality of the first dynamic, web-based application
when the computer system is offline is substantially similar to functionality of the

first dynamic, web-based application when the computer system is online.

[ 3006

| The first web-based application is a database-driven web-basedapplication. |

An architecture of the first dynamic, web-based application is not 3008
modified to provide the functionality when the computer system is offline

3010
In responseto detecting a network connection with an application server,

| synchronizing with the application server changesin information associated with
the first dynamic, web-based application due to its offline execution.

3012
In response to detecting a user instruction, initiating execution of the thefirst,

dynamic web-based application when the computer system is offline by directing a |
web browseron the first computer system to a specified universal resource

locator (URL)that is associated with first computer system instead of a remote
application server.

3014

3016

The specified URLis associated with the first computer system through a 3018
dynamic naming server (DNS) record on thefirst computer system.

| : 3020
The local software stack comprises: a web server responsive to browser-

issued commands, a database management system, and a dynamic scripting
language

| The web server is Apache webserver, the database management system is | 3022
| mySQL, and the dynamic scripting language is at least one of PHP, Python,

Perl, or Ruby. |
3024

| The first dynamic, web-based application communicateswith the local
Lo__ _ ___softwarestackusingTCP/IP
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3100 4

For a web-based application that is not designed to be used whileafirst
computer system on which the web-based application executes does not have a

network connection to an application server:

Making changesto the web-based application while the first computer system
does not have a network connection to the application server.

Tracking the changes madeto the web-based application while the first
computer system is disconnected from the application server.

When the network connection between thefirst computer system and the
application serveris reestablished:

Synchronizing changes for the web-based application made onthefirst
computer system with the web-based application on the application server.

Synchronizing changes for the web-based application madeon the application
server with the web-based application on the first computer system.

| Tracking the date and time when the changes to the web-basedapplication
were made.

| The changes are synchronized when a network connection betweenthefirst
computer system and the application server is reestablished.

The changesare synchronized betweendifferent types of database
management systems (DBMS).

The changes are synchronized between the same types of database
management system (DBMS).

The changesare synchronized directly with a database management
system (DBMS)associated with the web-basedapplication.

The changesare synchronized directly with file structures associated
with the web-basedapplication.Deeeeeee

|Foranewly-installedinstanceofthe web-based applicationonthe firstcomputer |
system, performing a complete synchronization of all records in the web-based |

| application on the application server with the web-based application on the first |
computer system. |

The changesinclude one or moreof: |
changesto data in the web-based application; |

changesto data structures in the web-based application; and
changestofiles for the web-based application.
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3200 4

For a web-based application that is being used on a first computer system
while the first computer system is disconnected from an application server,

in response to detecting a network connection to the application server:

Synchronizing changesfor the web-based application made on thefirst
computer system with the web-based application on the application server.

Synchronizing changesfor the web-based application made on the application
server with the web-based application on the first computer system.

For a newly-installed instance of the web-based application on thefirst
computer system, performing a synchronization of records in the web-based

application on the application server with the web-based application on the first
computer system.

r The changesinclude one or moreof:
changesto data in the web-based application;

changesto data structures in the web-based application; and

L changesto files for the web-based application.—— SSeeeeCCJ!
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3300 4

Onafirst computer system that is disconnected from an application server,
using a web-based application that is configured to interact over a network

connection with the application server to provide specified functionality.

Whenthe network connection is reestablished, synchronizing changes madeto
the web-based application while the first computer system was disconnected

from the application server.

If a conflict betweenthefirst computer system and the application server exists,
resolving the conflict so that both the first computer system and the application

server are synchronized with each other.

| Determining that a conflict exists if the first computer system includesa first set|
of records that are not included on the application server, and

| Resolving the conflict so that both the first computer system and the application |
| server are synchronized with each other, wherein resolving includes: |

Sendingthefirst set of records to the application server;
Receiving new identifiers for the first set of records, wherein the new identifiers

are assigned by the application server when thefirst set of records are added to
the application server; and

Updating all referencesto the old identifiers for the first set of records with the
new identifiers for the first set of records.

Determining thataconflict exists ifthe applicationserver includesasecondset |
of records that are not included on the first computer system, and |

| Resolving the conflict so that both the first computer system and the application|
server are synchronized with each other includes: |

| Receiving the second set of records from the application server;
| determining whetheridentifiers for the second set of records are already being
| used bythe first computer system; and
|_'f the identifiers for the second set of records are not being usedbythefirst |
L _ _ _ _computersystem, inserting thesecond setofrecords. 9 _=_s__ 2

| the identifiers for the second set of records are already being used bythefirst
computer system:

Determining a third set of records that include identifiers that conflict with the
identifiers for the second set of records;

Sending the third set of records to the application server;
Receiving newidentifiers for the third set of records, wherein the newidentifiers
are assigned by the application server whenthe third set of records are added

to the application server;
Updating all references to the old identifiers for the third set of records with the

new identifiers for the third set of records; and

Inserting the second setof records.

I “Ifaconflict betweenthefirst computersystem andtheapplicationserver does.
not exist, updating records on thefirst computer system so thatthefirst

computer system is synchronized with the application server.

Figure 33
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3400 4

Creating a first set of records with a correspondingfirst set of identifiers
in a first database.

Synchronizing the first database with a second database.

If the correspondingfirst set of identifiers already exists in the second
database:

Receiving a newsetof identifiers for the first set of records from the
second database, wherein the newsetofidentifiers is assigned to the
first set of records whenthefirst set of records is added to the second

database; and

Updating all references to the correspondingfirst set of identifiers for the
first set of records with the newsetof identifiers for the first set of

records.

| If the correspondingfirst set of identifiers does not exist in the second
| database, insert the first set of records into the second database using

the correspondingfirst set of identifiers.

If the second database includes a second set of records that does not

exist in the first database:

Receive the second set of records from the second database;
Sendthefirst set of records to the second database;

Receive new identifiers for the first set of records, wherein the new

identifiers are assigned by the second database whenthefirst set of
records are added to the second database;

Update all referencesto the old identifiers for the first set of records with |
the new identifiers for the first set of records; and

Insert the second set of records.

| The first database and the second database are used for a web-based
| application that requires a network connection with an application server

to provide specified functionality.

Thefirst database is on a client computer system.

The second database is on an application server.
Leeeee
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3500 —«

Interacting over a network connection using a dynamic, web-based
application with an application server to provide desired functionality.

Disconnecting the network connection from the application server.

Continuing to use the web-based application while still providing the
desired functionality.
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3600 4 3624

3622
Auto Increment Create New Sync Rule

New Synchronization Rule Interface 3602

Application Interface 3604 Mass Create Interface 3608

Database 3610
se

----—-_--=.>—

| Database Selection

Table 3612

Column 3618

|“Column Selection |

Primary Key 3620

3628
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3700 —4

Auto Increment Definition Interface 3702

Application Interface 3704 Relationships Interface 3706

Application 1. 3708 Create Primary Key
Reference

3714

Application 2 3710 Contact ID
3716

Primary Key 3712 Groups Description
3718 

Figure 37
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AOPRule Creation
3800 4

 
  

 
 
  
 

  Account Admin Interface Application
3814

Database 3816

Auto Increment Flag
3810

 Account 3822

Database 3824

VMap Sync Rule 3826

@ Al Flag 3828
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3900 4

@ From the account administration interface:
4(20) Select Application. 390

(2b)Select Table. 3906
Select column (would need to select primary key in table row for 3908

propersyncatthis specific level).

3902

(24) (Optional) Set auto incrementflag (if relevant to DB configuration). 3910

(3) Select create rules, call function to do next steps.. 3o12
3914

Create sync vmaprule in account database.

3916
Set Auto incrementflag if appropriate for rule type.

(6)Add columnfor identifler (e.g., sync_map_id) to track sync 3918transaction and ensure data integrity.

(7) Create trigger in database. 3920
Synchronization rules are now set up. 3922

Figure 39
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4000 “~~ Foreign Key Mapping

(tat4

Parent

4002

Identifier

4004.

Identifier

Application Database 4022

| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| Identifier |
| (e.g., App_DB_ID) |
| 4006 |
| | Parent Identifier
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |
| |

|

 
 

Application Table
4008

Application Database
Identifier

(e.g., App_DB_ID)
4026

Application Column
4010

Auto IncrementFlag
4012

4028

Application Column
4030

Auto Increment Flag
4032

|

|

|

|
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4100 “4

In an account, create rules for auto-increment and relationships with 4102
foreign keys.

Create Parent (e.g., table Contact, ID, Name,etc.) A104

Create Child (e.g., Groups ID, Contact.ID, Description, etc.) 4106

Update Parent Child Relationship (auto-inc = true) 4108

Auto increment conflicts, and update parent child table relationships in 4110
the data structure.

Figure 41
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4400 ~~~ Deploy Applications to an Account

Server 4430

Marketplace 4410 Account 4432

Software Stack 4440

OS 4442

Licensing Engine
4420

CLIENT SYSTEMS445 
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Multitenancy License Management

4500 ““@

Licensing Engine 451

Multi-tenancy Lic for Server 4514
License

Management

4512 Lic for Server 4516

Hosting Server 452 Hosting Server 4530

Account 4522 Account 4532

Databases 4526 Databases 4536
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4600 ~~ WebApplication Marketplace and Hosting Infrastructure
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if
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Distribution pplication
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4614
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Web Application Marketplace and Hosting Infrastructure

 

 
 

4700 —“¢

@ y-4702
User navigates the web (or accessesvia a client), and visits the

application marketplace.

(2) + 4704
User selects an application on the marketplace, and checksout.

(3) 4706The application is provisioned on demand to the hosting
infrastructure.

oe  av 4708

The hosting infrastructure installs the application and sends |
| confirmation back to the marketplace. |
(hesei|ccieeei

©)enYo -4710
A link is sent from the marketplace to the user's application. |

cr4lM"2

 The user accessesthe application (hosted at the hosting
infrastructure) in their client or browser, and the application validates

the license with the licensing server.
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Marketplace Application Services
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4900 ~~* Select License Options from Grid in Software Distribution System

1 Server 4902
Zn OO ~| | OT q | SANApr 7 I ~~
| Receive S/W | | Associate | roar | j Deploy S/W |
| Appfor | I License terms sg: App to User
| Distribution | °l with SW App | > Seeptonon | > Account |
1 4920 | | 4922 | P 4928

| | |
LoPo 4 a

4926 |

License Manager 493

License Grid Provides Terms To Determine User Permissions

for Installation, Activation and Accessto Applications.
4932 4934 4936 4938 4940

1

| |
| |
| |
| |
| |

| Closed|Object File|Source |
| Code
| Terms 1 Terms1 |
| Terms2 |

| aa !
aee ee
| Display License events | Repacking Terms

for the S/W App | Determine Whether a User
| Available for Distribution | is Permitted to Repackage

Through the | and Redistribute the S/W
| Marketplace.
| 4950 ave
Li_ Li

 

_— — eaeeae|eeeee ee CC

I Select License | Vendor of SW App | Vendor's |
| Terms from 4910 | ‘Hard’ License |

Grid | |
J

Submits App for Distribution and Chooses License Terms.
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5000 ~~~ DynamicBilling
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5200 ~~~« Syndicated Deployment
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| | Method, and a hybrid method, in accordancewith the license terms|eeeae eiiCl

| |—--—-—— EEEE EE EE EE EE EEE 43-8112| (16) The standalonedistribution includes a software application and ro |
| one or more patchesto the application | | |

©) _____ Makingavailable is performed byalisting manager.
(ignstingmanagerincludesa storelistingforlicensing thesoftware! |application. ==|8118

| ee eaeeee _
eeeeEEELLLLL |

| Making the software application available for distribution includes at | |
| least one selected from the group consisting of: determining a user | |
| | account type, and based on the user accounttype, preparing to deploy| |
| | a software application to the user account, or generating a new user | |
| | account compatible with the software application and preparing to [1
| | deploying the software application to the new user account. | |

—-a--— eeEEEEEEE>,,8122
The marketplace application includes technical support for the software

Yooapplication=
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At one or more servers, hosting a marketplace application:
Receiving from a vendora software application fordistribution.

Making the software application available for distribution through the
marketplace application, in accordance with the license terms.

 

| 4>\__ The licensemanager determinesuser permissionsfor installation, — He

Deploying the software application to one or more user accounts on |
|“~% one or more hosting servers, in accordancewith the license terms. | oo4a
| (28) Deploying is inresponsetoa paymentassociatedwiththeoneor_ WI

more user accounts.
mmm rm rrrrrrrT rT SSrrrrrrrrr

The license terms include at least one of an open source license,a_ =|
osed license, a source code license, an executable license (objectfile), | |
—————— — — andarepackinglicense. I

(30) The repacking license determines whethera user of the software Ly”application is permitted to repackage and redistribute the software |
application |

|

| |

! |
INZeeeEEEE 1 tt| (2) The associated royalty is one selected from the group rnin
| consisting of a wholesale royalty, a retail royalty, and a flat fee. | | Ly

|

|

activation, and access to features of applications. |

eeeeee ee ee ee ea ea ee eee== = = | 22Displaying licensing events for a respective software application made HH, 8226
available for distribution through the marketplace application. I

(36) Displaying fhelicensing eventstoarespectivevendor associated |!| 208j----- with therespectivesoftwareapplication. §__tl

Storing the license termsin a licensing manager. |
weeEEE EE EE EEE EEE EE |eeii
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At least one selected from the group consisting of access duration, r
features, and price, is dynamically adjusted by the licensing managerin

LL responseto a selection by the software vendor.
— eee ee EEE EEE EE EEE EEE EEE —-A4

(isiorng the one or more user accounts separately from the marketplace
application. |ne ee eeeeeC

~~et7/8310

Processing a paymentassociated with the software application. r 8312
| (43) ~Priorto5processing apayment, receivingfrom-theusera | |
I | promotional code, and processing the payment based on the ly

|1 | promotional code.

| 8314

PNL
Prior to executing the deployed application, comparing a

|
| |
} | user identifier associated with the one or more user accounts | |
1 | and an application id associated with the deployed application | |
1 | againsta billing managerto verify that a valid paymenthas | |
1 | been recorded. | |

soot ttt toooors- 8318

Ce)vesiving that the one or more user accounts has permission to execute ~~the deployed application, and in the eventof a verification failure, warning|
| the user. |

| — -8320(a7yine verifying is performed periodically, and following a plurality of | Vy
| verification failures, preventing the one or more user accounts from | —
| | executing the deployed application. |
| ——3S rere sO a—s rr rrr ssnees _|-- 8322(48) Verifying includes checking for multiple instances of the software | |
||application being simultaneously executed by the one or more user| |
1 | accounts. | |
Co8324

Preventing access by the user to data stored at the one or more |
servers, upon determining that the one or more user accounts has been |

Ppo—~—~_______~_ asabled, 9LLL

Figure 83
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in responseto a request from a syndicated serverto distribute a software
application from the marketplace, identifying one or more user accounts

associated with the request.

Deploying the software application to the one or more user accounts, in
accordancewith license terms associated with the software application.

|
ee_y8408

(53) The software application is presented for deploymentto a user. lyhfeeeeeee

 
|

|

| Making the software application available for distribution through the 1!
| | syndicated server.

(58)Providing through an application deployer, across a networkto the one ly 8412
or more user accounts, a software application stored at the application | |

repository. |
(56) ~ Depioying Includes selecting one of@plurality of software ty 8414ploying includes selecting one of a plurality of software |

| applications, compatible with the one or more user accounts, from the |
application repository. |

Storing in the application repository software applications ina=L
| plurality of states, including at least one selected from the group |
| consisting of a ready to deploy state, an undergoing quality |
| assurance state, a ready to submit for quality assurance state, and |
| an unfinished state. |
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At one or more servers hosting a marketplace application:
making a software application available for distribution through the

marketplace application. |||| )
|

|

|

| Providing the software application for deployment to one or more user | {
| accounts, hosted on one or more servers.
|

I

|

I

|

I

I

|

|

I

(61)Prove ingthesoftware applicationfordeployment includesproviding ||
e software application across a network for deployment at one or more

Servers associated with the user, hosting the one or more user accounts. | |
— eee ee ee EEE EE EE EEEEEE |

Processing a selection by the userthat includes adding the software ih 8510
| application to a cart associated with the user, and checking outthe cart |

PFT TTT TT TT TTT TTTTSS |
V 8512
|

Prior to deploying, presenting adescription of licenseterms associated!|
with the software application to the user.

Thelicense termsare specifiedbyavendor associatedwith the |
software application. Ly8514

|(68)“Specifyingthelicensetorms includes selectingthe leanse termsrm

|

|

|

|

| from a plurality of options provided by a licensing engine associated —8516
| 1 with the one or more servers hosting a marketplace application. |
| 1 | (66) Vaiidating that the request to license the software application Liat 8518
pipecomplieswith the licenseterms.ty

LLeeeeEee| |
| VeIo 8520
| The requestto license the software application includes a payment I
| I~Selected from the group consisting of a cash payment, a credit payment, |

| and a prospective future payment. I
peLLLLL|

| l 8522
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SOFTWARE LICENSING AND
ENFORCEMENT SYSTEM

RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claimsthe benefit of and priority to
USS. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 60/962,877filed
on Jul. 31, 2007, the disclosure of which is hereby incorpo-
rated by reference in its entirety. This application is a con-
tinuation-in-part of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/102,
854, “System And Method For Resolving Conflicts Between
An Offline Web-Based Application And An Online Web-
Based Application”filed on Apr. 14, 2008, which application
is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.
[0002] This application is related to U-S. patent application
Ser. No. 12/102,848, “System And Method For Synchroniz-
ing An Offline Web-Based Application With An Online Web-
Based Application”filed on Apr. 14, 2008, which application
is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. This appli-
cation is related to U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/102,
842, “System And Method For Running A Web-Based Appli-
cation While Offline” filed on Apr. 14, 2008, which
application is incorporated by reference hereinin its entirety.
This applicationis related to U.S. patent application Ser. No.

, “System and Method for Synchronizing Applica-
tions” filed on the same date as this application, (Attorney
Docket Number 069904-5004), which application is incor-
porated by reference herein in its entirety. This application is
related to U.S. patent application Ser. No. , “Frame-
work for Synchronizing Applications”filed on the same date
as this application, (Attorney Docket Number 069904-5005),
which application is incorporated by reference herein in its
entirety. This applicationis related to U.S. patent application
Ser. No. , “Software Marketplace and Distribution
System”filed on the samedate as this application, (Attorney
Docket Number 069904-5006), which application is incor-
porated by reference herein in its entirety.

 

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0003] The disclosed embodiments relate generally to
licensing and enforcementof software applications.

BACKGROUND

[0004] It is often difficult for developers or vendors of
software applications, particularly small software applica-
tions, to economically market and license their applications.
Furthermore, it is often difficult to enforce a license for a
small software application, because it may notbe cost effec-
tive to pursuea violator ofthe license. It would be desirable to
have a system for marketing, licensing and enforcing of soft-
ware applications that permits a software developer or vendor
to concentrate on creating software applications without the
overhead of managingthe business aspects ofmarketing and
licensing.

SUMMARY

[0005] An embodimentofthe present application relates to
a marketplace for software applications where, once licensed,
the software applications are hosted at a user account.
[0006] The present application describes some embodi-
ments of a software marketplace whereby software vendors
can easily upload and license software applications and
receive revenue in return. Amongother advantages, this frees
software vendors from the need to managefinancial and legal
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issues associated with licensing software applicationsto large
numbersofusers. In one embodiment, the software market-
place is associated with a software platform provider (in one
example, Etelos) and the software vendors develop software
applications for this software platform. This arrangement
benefits both the software vendor (who can concentrate on
writing applications and receiving revenue for them) and the
software platform provider (who has a large numberofdevel-
opers supporting their software platform.
[0007] This arrangementis particularly attractive to ven-
dors of small software applications, where the revenue per
licensed application is small, and the numberoflicensees is
high. It may not be cost effective or time effective for the
software vendor to engage with large numbers of small pay-
ments andlicensees, particularly when the licensees may be
spread around geographically, in different time zones, use
different currencies, etc. By combining ease of use, tight
integration, and transparent billing and licensing for the ven-
dors’ software applications, the software platform provider
can provide anattractive service for its customers
[0008] As the number of software vendors supporting the
software platform increases, the software vendors may pro-
vide custom application development to customers of the
software platform. In some embodiments, the software plat-
form provider can monitorthis process and ensure quality. In
some embodiments, customersof the software platform may
place jobs (i.e., custom software specifications) out for bid,
where developers bid on the work. A software customer may
specify a bid based on a combination ofcost, quality, delivery
time, and other factors.

[0009] Software vendors are commonly concerned about
the overhead of licensing their software applications, and
about enforcing their software licenses. Some embodiments
enable software vendorsto specify a set of license terms(e.g.,
commonly used license types such as open source, propri-
etary, executable only, source code license, etc.) for a soft-
ware application, and prevent licensees ofthe software appli-
cation from misusing the software application outside the
termsofthelicense.

[0010] Some embodiments provide a methodfor detecting
changes madeto a first data set in a plurality of data sets, and
synchronizing at least a first subset of the changes to a data
framework that facilitates data synchronization between the
plurality of data sets.
[0011] Insome embodiments,at least a second subset ofthe
synchronized changes from the data framework to a second
data set in the plurality of data sets is synchronized.
[0012] In some embodiments,at least a third subset of the
synchronized changes from the data framework to a second
data framework is synchronized.
[0013] Some embodiments provide a computer readable
storage medium storing one or more programs configured for
execution by a computer, the one or more programsincluding
instructions for detecting changes madetoafirst data set in a
plurality of data sets, and synchronizing atleast a first subset
of the changes to a data framework that facilitates data syn-
chronization between the plurality of datasets.
[0014] Some embodiments provide a system including one
or more processors, memory, and one or more programs
stored in the memory, the one or more programs comprising
instructions to: detect changes madeto a first data set in a
plurality of data sets; and synchronizeatleasta first subset of
the changesto a data framework that facilitates data synchro-
nization betweenthe plurality ofdata sets.
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[0015] Some embodiments provide a method for identify-
ing a first data set in a plurality of data sets that is to be
synchronized with a data framework, determining a mapping
between one or more data fields in a data structure for thefirst
data set and one or moredatafields in a data structure for the

data framework, and generating synchronization rules for the
first data set based on the determined mapping.
[0016] Some embodiments provide a computer readable
storage medium storing one or more programs configured for
execution by a computer, the one or more programsincluding
instructions for identifying a first data set in a plurality ofdata
sets that is to be synchronized with a data framework,deter-
mining a mapping between one or more data fields in a data
structure forthe first data set and one or more data fields in a

data structure for the data framework, and generating syn-
chronization rules for the first data set based on the deter-

mined mapping.
[0017] Some embodiments provide a system including one
or more processors, memory, and one or more programs
stored in the memory, the one or more programs comprising
instructions to: identify a first data set in a plurality of data
sets that is to be synchronized with a data framework,deter-
mine a mapping between one or more data fields in a data
structure forthe first data set and one or more data fields in a

data structure for the data framework, and generate synchro-
nization rules for the first data set based on the determined

mapping.
[0018] Some embodiments provide a methodfor detecting
changes madetoafirst data set for a first web-based applica-
tion in an account, identifying at least a second data set for a
second web-based application in the account, wherein the
second data set includesat least a subset of the data included

in the first data set, and applying synchronization rules to
synchronize the second data set with the first data set.
[0019] Some embodiments provide a computer readable
storage medium storing one or more programs configured for
execution by a computer, the one or more programsincluding
instructions for detecting changes madetoafirst data set for
a first web-based application in an account, identifying at
least a second data set for a second web-based application in
the account, wherein the second data set includesat least a
subset of the data included in the first data set, and applying
synchronization rules to synchronize the second data set with
the first data set.

[0020] Some embodiments provide a system including one
or more processors, memory, and one or more programs
stored in the memory, the one or more programs comprising
instructions to: detect changes madeto a first data set for a
first web-based application in an account, identify at least a
second data set for a second web-based application in the
account, wherein the second dataset includesat least a subset
of the data includedin the first data set, and apply synchro-
nization rules to synchronize the seconddata set with thefirst
dataset.

[0021] Some embodiments provide a computer system
including one or more processors, memory, and one or more
programsanddata structures stored in the memory, the one or
more programs and data structures including: an application
data structure configured to store data and program files for a
web-based application, an account data structure configured
to store one or moreinstancesofthe application data structure
for an account, wherein an instance of the application data
structure corresponds to an instance of a web-based applica-
tion, and a synchronization module configured to synchro-
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nize data between web-based applications within an account
based on synchronization rules.
[0022] Some embodiments provide a computer readable
storage medium storing one or more programsanddata struc-
tures configured for execution by a computer, the one or more
data structures including: an application data structure con-
figured to store data and program files for a web-based appli-
cation, and an accountdata structure configured to store one
or more instances of the application data structure for an
account, wherein an instance ofthe application data structure
corresponds to an instance of a web-based application. The
one or more programsinclude instructions for synchronizing
data between web-based applications within an account
based on synchronization rules.
[0023] Inaccordance with some embodiments, a computer-
implemented method is performed at a system. The com-
puter-implemented method includes at one or more servers
hosting a marketplace application: receiving from a vendor a
software application for distribution; associating license
terms with the software application; making the software
application available for distribution through the marketplace
application; and deploying the software application to one or
more user accounts on one or more hosting servers, in accor-
dance with thelicense terms.

[0024] Inaccordance with some embodiments, a computer-
implemented method is performed at a system. The com-
puter-implemented method includes at one or more servers
hosting a marketplace application: receiving from a vendor a
software application for distribution; generating license
terms in responseto a selection by the vendor from options
provided by the marketplace application; associating the
license terms with the software application; and making the
software application available for distribution through the
marketplace application, in accordance with the license
terms.

[0025] Inaccordance with some embodiments, a computer-
implemented method is performed at a system. The com-
puter-implemented method includes at one or more servers
hosting a marketplace application, in response to a request
from a syndicated server to distribute a software application
from the marketplace: identifying one or more user accounts
associated with the request; verifying that the one or more
user accounts has permissionto use the software application;
and deploying the software application to the one or more
user accounts, in accordance with license terms associated
with the software application.
[0026] Inaccordance with some embodiments, a computer-
implemented method is performed at a system. The com-
puter-implemented method includes at one or more servers
hosting a marketplace application: making a software appli-
cation available for distribution through the marketplace
application; receiving a user request to license the software
application; and providing the software application for
deployment to one or more user accounts, hosted on one ormoreservers.

[0027] Inaccordance with some embodiments, a system for
distributing software applications is described. The system
comprises one or more processors, memory, and one or more
programsstored in the memory. The one or more programs
comprise instructions for implementing: a program module
configured to provide a software application for distribution
in response to an access request from a user; a program
module configured to receive and deploy the software appli-
cation from the marketplace module to an account on one or
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moreservers; and a program module configured to provide at
least one or more user accounts, from which the user accesses
the software application.
[0028] In accordance with some embodiments, a server
system comprises one or more processors, memory, and one
or more programs stored in the memory. The one or more
programs comprise instructions for at one or more servers
hosting a marketplace application: receiving from a vendor a
software application for distribution; associating license
terms with the software application; making the software
application available for distribution through the marketplace
application; and deploying the software application to one or
more user accounts on one or more hosting servers, in accor-
dance with thelicense terms.

[0029] In accordance with some embodiments, a computer
readable storage medium stores one or more programs con-
figured for execution by a computer. The one or more pro-
grams comprise instructionsto, at one or more servers hosting
a marketplace application: receive from a vendor a software
application for distribution; associate license terms with the
software application; makethe software application available
for distribution through the marketplace application; and
deploy the software application to one or more user accounts
on one or more hosting servers, in accordance with the license
terms.

[0030] In accordance with some embodiments, a server
system comprises one or more processors, memory, and one
or more programs stored in the memory. The one or more
programs comprise instructions for, at one or more servers
hosting a marketplace application: receiving from a vendor a
software application for distribution; generating license
terms in responseto a selection by the vendor from options
provided by the marketplace application; associating the
license terms with the software application; and making the
software application available for distribution through the
marketplace application, in accordance with the license
terms.

[0031] In accordance with some embodiments, a computer
readable storage medium stores one or more programs con-
figured for execution by a computer. The one or more pro-
grams comprise instructions for, at one or more servers host-
ing a marketplace application: receiving from a vendor a
software application for distribution; generating license
terms in responseto a selection by the vendor from options
provided by the marketplace application; associating the
license terms with the software application; and making the
software application available for distribution through the
marketplace application, in accordance with the license
terms.

[0032] In accordance with some embodiments, a server
system comprises one or more processors, memory, and one
or more programs stored in the memory. The one or more
programs comprise instructions for, at one or more market-
place servers hosting a marketplace application, in response
to a request from a syndicated server to distribute a software
application from the marketplace: identifying one or more
user accounts associated with the request; verifying that the
one or more user accounts has permission to use the software
application; and deploying the software applicationto the one
or more user accounts, in accordance with license terms asso-
ciated with the software application.
[0033] In accordance with some embodiments, a computer
readable storage medium stores one or more programs con-
figured for execution by a computer. The one or more pro-
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grams comprise instructions for, at one or more marketplace
servers hosting a marketplace application, in response to a
request from a syndicated server to distribute a software
application from the marketplace: identifying one or more
user accounts associated with the request; verifying that the
one or more user accounts has permission to use the software
application; and deploying the software application to the one
or more user accounts, in accordance with license terms asso-
ciated with the software application.
[0034] In accordance with some embodiments, a server
system comprises one or more processors, memory, and one
or more programs stored in the memory. The one or more
programs comprise instructions for at one or more servers
hosting a marketplace application: making a software appli-
cation available for distribution through the marketplace
application; receiving a user request to license the software
application; and providing the software application for
deployment to one or more user accounts, hosted on one ormore servers.

[0035] In accordance with some embodiments, a computer
readable storage medium stores one or more programs con-
figured for execution by a computer. The one or more pro-
grams comprise instructions for at one or more servers host-
ing a marketplace application: making a software application
available for distribution through the marketplace applica-
tion; receiving a user request to license the software applica-
tion; and providing the software application for deployment
to one or more user accounts, hosted on one or moreservers.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0036] FIG. 1 presents a block diagram of a network,
according to embodiments of the present invention.
[0037] FIG. 2 presents a block diagram of a network,
according to embodiments of the present invention.
[0038] FIG. 3 presents a block diagram of an application
database, according to embodimentsofthe present invention.
[0039] FIG. 4 presents a block diagram of a user database,
according to embodiments of the present invention.
[0040] FIG. 5 presents a block diagram of a synchroniza-
tion engine on an application server, according to embodi-
ments of the present invention.
[0041] FIG. 6 presents a block diagram of a synchroniza-
tion engine on a client computer system, according to
embodiments of the present invention.
[0042] FIG. 7 presents a block diagram of an application
server, according to embodiments ofthe present invention.
[0043] FIG. 8 presents a block diagram ofa client, accord-
ing to embodiments ofthe present invention.
[0044] FIG. 9 presents a block diagram illustrating exem-
plary group memberships for users for a given web-based
application, according to embodiments of the present inven-
tion.

[0045] FIG. 10 presents a block diagram of an exemplary
AOPframework that provides offline access to a web-based
application, according to embodiments of the present inven-
tion.

[0046] FIG. 11 illustrates an exemplary processofusing an
AOPframework to run a web-basedapplication while offline,
according to embodiments of the present invention.
[0047] FIG. 12 presents a block diagram of an exemplary
process of installing an instance of an AOP framework on a
client computer system, according to embodiments of the
present invention.
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[0048] FIG. 13 illustrates an exemplary processofinstall-
ing an instance of an AOP framework on a client computer
system, according to embodimentsof the present invention.
[0049] FIG. 14 presents a block diagram of an exemplary
process of initializing an AOP account on a client computer
system, according to embodimentsof the present invention.
[0050] FIG. 15 illustrates an exemplary process of initial-
izing an AOP account on a client computer system, according
to embodiments of the present invention.
[0051] FIG. 16 presents a block diagram of an exemplary
processofinstalling a web-based application on a client com-
puter system, according to embodimentsofthe present inven-
tion.

[0052] FIG. 17 illustrates an exemplary processofinstall-
ing a web-based application on a client computer system,
according to embodiments of the present invention.
[0053] FIG. 18 presents a block diagram of an exemplary
process of performing an initial data synchronization for a
web-based application on a client computer system, accord-
ing to embodiments of the present invention.
[0054] FIG. 19 illustrates an exemplary process ofperform-
ing an initial data synchronization for a web-based applica-
tion on a client computer system, according to embodiments
of the present invention.
[0055] FIG. 20 presents a block diagram of an exemplary
process of using the AOP framework on a client computer
system, according to embodimentsof the present invention.
[0056] FIG.21 illustrates an exemplary process ofusing the
AOP framework on a client computer system, according to
embodiments of the present invention.
[0057] FIG. 22 presents a block diagram of an exemplary
process for a client computer system determining how to
access a web-basedapplication, according to embodiments of
the present invention.
[0058] FIG. 23 illustrates an exemplary processfor a client
computer system determining how to access a web-based
application, according to embodiments of the present inven-
tion.

[0059] FIG. 24 presents a block diagram of an exemplary
process for synchronizing a web-based application on a client
computer system with a web-based application on an appli-
cation server, according to embodimentsofthe present inven-
tion.

[0060] FIG. 25 illustrates an exemplary process for syn-
chronizing a web-based application on a client computer
system with a web-basedapplication on an application server,
according to embodiments of the present invention.
[0061] FIG. 26 presents a block diagram of an exemplary
process for synchronizing a web-based application on a client
computer system with a web-based application on an appli-
cation server, according to embodimentsofthe present inven-
tion.

[0062] FIG. 27A illustrates an exemplary process for syn-
chronizing a web-based application on a client computer
system with a web-basedapplication on an application server,
according to embodiments of the present invention.
[0063] FIG. 27B continues the process illustrated in FIG.
27A, according to embodiments of the present invention.
[0064] FIG. 27C continues the process illustrated in FIG.
27B, according to embodiments of the present invention.
[0065] FIG. 27D continues the process illustrated in FIG.
27C, according to embodiments of the present invention.
[0066] FIG. 27E continues the process illustrated in FIG.
27D, according to embodiments of the present invention.
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[0067] FIG. 27F continues the process illustrated in FIG.
27, according to embodiments ofthe present invention.

[0068] FIG. 28 presents a block diagram of an exemplary
process for resolving conflicts for web-based applications
that use auto-incrementing identifiers, according to embodi-
ments of the present invention.

[0069] FIG. 29 illustrates an exemplary process for resolv-
ing conflicts for web-based applications that use auto-incre-
menting identifiers, according to embodimentsofthe present
invention.

[0070] FIG. 30 presents a flowchart of an exemplary pro-
cess for providing access to a web-based application while
offline, according to embodiments of the present invention.

[0071] FIG. 31 presents a flowchart of an exemplary pro-
cess for synchronizing a web-based application on a client
computer system with a web-based application on an appli-
cation server, according to embodimentsofthe present inven-
tion.

[0072] FIG. 32 presents a flowchart of an exemplary pro-
cess for synchronizing a web-based application on a client
computer system with a web-based application on an appli-
cation server, according to embodimentsofthe present inven-
tion.

[0073] FIG. 33 presents a flowchart of an exemplary pro-
cess for resolving conflicts between a web-based application
ona client computer system and a web-based application on
an application server, according to embodiments of the
present invention.
[0074] FIG. 34 presents a flowchart of an exemplary pro-
cess for resolving conflicts between a web-based application
ona client computer system and a web-based application on
an application server which uses automatically incrementing
identifiers for database records, according to embodiments of
the present invention.

[0075] FIG. 35 presents a flowchart of an exemplary pro-
cess for providing access to a web-based application while
offline, according to embodiments of the present invention.

[0076] FIG. 36 presents a block diagram illustrating an
exemplary user interface for creating synchronization rules,
according to embodiments of the present invention.

[0077] FIG. 37 presents a block diagram illustrating an
exemplary user interface for generating auto-incrementing
identifiers, according to embodiments of the present inven-
tion.

[0078] FIG. 38 presents a block diagram illustrating an
exemplary process for creating synchronization rules,
according to embodiments of the present invention.
[0079] FIG. 39 presents a flowchart of an exemplary pro-
cess for creating synchronization rules, according to embodi-
ments of the present invention.

[0080] FIG. 40 presents a block diagram of an exemplary
foreign key mapping, according to embodiments of the
present invention.

[0081] FIG. 41 presents a flowchart of an exemplary pro-
cess for creating a foreign key mapping, according to embodi-
ments of the present invention.

[0082] FIG. 44 is a block diagram illustrating deploying
applications to a user account, according to some embodi-
ments.

[0083] FIG. 45 is a block diagram illustrating managing
licenses in a multi-tenancy environment, according to some
embodiments.
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[0084] FIG.46 is a block diagram illustrating a web appli-
cation marketplace and hosting infrastructure, according to
some embodiments.

[0085] FIG. 47 is a flow diagram illustrating a process for
selecting and deploying a software application in a user
account, according to some embodiments.
[0086] FIG. 48 isa block diagram illustrating a marketplace
server and hosting infrastructure, according to some embodi-
ments.

[0087] FIG. 49 is a block diagram illustrating licensing
options in a software distribution marketplace, according to
some embodiments.

[0088] FIG. 50 is a block diagram illustrating dynamic
billing in a software distribution marketplace, according to
some embodiments.

[0089] FIG. 51 is a block diagram illustrating an applica-
tion manager and repository in a software distribution mar-
ketplace, according to some embodiments.
[0090] FIG. 52 is a block diagram illustrating syndicated
deploymentacross a network in a software distribution mar-
ketplace, according to some embodiments.
[0091] FIG. 53 is a block diagram illustrating a packager in
a software distribution marketplace, according to some
embodiments.

[0092] FIG.541isa block diagram illustrating an alternative
embodimentof a packager in a software distribution market-
place, according to some embodiments.
[0093] FIG.551isa block diagram illustrating an alternative
embodimentof a packager in a software distribution market-
place, according to some embodiments.
[0094] FIG. 56 is a block diagram illustrating licensing a
software application in a software distribution marketplace,
according to some embodiments.
[0095] FIG. 57 is a block diagram illustrating providing
security for software applications, deployedto a user account,
in a software distribution marketplace, according to some
embodiments.

[0096] FIG. 58 is a block diagram illustrating multiple
logons to a software application in a software distribution
marketplace, according to some embodiments.
[0097] FIG. 59 is a block diagram illustrating a user access
control interface, in a software distribution marketplace,
according to some embodiments.
[0098] FIG.60 is a block diagram illustrating a user access
control interface, in a software distribution marketplace,
according to some embodiments.
[0099] FIG. 61 is a system block diagram illustrating a
server hosting a software marketplace and licensing system,
according to some embodiments.
[0100] FIG. 62 is a system block diagram illustrating a
client interfacing with a software marketplace and licensing
system, according to some embodiments.
[0101] FIG. 63 isa block diagram illustrating an exemplary
application framework, according to some embodiments.
[0102] FIG. 64A is a block diagram illustrating exemplary
components of an account, according to some embodiments.
[0103] FIG. 64B isa flow diagram of an exemplary process
for creating an account and installing applications into the
account, according to some embodiments.
[0104] FIG. 65 is a block diagram ofa serveranda client,
according to some embodiments.
[0105] FIG. 66 is a flow diagram of an exemplary process
for synchronizing applications, according to some embodi-
ments.
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[0106] FIG. 67 isa block diagram illustrating an exemplary
process for synchronizing applications, according to some
embodiments.

[0107] FIG. 681sablock diagram illustrating an exemplary
process for handling parent-child relationships during a syn-
chronization process, according to some embodiments.
[0108] FIG. 69 is a flow diagram of an exemplary process
for translating owner IDs, according to some embodiments.
[0109] FIG. 70isa block diagram illustrating an exemplary
process for merging users between applications, according to
some embodiments.

[0110] FIG. 71 is a flow diagram of an exemplary process
for merging users between applications, according to some
embodiments.

[0111] FIG. 72 presents a block diagram of an exemplary
server, according to some embodiments.
[0112] FIG. 73 presents a block diagram of an exemplary
client computer system, according to some embodiments.
[0113] FIG. 74 presents a block diagram illustrating an
exemplary application synchronization module, according to
some embodiments.

[0114] FIG. 75 presents exemplary synchronization data
structures, according to some embodiments.
[0115] FIG. 76 is a flow diagram of an exemplary process
for synchronizing applications, according to some embodi-
ments.

[0116] FIG. 77 is a flow diagram of an exemplary process
for generating synchronization rules that are used to synchro-
nize applications, according to some embodiments.
[0117] FIG. 78 is a flow diagram of an exemplary process
for synchronizing applications, according to some embodi-
ments.

[0118] FIG. 79 presents exemplary synchronization rules
data structures, according to some embodiments.
[0119] FIG. 80 is a flow diagram ofa processfor distribut-
ing a software application, according to some embodiments.
[0120] FIG. 81 is a flow diagram ofa processfor distribut-
ing a software application, according to some embodiments.
[0121] FIG. 82 isaflow diagram of a processfor licensing
a software application, according to some embodiments.
[0122] FIG. 83 is a flow diagram ofa processfor distribut-
ing a software application, according to some embodiments.
[0123] FIG. 841saflow diagram ofa processfor syndicated
deployment of a software application, according to some
embodiments.

[0124] FIG. 85 isa flow diagram ofa processfor licensing
and receiving paymentfor a software application, according
to some embodiments.

[0125] FIG. 101 is an exemplary screenshot 10100 of an
account user managementinterface.
[0126] FIG. 102 is an exemplary screenshot 10200 of an
application packager.
[0127] FIG. 103 is an exemplary screenshot 10300 of an
application packager.
[0128] FIG. 104 is an exemplary screenshot 10400 of an
application packager.
[0129] FIG. 105 is an exemplary screenshot 10500 of an
application packager.
[0130] FIG. 106 is an exemplary screenshot 10600 of an
application packager.
[0131] FIG. 107 is exemplary screenshot 10700 ofan appli-
cation packager.
[0132] FIG. 108 is an exemplary screenshot 10800 of an
application packager.
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[0133] FIG. 109 is an exemplary screenshot 10900 of an
application packager.
[0134] FIG. 110 is an exemplary screenshot 11000 of an
application packager.
[0135] FIG. 111 is an exemplary screenshot 11100 of an
application packager.
[0136] FIG. 112 is an exemplary screenshot 11200 of an
application packager.
[0137] FIG. 113 is an exemplary screenshot 11300 of an
application packager.
[0138] FIG. 114 is an exemplary screenshot 11400 of an
account information details screen.

[0139] FIG. 115 is an exemplary screenshot 11500 of a
development environment.
[0140] FIG. 116 is an exemplary screenshot 11600 of an
application packager.
[0141] FIG. 117 is an exemplary screenshot 11700 of an
AOPsyncrules manager.
[0142] FIG. 118 is an exemplary screenshot 11800 of an
AOPsyncrules manager.
[0143] FIG. 119 is an exemplary screenshot 11900 of an
AOPsyncrules manager.
[0144] FIG. 120 is an exemplary screenshot 12000 of an
AOPsyncrules manager.
[0145] FIG. 121 is an exemplary screenshot 12100 of an
AOPsyncrules manager.
[0146] FIG. 122 is an exemplary screenshot 12200 of an
integration application group manager.
[0147] FIG. 123 is an exemplary screenshot 12300 of a
sync rules manager.
[0148] FIG. 124 is an exemplary screenshot 12400 of a
sync rules manager.
[0149] FIG. 125 is an exemplary screenshot 12500 of a
sync rules manager.
[0150] FIG. 126 is an exemplary screenshot 12600 of a
sync rules manager.
[0151] FIG. 127 is an exemplary screenshot 12700 of a
sync rules manager.
[0152] FIG. 128 is an exemplary screenshot 12800 of a
sync rules manager.
[0153] FIG. 129 is an exemplary screenshot 12900 of a
support page.

[0154] FIG. 130 is an exemplary screenshot 13000 of a
product/service basic information page.
[0155] FIG. 131 is an exemplary screenshot 13100 of a
staging application page.
[0156] FIG. 132 is an exemplary screenshot 13200 of an
edit licensing page.
[0157] FIG. 133 is an exemplary screenshot 13300 of a
setup marketing information page.
[0158] FIG. 134 is an exemplary screenshot 13400 of a
setup marketing full page.
[0159] FIG. 135 is an exemplary screenshot 13500 of a
setup features full page.
[0160] FIG. 136 is an exemplary screenshot 13600 of a
product demopage.
[0161] FIG. 137 is an exemplary screenshot 13700 of an
“Add a Blog” feed page.
[0162] FIG. 138 is an exemplary screenshot 13800 of a
setup frequently asked questions (FAQs) page.
[0163] FIG. 139 is an exemplary screenshot 13900 of a
setup getting started application page.
[0164] FIG. 140 is an exemplary screenshot 14000 of a
support page.
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[0165] FIG. 141 is an exemplary screenshot 14100 of an
“About us” page.
[0166] FIG. 142 is an exemplary screenshot 14200 of a
product upgrade page.
[0167] FIG. 143 is anexemplary screenshot 14300 ofa “my
store style” page.
[0168] FIG. 144 is an exemplary screenshot 14400 of a
pricing grid and purchase/license link setup page.
[0169] FIG. 145 is an exemplary screenshot 14500 ofa web
services “Post Data” setup page.
[0170] FIG. 146 is an exemplary screenshot 14600 of a
support page.
[0171] FIG. 147 is an exemplary screenshot 14700 of a
support page.
[0172] FIG. 148 is an exemplary screenshot 14800 of a
support page.
[0173] FIG. 149 is an exemplary screenshot 14900 of a
support page.
[0174] FIG. 150 is an exemplary screenshot 15000 of a
store productlist.
[0175] FIG. 151 is an exemplary screenshot 15100 of a
store listing report.
[0176] FIG. 152 is an exemplary screenshot 15200 of a
store listing report.
[0177] FIG. 153 is a screenshot ofan exemplary screenshot
15300 of a transactionsreport.
[0178] FIG. 154 is an exemplary screenshot 15400 of a
support page.
[0179] FIG. 155 is an exemplary screenshot 15500 of a
marketplace page.
[0180] FIG. 156 is an exemplary screenshot 15600 of a
hosting and development environment.
[0181] FIG. 157 is an exemplary screenshot 15700 of a
marketplace page.
[0182] FIG. 158 is an exemplary screenshot 15800 of a
licensing page.
[0183] FIG. 159 is an exemplary screenshot 15900 of a
support page.
[0184] FIG. 160 is an exemplary screenshot 16000 of a
shopping cart page.
[0185] FIG. 161 is an exemplary screenshot 16100 of a
CRMtestlisting page.
[0186] FIG. 162 is an exemplary screenshot 16200 of a
developertoolkit page.
[0187] FIG. 163 is an exemplary screenshot 16300 of a
support page.
[0188] FIG. 164 is an exemplary screen shot 16400 from
the bottom portion of the screenshot 16300.
[0189] FIG. 165 is an exemplary screenshot 16500 of a
support page.

[0190] FIG. 166 is an exemplary screenshot 16600 of an
installation page.
[0191] FIG. 167 is an exemplary screenshot 16700 of an
installation processing page.
[0192] FIG. 168 is an exemplary screenshot 16800 of an
installation processing page.
[0193] FIG. 169 is an exemplary screenshot 16900 of a
support page.

[0194] FIG. 170 is an exemplary screenshot 17000 of a
support page.

[0195] FIG. 171 is an exemplary screenshot 17100 of a
marketplace page.
[0196] FIG. 172 is an exemplary screenshot 17200 of a
marketplace page.
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[0197] FIG. 173 is an exemplary screenshot 17300 of a
support page.
[0198] FIG. 174 is an exemplary screenshot 17400 of a
support page.
[0199] FIG. 175 is an exemplary screenshot 17500 of a
support page.
[0200] FIG. 176 is an exemplary screenshot 17600 of a
support page.
[0201] FIG. 177 is an exemplary screenshot 17700 of a
support page.
[0202] FIG. 178 is an exemplary screenshot 17800 of a
support page.
[0203] FIG. 179 is an exemplary screenshot 17900 of a
support page.
[0204] FIG. 180 is an exemplary screenshot 18000 of a
support page.
[0205] FIG. 181 is an exemplary screenshot 18100 of a
support page.
[0206] FIG. 182 is an exemplary screenshot 18200 of a
marketplace homepage.
[0207] FIG. 183 is an exemplary screenshot 18300 of a
marketplace page.
[0208] FIG. 184 is an exemplary screenshot 18400 of a
marketplace page.
[0209] FIG. 185 is an exemplary screenshot 18500 of a
marketplace page.
[0210] FIG. 186 is an exemplary screenshot 18600 of a
marketplace page.
[0211] FIG. 187 is an exemplary screenshot 18700 of a
marketplace page.
[0212] FIG. 188 is an exemplary screenshot 18800 of a
marketplace page.
[0213] FIG. 189 is an exemplary screenshot 18900 of a
marketplace page.
[0214] Like reference numerals refer to corresponding
parts throughout the drawings.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

Definitions

[0215] A Remote Procedure Call (RPC)is a programming
interface that allows one program to use the services of
another program in a remote machine. The calling program
sends a message and data to the remote program, which is
executed, and results are passed back to the calling program.
Note that RPC refers to XML RPC.

[0216] A virtual host (vhost) is a server that includes mul-
tiple web sites, each with its own domain name. A <virtual-
host> .. . </virtualhost> is an Apache HTTPserverdirective
(instruction) that maps domain namesto different directories
(and otherinstructions) on the filesystem. vhosts can be used
to define the boundaries of an application. Each web-based
application in an accounton the client computer system must
have at least onevirtual host inApache. Note that there can be
more than one vhost, all pointing to the same shared direc-
tory/config. Also note that other web servers have similar
functions as the Apachevirtualhostdirective.
[0217] Vmapis a virtual database query map. A vmapis a
variable map, or a field map. It maps variables (columns,
fields) in one database to variables (columns, fields) in
another DB.

[0218] LAMP isa solution stack of software that is used to
run dynamic web sites. The LAMP solution stack typically
comprises open source software. The LAMPstack can refer
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to a suite of software that includes LINUX, Apache HTTP
server, MySQL and/or PostgreSQL, Perl, Python, Ruby,
Ruby on Rails, Apache Tomcat, and/or PHP.
[0219] A solution stack is a set of software subsystems or
components that are required to deliver a specified solution
(e.g., productor service).
[0220] A web application or a web-based application is an
application that can be accessed through the web over a
network (e.g., the Internet, etc.). Web-based applications
typically generate dynamic content. Dynamic content is con-
tent that can be generated when a request is received from a
user. For example, a user may request scores for one or more
sporting events. These scores can beretrieved and a page
listing the scores can be displayedto the user. Alternatively,
dynamic content can be periodically generated and cached.
Whenauserrequests the dynamic content, the cached version
is displayed to the user. Web-based applications do not
require distribution because they are typically hosted on an
application server. Users who desire to use a web-basedappli-
cation can use a browser to access the application server
hosting the web-based application. A client-server model
requires a specialized client program that serves as a user
interface to the server and that must be installed on each

computer system that is to access the server application. Any
upgradesto the server application typically require an update
to the client application. In contrast, web-based applications
use a browserengine, such as found in a web browserengine,
as an interface to the application server. In general, each page
delivered to the browseris a static document; however, the
static document is typically composed of a number of
dynamic elements that are embeddedinto the documentprior
to being delivered to the browser. Web-based applications are
typically structured as a three-tier application with a browser
engine at thefirst tier, an engine that can process dynamic
content(e.g., scripting languages, etc.) in the secondtier, and
a database in thethirdtier.

Overview

[0221] Presently, in order to receive thefull functionality of
a web-based application, a client computer system must be
able to communicate with an application server hosting the
web-based application. Although some features of a web-
based application may be available while the client computer
system is not connected to an application server hosting the
web-based application, other features of the application
server may not function properly or maynotfunctionat all if
the client computer system is not connected to the application
server. For example, consider a user who wants to update a
contact in a web-based address book. Updating a contact ina
web-based address book typically requires updating data
records in a database or some other mechanism for storing
and managingdata (e.g., files). Typically, the databaseis part
of the application server or accessible to the application
server through a network connection. Thus, in order to update
a contact in the web-based address book,the client computer
system for the user must be connected to the application
server hosting the web-based address bookso that the update
to the contact can be madeto in the database.

[0222] Thus, in some embodiments, a client computer sys-
tem is loaded with a framework that allows the client com-

puter system to access web-based applications locally with-
out requiring a network connection to an application server
hosting the web-based application. This framework is
referred to as the “Applications on a Plane” (AOP) framework
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in this specification. This framework is useful for at least
traveling salespeople, drivers, businesstravelers (e.g., on air-
planes), etc. In these embodiments, while working on the
applicationlocally, data can be added, modified, and changed
without the need to be connected to the application server
hosting the web-based application. The AOP framework
tracks the changes and when the network connection between
the client computer system and the application server is rees-
tablished, the changes can be synchronized betweenthe client
computer system and the application server.
[0223] In some embodiments, the AOP framework can
include an application server and an account management
system. In some embodiments, the application server is the
Etelos Application Server (EAS). In some embodiments,the
account management system is the Etelos Management Sys-
tem (EMS). This specification may use the terms EAS and
EMSin the generic senseto refer to an application server and
an account managementsystem, respectively.
[0224] In some embodiments, AOP framework installa-
tions can besplit into twosteps: installation ofan open source
stack (e.g., Apache HTTPserver, PHP, PostgreSQL, MySQL,
Python,etc.) andinstallation ofthe AOP framework(e.g., the
EAS and EMSinstallation). Other software stacks can be
used. For example, WAMP (Windows, Apache HTTPserver,
MySQL, PHP) and/or LAPP (Linux, Apache HTTPserver,
PostgreSQL, PHP).
[0225] In some embodiments, AOP synchronization is
managedat two levels. A user-based synchronization enables
the user to synchronize information that only the user is
allowedto see based uponaset ofuser-based synchronization
rules. A group administrative synchronization synchronizes
all changes in the web-based application for a user that a user
is allowed to see because of group administrative permis-sions.

[0226] In some embodiments, the AOP framework allows
existing web-based applications to support offline use on a
client computer system (e.g., without a connection to an
application serverthat hosts the web-based application) with-
out changing the architecture and code for the web-based
application. For example, if a developer builds a web-based
application based on the Linux, Apache HTTP server,
MySQL, and PHP (LAMP) web development environment,
the web-based application can be used in the AOP framework
with little or no code changes. A developer can then use an
administrative tool to create rules for how the web-based

application is to be synchronized with client computer sys-
tems that have made changes to the web-based application
while offline. Note that in prior art systems, a developer must
re-architect (e.g., changing the data model) and/or recode the
web-basedapplication to be able to run on a client computer
system without a network connection to an applicationserver.

[0227] In some embodiments, the AOP framework assigns
a local domain extension to a universal resource locator

(URL) for a web-based application so that a user can access
the web-based application on the client computer system
instead of on the application server. In doing so, a user can
choose whento access the web-based application locally and
when to access the web-based application on the application
server. For example, the local domain extension can be an
“aop”suffix that is added to the end of the URL.Ifthe URL
is http://appl.com, the modified URLis http://appl.com.aop.
Ifa user wants to run the web-based application on the AOP
framework on a client computer system, the user can access
the web-based application by entering the local URL (e.g.,
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http://appl.com.aop). Note that the “.aop” suffix is one
example ofasuffix that can be appended to a URL. Any other
suffix can be appended to a URL.Alternatively, the URL can
be modified in other ways (e.g., completely rewriting the
URL,etc.) that can indicate local access is required. In some
embodiments,an entry ina hosts file is added to map the URL
with the appendedsuffix to the local client computer system.
In other embodiments, an entry in a domain namingservice is
added to map the URL with the appendedsuffix to the local
client computer system.

[0228] In some embodiments, a suffix is not appended to
the URL.In these embodiments, the URL itself is used to
direct the browser to the local web server on the client com-

puter system. In these embodiments, an entry in the hosts file
or ina DNSserver on the client computer system associates
the URL with the client computer system. Note that since a
client computer system starts its search for an IP address
associated with the URL onthe client computer system,ifan
IP address is foundin the hostsfile or a local DNSserver on

the client computer system, the client computer system uses
this IP address regardless as to whether or not another IP
address(e.g., the real IP address exists).

[0229] Allowing users to make changes to web-based
applications while disconnected from an application server
hosting the web-based application creates several problems
including synchronization of data between the client com-
puter system andthe application server. As long as the client
computer system is connected to the application server, the
two systems can remain synchronized with each other by
periodically communicating with each other (e.g., through
polling or through triggers). However, offline use of web-
based applications can cause data conflicts because users can
be creating, modifying, and deleting records on different
instances ofthe web-based application. This problem is com-
pounded by the fact that most web-based applications use
automatically incrementing database identifiers to provide a
unique identifier for a given database record. For example, for
a user table, the user ID column may use an automatically
incrementing user ID generator. Whena new useris added to
the usertable, the database determinesthe next unique user ID
from the automatically incrementing user ID generator.
Since, each instance of the web-based application includes
the automatically incrementing user ID generator that incre-
ments the next user ID independently ofthe other instances of
the web-based application, it is possible that the user IDs
betweenall of the instances of the web-based application are
not unique. Thus, in some embodiments, the AOP framework
provides a synchronization technique that can solve the
above-described problems. The synchronization technique
can be separate from the web-based application so that the
code for the web-based application does not need to be modi-
fied. Not modifying the code is advantageousfor at least the
reason that rearchitecting and recoding web-based applica-
tions can be a burdensome andtime-consuming process.

[0230] Most applications that are designed for the web are
designed to run on a single large piece of infrastructure with
shared resources. This technique allows a “software as a
service” (SaaS)providerto scale the infrastructure as needed.
Since many users (e.g., companies) may be using the same
database separated only by differences in primary keys, con-
trol to applications and databasesare set so that security is not
compromised. These security models are difficult to port to
existing systems that allow use of web-based applications
while disconnected from an application server. However, the
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AOPframeworksolves these problemsas described below.In
some embodiments, the AOP framework enables users to see
only their own data and not see data from other users. How-
ever, if a user is a part of an administrative group, the admin-
istrative user can see data for other users over which the

administrative user has administrative rights.

[0231] In some embodiments, the AOP platform provides
mechanisms for distribution of web-based applications
through a marketplace. These mechanism can facilitate bill-
ing services (e.g., for purchases, subscriptions, and other
licenses) and user management.

AOP

[0232] FIG.1presents a block diagram of network 100,
according to embodimentsofthe present invention. Network
100 includes clients 110-A to 110-N and application servers
130-A to 130-N. Clients 110-A to clients 110-N and applica-
tion servers 130-A to 130-N are connected to each other

through network 120. Network 120 can include, but is not
limited to, a local area network (LAN), a wide area network
(WAN), the Internet, an intranet, a wireless network, a mobile
network, a combination of networks, or any type of network
now knownorlater developed. Clients 110-A to 110-N can
not only communicate with application servers 130-A to
130-N through network 120, but can also communicate with
each other through network 120. Similarly, application serv-
ers 130-A to 130-N can communicate with each other through
network 120.

[0233] In some embodiments, application servers 130-A to
130-N include one or more web-based applications. In some
embodiments, a web-based application is an application that
is hosted on an application server and that can be accessed by
clients that are connected to the application server through a
network. Although a web-based application may have a set of
functionality that can be used without a network connection
to the application server hosting the web-based application, a
web-based application typically has another set of function-
ality that cannot be used by a client computer system unless
the client computer system is connected to the application
server hosting the web-based application. For example, the
set of functionality that requires a network connection to the
application server can include functionality that requires
access to data stored in a database for the web-based appli-
cation.

[0234] FIG. 2 presents a block diagram of network 200,
according to embodimentsofthe present invention. Network
200 includes clients 210-A and 210-B, network 120, and
application server 130. Clients 210-A and 210-B maycorre-
spondto any one ofclients 110-A to 110-N illustrated in FIG.
1. Application server 130 may correspondto any one of the
application servers 130-A to 130-Nillustrated in FIG.1.

[0235] Clients 210-A and 210-B include browser 212,
TCP/IP communications module 220, local application 214,
local database 216, stack 218, synchronization application
220, traffic management module 222, license authentication
module 224, copy protection and data security module 226.
Browser 212 can include any application that can access data
and/or services on a remote computer system through a net-
work(e.g., network 120). In some embodiments, browser 212
is a web browser. TCP/IP communications module 220 pro-
vides procedures and routines that allow clients 210-A and
210-B to communicate with other computer system through
network 120 using the TCP/IP protocol.
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[0236] Local application 214 can include any application
that can be run onaclient. In some embodiments, local
application 214 is an instance ofa web-based application that
is hosted on an application server (e.g., application server
130).
[0237] Local database 216 can include a database that can
be usedbylocal application 214. For example, local database
216 can include, but is not limited to, MySQL, PostgreSQL,
ORACLE, etc. In some embodiments, local database 216
includesa user database and an application database. The user
database is described in more detail below with reference to

FIG.4. The application database is described in more detail
below with reference to FIG.3.

[0238] Stack 218 can include a numberof software pack-
ages that enable a web-basedapplication to run on aclient. In
some embodiments, the software packages can include, but
are not limited to, a web server (e.g., Apache HTTP Server),
a database (e.g., MySQL, PostgreSQL, ORACLE), applica-
tion servers (e.g., Apache Tomcat), scripting languages(e.g.,
Python, Ruby, Ruby on Rails, etc.), and libraries. In some
embodiments, stack 218 includes open source software
(OSS) packages. In some embodiments, the OSS packages
include Apache HTTPserver, MySQL, PostgreSQL, Apache
Tomcat, Python,andlibraries. Stack 218 is described in more
detail below with reference to FIG. 12.

[0239] Synchronization application 220 can synchronize a
web-basedapplication that is running on a client (e.g., clients
210-B) with a corresponding web-based application running
on an application server (e.g., application server 130). Syn-
chronization application 220 is described in more detail
below with reference to FIGS. 6 and 23-28.

[0240] Traffic management module 222 can manage net-
worktraffic between the client and other computer systems.
For example, if a user using client 210-A enters a universal
resource locator (URL) into browser 212, traffic management
module determines an Internet protocol (IP) address for the
URL.In some embodiments,traffic management module 222
first looks at a hosts file for client 210-A. The hosts file can

map URLsto IP addresses. In some embodiments, for web-
based application that are installed on client 210-A,the hosts
file can include an entry that associates an IP address for client
210-A(e.g., 127.0.0.1) with the URL.Ifan entry for the URL
exists in the hostsfile, traffic management module returns the
IP address associated with the URL.If an entry for the URL
does not exist in the hostsfile, traffic management module
222 can query a dynamic naming service (DNS) server to
determine an IP address for the URL. The DNSserver may be
on client 210-A or may be on a remote DNSserver. Note that
if a network connection to a remote DNSserver does not

exist, the client computer system mayresort to using the local
hosts file and/or the local DNSserverto resolve IP addresses.

If an entry for the URL is found in a DNSserver, traffic
management module 222 returns the IP address associated
with the URL.Ifan IP address associated with the URLis not

found, an error message can be returned.
[0241] License authentication module 224 can be used to
verify whether a given user or a given client can use a web-
based application loaded on the given client. Copy protection
and data security module 226 can protect data that is located
in local database 216 and/or local application 214 from being
accessed by unauthorized users. For example, copy protec-
tion and data security module 226 can protect data by using
access control mechanismsto restrict access to data. Alterna-

tively, copy protection and data security module 226 can
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protect data by encrypting the data. Copy protection and data
security module 226 can also work with license authentica-
tion module 224 to prevent users that have expired licenses
from accessing data stored in local database 216.
[0242] As illustrated in FIG.2,client 210-B is operating in
an AOP mode whereas client 210-A is operating in a net-
worked mode. In a networked mode,a user on client 210-A
can access a web-basedapplication on application server 130
through network 120. In contrast, a user on client 210-B does
not have a connection to application server 130, and thus
cannot access functionality for a web-based application that
requires a network connection to application server 130.
However, since client 210-B has the AOP framework
installed, client 210-B can operate in an AOP mode wherethe
full functionality of web-based application (including func-
tionality that normally requires a network connection to
application server 130) is available to the user. In some
embodiments, a local web server 228 runs web-based appli-
cation locally. In some embodiments, local web server 228
can be part of stack 218. Note that client 210-A can also
include local web server 228. If client 210-A loses a connec-

tion to network 120, client 210-A can load the AOP frame-
work and use a local web server to run the web-based appli-
cation locally until the network connection is restored.
[0243] Application server 130 can include one or more of:
lightweight directory access protocol (LDAP) gateway 242,
webserver engine 246, auxiliary services 250, synchroniza-
tion, access and query engine 260, applications database 262,
user database 270, and ecommerce services 280. LDAPgate-
way 242 can provide directory services to clients through
network 120. Note that LDAP gateway 242 is optional in
some embodiments.

[0244] Web server engine 246 can respondto requests for
static web pages, dynamically generated web pages, and web-
based applications. These requests can come from clients
(e.g., 210-A and 210-B) or from other application servers. In
some embodiments, web server engine 246 is an open source
web server(e.g., Apache HTTP server). Web server engine
246 can access LDAP gateway 242, auxiliary services 250,
user database 270, synchronization, access, and query engine
260, and e-commerceservices 280.

[0245] Auxiliary services 250 can include, but are not lim-
ited to: famfamfam (icon images), phpMyAdmin (php web-
based MySQL database managementinterface), phpPGAd-
min (php web-based PostgSQL database management
interface), WebSVN (php web-based Subversion interface),
ImageMagick (image manipulation library), ZendFrame-
work(php utility framework), IconCube Loaders (encrypted-
php decryption library), libpng (PNG manipulation library),
libjpeg (JPEG manipulation library), Neon (WebDAVclient
library), mcrypt (encryption library), and FreeType (font
utilities library).
[0246] Synchronization, access, and query engine 260 can
synchronize data and files between a web-based application
hosted on application server 130 and a corresponding web-
based application hosted on a client (e.g., clients 210-A and
210-B). Synchronization, access, and query engine 260 can
include rules for conflict management and techniques for
handling automatically incrementing record identifiers in a
database for web-based applications. Synchronization,
access, and query engine 260 can access applications data-
base 262, which can include information about web-based
applications available on the application server and can
include data for the web-based applications. Synchroniza-
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tion, access, and query engine 260 is described in more detail
below with reference to FIGS. 5 and 23-28 below. Applica-
tions database 262 is described in more detail below with
reference to FIG. 3 below.

[0247] User database 270 can include information about
users. In some embodiments, user database 270 can be used to
track users thatare allowed to access web-based applications
on application server 130. User database 270 is described in
more detail below with reference to FIG.4.

[0248] E-commerceservices 280 can provide payment and
order fulfillment services. In some embodiments, e-com-
merce services 280 includes process payment module 282,
authenticate license module 284, and serve application mod-
ule 286. Process payment module 282 can process payments
for goods and services. For example, process payment mod-
ule can authorize payments by credit card, debit cards, elec-
tronic funds transfers, or other payment mechanisms(e.g.,
credits, prepaid tokens, etc.). Authenticate license module
284 can verify that a user has a valid license for a specified
service and/or web-based application. E-commerce services
280 can access user database 270 to determine license infor-

mation and/or payment information. Serve application mod-
ule 286 can serve applications to a user after a product or
service has been purchasedorafter a license has been verified.
[0249] FIG.3 presents a block diagram ofapplication data-
base 300, according to embodiments ofthe present invention.
Application database 300 includes records 302 to 306 for
application 1 to application M,respectively. In some embodi-
ments, applications 1 to application M are web-basedappli-
cations hosted on an application server. Note that in general
there can be any numberofapplications stored in applications
database 300. Each application can have a numberofrecords
associated with the application.

[0250] Record 302 for application 1 can include informa-
tion about an application hosted on an application server. For
example, record 302 can include, but is not limited to, appli-
cation name 330, application title 332, application host 334,
application user 336, and application password 338. Appli-
cation name 330 can be a namefor the application. Applica-
tion title 332 can be a title for the application. Application
host 334 can be a URL and/or an IP address that is associated

with the application on the application server. Application
user 336 can be the user or group ofusers who can managethe
application. Application password 338 can be a password for
accessing the managementfeatures for the application on the
application server. Records 304 to 306 for application 2 to
application M, respectively, are similar to record 302 for
application 1.

[0251] Record 1312 for application 2 can include metadata
and content for application 2. For example, record 1 312 can
include, but is not limited to, record metadata 350, record log
352, and record content 1 354-1 to record content N 354-N.
Record metadata 350 can include information about a given
record. For example, the metadata can include, but is not
limited to, the date and time the record wascreated, the user
that created the record, and/or the IP address of the user who
created the record. Record log 352 can include a log for record
312. For example, record log 352 can be used when synchro-
nizing application 2 between the application server and a
client computer system. Record content 1 354-1 to record
content N 354-N can include content for record 1 312. In

some embodiments, record 1 312 to record N 314 can be inthe
same table within application database 300. In other embodi-
ments, record 1 312 to record N 316 are in different tables
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within application database 300 or in other databases linked
to application database 300. The other records 308-310 and
314-318 are similar to record 312.

[0252] Application index 360is an index to the applications
available in application database 300 (e.g., applications1, 2,
...M). For example, applications index can include exem-
plary applications such as Etelos CRM (ECRM)370, Media
Wiki 372, phpBB3 374, Projects 376, Sugar CRM 378, and/or
Wordpress 380.
[0253] In some embodiments, each application hosted on
an application server is stored in a separate database. These
separate databases can be located on the application server or
on remote databaseservers.

[0254] Note that the discussion above is one example of an
application database. The information includedin the appli-
cation database can include moreor fewer records than what
are illustrated in FIG.3.

[0255] FIG. 4 presents a block diagram of user database
400, according to embodiments ofthe present invention. User
database 400 includes a numberof user records 402-1 to

402-N.User database 400 also includes map 470 that can map
user IDsto user records. For example,as illustrated in FIG.4,
map 470 mapsuser ID 472 to user record 402-2.
[0256] User records 402-1 and 402-N are similar to user
record 402-2. Thus, the description of user record 402-2
below applies to user records 402-1 and 402-N. User record
402-2 includes, but is not limited to, user ID 410, user meta-
data 412, query/contact list 414, user client device ID/type
416, user preferences 418, user authentication information
420, user personal information 422, and user enabled features
424. In some embodiments, user ID 410 can be a unique
identifier for a user within user database 400. In other

embodiments, user ID 410 can bea unique identifier for a user
across a specified set of databases(e.g., all or a subset of the
database) in the AOP framework. User metadata 412 can
include metadata information about the user record. For

example, the metadata information can include, but is not
limited to, a date and time whenthe user record wascreated,
a user whocreated the user record, the IP address of the user
whocreated the user record, etc.

[0257] Query/contact list 414 can include queries that are
used to retrieve contact records for a user(e.g., user-rule 1
460-1 to user-rule 460-N). The user rules can also be used to
retrieve contact information, sales opportunities, filter data-
base information, rules, tasks, appointments, and other con-
tact-related information. For a given contact within query/
contact list 414, information related to the contact can be
stored in the contact recordsfor the contact. For example, the
information can include contact information for the contact

(e.g., name, phone number, fax number, address, email
address, etc.), action items due to the contact, a last interac-
tion with the contact, etc.

[0258] User client device ID/type 416 can store informa-
tion about the type or IDs of computer devices that the user
has used to access applications on the application server. For
example, user client device ID/type 416 can indicate that a
user used a laptop and a PDA to access applications on the
application server. This information can then be used to gen-
erate a response that is substantially optimized for the com-
puter device that the user is using to access the application.
[0259] User preferences 418 can include preferences for
the user. These preferences can be used when generating
responses for the user. For example, the preferences can
include, font types andsizes, color schemes,etc. User authen-
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tication information 420 can be used to authenticate a user.

For example, the authentication information can be a user-
name/password combination for the user or can be a digital
certificate for the user.

[0260] User personal information 422 includes, but is not
limited to, name 430, phone number432(e.g., home, work,
mobile, pager, fax, etc.), email addresses 434,office informa-
tion 436 (e.g., company name, office address, phone number,
fax number, etc.), and/or department 438.
[0261] User enabled features 424 includesa list of features
on the application server that have been enabled for the user.
In some embodiments, user enabled features 424 are deter-
mined bythelicense (e.g., subscription,free, purchased,etc.)
granted to the user. In some embodiments, user enabled fea-
tures 424 are determinedby the features that were purchased
bythe user. In some embodiments, user enabled features 424
are determined by the web-based applications that are avail-
able on an application server. Exemplary user enabled fea-
tures 424 can include, but are not limited to, Application 1
440, Application N 442, EDE 444, Devkit 446, Schedule
events 448, user management 450, AOP framework 452, dis-
tribute 454, and integrate 456. User management 450
includesa list ofrights and privileges for a user. For example,
user management 462-1 can include, but is not limited to,
administrative rights and access privileges for the user asso-
ciated with user record 402-2. In some embodiments, these
rights and privileges can be determined based on the applica-
tions available for the user and/or user enabled features 424.

Note that user admin rights and access privileges are
described in more detail below with reference to FIG.9.

[0262] Note that the information in the user records can be
located within one or moretables ofuser database 400 and/or
in other associated databases. Also note that the discussion

above is one example of a user database. The information
included in the user database can include more or fewer
records than whatare illustrated in FIG. 4.

[0263] In some embodiments, user database 400 is a dis-
tributed database. In some embodiments, user databases 400
can be located onthe application server or on remote databaseservers.

[0264] FIG.5presents a block diagram of synchronization
engine 500 on an application server, according to embodi-
ments of the present invention. Synchronization engine 500
includes a synchronization data module 502, a conflict man-
agement module 504, synchronization rules 506, and syn-
chronization operations 508.
[0265] Synchronization data module 502 includes data
used by synchronization engine 500 to synchronize a web-
based application on a client computer system with a web-
based application on the application server. Asillustrated in
FIG. 5, synchronization data module 502 includesfiles 562,
application 510, application table 512, application column
514, and primary key 516.
[0266] Conflict management module 504 resolves conflicts
between the application server and client computer systems.
These conflicts can arise when client computer systems oper-
ate web-based applications while not connectedto the appli-
cation server. For example, ifa web-based application uses an
automatically incrementing identifier for database records,
client computer systems that are not connected to the appli-
cation server can unknowingly use the sameidentifiers as the
application serverfordifferent data resulting in data conflicts.
Thus, in some embodiments, a record increment module 520
is providedto resolve conflicts for web-based application that
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use automatically incrementing identifiers for database
records. Conflict management module 504 and record incre-
ment module 520 are described in more detail below with
reference to FIGS. 25-28 below.

[0267] Synchronization rules 506 are rules used by syn-
chronization engine 500 to determine how to synchronize
records between a client computer system and an application
server. These rules can include developer specified rules 522
and default rules 524.

[0268] Synchronization operations module 508 includes,
but is not limited to, create accounts module 540, create
databases module 542, create account directories module
544, install EAS module 546, setup scheduler module 548,
and connect to EMSclient 550. Create accounts module 540

can be used to create accounts for web-based applications.
Create databases module 542 can be usedto create the data-

bases for web-based applications and the AOP framework.
Create account directories 544 can be used to create the

directory structure of web-based applications. Install EAS
module 546 can be used toinstall an application server that
can be used to serve web-based applications to clients. In
some embodiments, the application server module is the Ete-
los Application Server (EAS) module. Setup schedule mod-
ule 548 can setup a synchronization schedule between the
application server and client computer systems.
[0269] Connect to EMS client module 550 can be used to
connect an application server with the EMS module on a
client computer system. Connect to EMSclient module 550
can send data to an EMS module on the client computer
system to synchronize the web-basedapplication between the
application server and the client computer system. The data
can include, but is not limited to, setup data 552, schema 554,
files 556, rules 558, and/or data 560.

[0270] FIG.6 presents a block diagram of synchronization
engine 600 on a client computer system, according to
embodiments of the present invention. The modules in syn-
chronization engine 600 perform similar functions as the
modules in synchronization engine 500. For example, syn-
chronization data module 602 generally corresponds to syn-
chronization data module 502 and synchronization opera-
tions 608 generally corresponds to synchronization
operations 508. As a result, the discussion above for synchro-
nization engine 600 is not repeated.
[0271] Insome embodiments, the file structures for a web-
based application in the application server and the client
computer system are similar.
[0272] FIG. 7 presents a block diagram of application
server 700, according to embodiments of the present inven-
tion. The application server 700 generally includes one or
more processing units (CPU’s) 702, one or more network or
other communications interfaces 704, memory 710, and one
or more communication buses 708 for interconnecting these
components. The communication buses 708 mayincludecir-
cuitry (sometimes called a chipset) that interconnects and
controls communications between system components. The
application server 700 may optionally include a display 706
and one or more input devices 705 (e.g., keyboard, mouse,
trackpoint, etc.). Memory 710 includes high-speed random
access memory, such as DRAM, SRAM, DDR RAMorother
random access solid state memory devices; and may include
non-volatile memory, such as one or more magnetic disk
storage devices, optical disk storage devices, flash memory
devices, or other non-volatile solid state storage devices.
Memory 710 may optionally include one or more storage
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devices remotely located from the CPU(s) 702. Memory 710,
or alternately the non-volatile memory device(s) within
memory 710, comprises a computer readable storage
medium. In some embodiments, memory 710 stores the fol-
lowing programs, modules and data structures, or a subset
thereof: operating system 711, network communication mod-
ule 712, LDAP gateway module 714 (optional), synchroniza-
tion, access and query module 716, user database 728, e-com-
merce services module 730, web server engine module 738,
application database management module 744,user database
management module 754, application database 764, and/or
auxiliary services modules 766.

[0273] Operating system 711 includes procedures for han-
dling various basic system services and for performing hard-
ware dependent tasks. Network communication module 712
can be used for connecting the application server 700 to other
computers via the one or more communication networkinter-
faces 704 (wired or wireless) and one or more communication
networks, such as the Internet, other wide area networks,
local area networks, metropolitan area networks, and so on.
LDAP gateway module 714 can provides directory services
for application server 700 and other computer systems. In
some embodiments, LDAP gateway module 714is optional.

[0274] Synchronization, access, and query module 716 can
provides synchronization procedures to synchronize a web-
based application on a client computer system with a web-
based application on an application server. Synchronization,
access, and query module 716 includes one or more of syn-
chronization module 718, synchronization files module 719,
access database module 720, query database module 722,
and/or conflict management module 724. Synchronization
module 718 can perform synchronization operations between
a client computer system and application server 700. Syn-
chronization files module 719 synchronizesfiles between the
client computer system and application server 700. Access
database module 720 performsread (e.g., select operations)
and write operations (e.g., insert, update, and delete opera-
tions) on databases. Query database module 722 performs
queries in the databases and returns results of the query.
Conflict management module 724 resolves conflicts between
application server 700 and client computer systems. Conflict
management module 724 can include record increment mod-
ule 726, which can handle conflicts that arise from automati-
cally incrementing identifiers for database records.

[0275] User database 728 includes user information as
described above with reference to FIGS. 2 and 4. Application
database 764 includes application data as described above
with reference to FIGS.2 and 3.

[0276] E-commerceservices module 730 can provideelec-
tronic commerceservices. E-commerceservices module 730

includes one or more of process payment module 732,
authenticate license module 734, serve application module
736. E-commerce services module 730 is described in more
detail above with reference to FIG.2.

[0277] Web server engine module 738 can serve web pages
to client computer system or other application servers. In
some embodiments, web server engine module 738 includes
web development environment module 740, which provides
software andtools to build and serve web-basedapplications.
In some embodiments, web development environment mod-
ule 740 is LAMP module 741, which includes the LINUX
operating system, Apache HTTPserver, the MySQL database
management system, and the PHPscripting language.
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[0278] The components of LAMP module 741 can be sub-
stituted for other compatible technologies. In general, LAMP
module 741 includes an operating system, a web server, a
database, and support for a scripting language. For example,
LAMP module 741 can include WAMP (Windows, Apache
HTTP, MySQL, PHP) and/or LAPP (Linux, Apache HTTP,
PostgreSQL, PHP). LAMP module 741 can also include
Apache Tomcat. In some embodiments, web server engine
module 734 includes a Python module 742 that supports the
Python scripting language. Optionally, Python module 742
can also support Ruby, Ruby onrails, and/or any other lan-
guages.

[0279] Application database management module 744 pro-
vides an interface to manage andaccessan applicationsdata-
base for web-based applications that are hosted on applica-
tion server 700. Application database management module
744 can include an add/delete application module 746, a
synchronize application module 748, and an application
access module 750. Add/delete application module 746
allows for the addition or deletion of web-based application
records in application database 764 on application server 700.
Synchronize application module 748 synchronizes applica-
tions database 764 with an application database on a client
computer system. Application access module 750 determines
whethera useris allowedto access a given application within
application server 700.

[0280] User database management module 754 provides an
interface to manage and accessa user database for web-based
applications that are hosted on application server 700. Users
database management module 754 can include an add/delete
user module 756, an edit user information module 758, a user
authentication module 760, and/or a user permissions module
762. Add/delete user module 756 allows for the addition or

deletion of users in user database 728 on application server
700. Edit user information module 758 allowsfor the editing
ofuser information in user database 728. User authentication

module 760 authenticates users by checking user credentials
storedinuser database 728 (e.g., by checking a username and
passwordfora user, or a digital certificate). User permissions
module 762 determines whether a user is allowed to access

specified resources and/or applications within application
server 700.

[0281] Auxiliary services module(s) 766 includes, but is
not limited to: famfamfam (icon images), phpMyAdmin (php
web-based MySQL database managementinterface), phpP-
GAdmin (php web-based PostgSQL database management
interface), WebSVN (php web-based Subversion interface),
ImageMagick (image manipulation library), ZendFrame-
work(php utility framework), IconCube Loaders (encrypted-
php decryption library), libpng (PNG manipulation library),
libjpeg (JPEG manipulation library), Neon (WebDAVclient
library), mcrypt (encryption library), and FreeType (font
utilities library).

[0282] Each ofthe above identified elements may be stored
in one or more of the previously mentioned memory devices,
and corresponds to a set of instructions for performing a
function described above. The above identified modules or

programs(i.e., sets of instructions) need not be implemented
as separate software programs, procedures or modules, and
thus various subsets of these modules may be combined or
otherwise re-arranged in various embodiments. In some
embodiments, memory 710 maystore a subset ofthe modules
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and data structures identified above. Furthermore, memory
710 may store additional modules and data structures not
described above.

[0283] Although FIG. 7 shows an “application server,’
FIG.7 is intended moreas functional description of the vari-
ous features that may be present in a set of servers than as a
structural schematic of the embodiments described herein. In

practice, and as recognized by those of ordinary skill in the
art, items shown separately could be combined and some
items could be separated. For example, some items shown
separately in FIG. 7 could be implemented on single servers
and single items could be implemented by one or more serv-
ers. The actual numberofservers used to implementan appli-
cation server and how features are allocated among them will
vary from one implementation to another, and may depend in
part on the amountofdatatraffic that the system must handle
during peak usage periods as well as during average usage
periods.

[0284] FIG. 8 presents a block diagram of client 800,
according to embodiments ofthe present invention. The client
800 generally includes one or more processing units (CPU’s)
802, one or more network or other communicationsinterfaces
804, memory 810, and one or more communication buses 808
for interconnecting these components. The communication
buses 808 mayinclude circuitry (sometimescalled a chipset)
that interconnects and controls communications betweensys-
tem components. The client 800 includes a display 806 and
one or more input devices 805 (e.g., keyboard, mouse, track-
point, etc.). Memory 810 includes high-speed random access
memory, such as DRAM, SRAM, DDR RAM orotherran-
dom access solid state memory devices; and may include
non-volatile memory, such as one or more magnetic disk
storage devices, optical disk storage devices, flash memory
devices, or other non-volatile solid state storage devices.
Memory 810 may optionally include one or more storage
devices remotely located from the CPU(s) 802. Memory 810,
or alternately the non-volatile memory device(s) within
memory 810, comprises a computer readable storage
medium. In some embodiments, memory 810 stores the fol-
lowing programs, modules and data structures, or a subset
thereof: operating system 811, network communication mod-
ule 812, DNS support module 813, receive and process user
input module 814, display module 815, browser engine mod-
ule 816, synchronization, access and query module 818,
e-commerce client module 826, local web server engine mod-
ule 834, local application database module 848, local user
database management module 858, application database 868,
and/or user database 870.

[0285] Operating system 811 includes procedures for han-
dling various basic system services and for performing hard-
ware dependent tasks. Network communication module 812
can be used for connecting the client 800 to other computers
via the one or more communication network interfaces 804

(wired or wireless) and one or more communication net-
works, such as the Internet, other wide area networks, local
area networks, metropolitan area networks, and so on. DNS
support module 813 provides DNSservices for client 800.
Receive and process user input module 814 receives and
processes user inputs received from input devices 805. Dis-
play module 815 displays a user interfaces for applications
running on client 800. Browser engine module 816 can
include any application with a rendering engine that can
access data and/or services on a local or a remote computer
system and renderthe results so that a user can view the data
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and/or interact with the services. In some embodiments,
browser engine module 816 is a web browser.

[0286] Synchronization, access, and query module 818 can
provides synchronization procedures to synchronize a web-
based application on a client computer system with a web-
based application on an application server. Synchronization,
access, and query module 818 includes one or more of syn-
chronizefiles module 819, synchronization module 820, local
copy of database module 822, and edit local database module
824. Synchronization module 820 can perform synchroniza-
tion operations between client 800 and an application server.
Local copy of database module 822 makes a local copy of
databases located on an application server. Edit local database
module 824 providesan interface to edit the local copy of the
databases.

[0287] E-commerce client module 826 can provide elec-
tronic commerceservices that enable use ofweb-basedappli-
cations on client 800. E-commerce client module 826

includes one or more of download and enable application
module 828, authenticate license module 830, and/or copy
protection and data security module 832. Download and
enable application module downloads and enables web-based
applications from an application server. Authenticate license
module 830 determines whether the license for a web-based

application is valid. If so, a user is allowed to access the
web-based application. Otherwise, a user is prevented from
accessing the web-based application. Copy protection and
data security module 832 can protect data that is located in
local databases(e.g., an application database or a user data-
base) from being accessed by unauthorized users. Copy pro-
tection and data security module 832 can work with authen-
ticate license module 830 to prevent users that have expired
licenses from accessing data stored in local databases.

[0288] Local web server engine module 834 can serve web
pages to client 800 or to other computer systems. In some
embodiments, local web server engine module 834 includes
web development environment module 836, framework lan-
guage module 840, AOP framework module 844, and/ortraf-
fic management module 846. Web development environment
module 836 provides software and tools to build and serve
web-based applications. In some embodiments, web devel-
opment environment module 840 includes a number of open
source software (OSS) packages. Thus, web development
environment module is sometimes referred to as a software

stack. In some embodiments, web development environment
module 836 includes LAMP module 838, which includes the
LINUX operating system, Apache HTTP server, MySQL
database management system, and support for the PHPscript-
ing language and Apache Tomcat. The components ofLAMP
module 838 can be substituted for other compatible technolo-
gies (e.g., WAMP, LAPP,etc.). In general, LAMP module 838
includes an operating system, a web server, a database, and
support for a scripting language. Framework language mod-
ule 840 provides support for one or more programminglan-
guages used to implement the AOP framework. In some
embodiments, framework language module 840 includes
python module 842 which supports the Python, Ruby, and/or
Ruby on Rails scripting language. AOP framework module
844 provides data structures and procedures for running web-
based applications on a client computer system (e.g., client
800). AOP framework module 844is described in more detail
below with reference to FIGS. 10-28. Traffic management
module 846 manages networktraffic between client 800 and
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other computer systems. Traffic management module 846is
described in more detail above with reference to FIG.2.

[0289] Local application database management module
848 provides an interface to manage and access applications
database 868 for web-based applications that are hosted on
client 800. Local application database management module
848 can include an add/delete record module 850, an appli-
cation database access module 852, and/or an application
database query module 854. Add/delete record module 850
allows for the addition or deletion of web-based application
records in application database 868. Application database
access module 852 performsreads and writes into application
database 868. For example, application database access mod-
ule 852 can process requests for retrieving data, adding
records, deleting records, and editing records. Application
database query module 854 performs queries on and returns
results from application database 868.
[0290] Local user database management module 858 pro-
vides an interface to manage andaccessuser database 870 for
web-based applications that are hosted on client 800. Local
user database management module 858 can include an add/
delete user module 860, an edit user information module 862,
a user authentication module 864, and/or a user permissions
module 866. Add/delete user module 860 allowsfor the addi-
tion or deletion ofusersin user database 870. Edit user infor-

mation module 862 allowsfor the editing ofuser information
in users database 868. User authentication module 864

authenticates users by checking user credentials stored in user
database 870 (e.g., by checking a usernameand password for
a user, or a digital certificate). User permissions module 866
determines whether a user is allowed to access specified
resources and/or applications within client 800.
[0291] Auxiliary services module(s) 864 includes, but is
notlimited to: famfamfam (icon images), phpMyAdmin (php
web-based MySQL database managementinterface), phpP-
GAdmin (php web-based PostgSQL database management
interface), WebSVN (php web-based Subversion interface),
ImageMagick (image manipulation library), ZendFrame-
work(php utility framework), IconCube Loaders (encrypted-
php decryption library), libpng (PNG manipulation library),
libjpeg (JPEG manipulation library), Neon (WebDAVclient
library), mcrypt (encryption library), and/or FreeType (font
utilities library).
[0292] Application database 868is described in more detail
above with reference to FIGS. 2 and 3 above. User database
870 is described in more detail above with reference to FIGS.
2 and 4 above.

[0293] Each ofthe above identified elements may be stored
in one or more ofthe previously mentioned memory devices,
and corresponds to a set of instructions for performing a
function described above. The above identified modules or

programs(i.e., sets of instructions) need not be implemented
as separate software programs, procedures or modules, and
thus various subsets of these modules may be combined or
otherwise re-arranged in various embodiments. In some
embodiments, memory 810 maystore a subset ofthe modules
and data structures identified above. Furthermore, memory
810 may store additional modules and data structures not
described above.

AOP Framework

[0294] FIG. 10 presents a block diagram 1000 ofexemplary
AOP framework 100 which provides offline access to web-
based application 1006, according to embodiments of the
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present invention. In some embodiments, client computer
system 1001 is coupled to application server 1005 through
network 120. Network 120 can include, but is not limitedto,
a local area network (LAN), a wide area network (WAN), the
Internet, a mobile network, and/or a wireless network. Client
computer system 1001 includes operating system 1002,
browser 1003, and AOP framework 1010. As illustrated in
FIG. 1, AOP framework 1010 includes software stack 1004
and web-based application 1007. Software stack 1004 may be
comprised of open source software, commercial software, or
a combination of both. Note that the details of AOP frame-
work 1010 are described in more detail below with reference

to FIGS. 10B-28 below. Application server 1005 includes
web-basedapplication 1006.
[0295] Consider a user who wants to access web-based
application 1006 located on application server 1005. For
example, the URL for the web-based application can be
http://appl.com. The user can use browser engine 1003 on
client computer system 1001 to access the URL http://appl.
com. When client computer system 1001 has a network con-
nection with application server 1005, application server 1005
can activate web-based application 1006 to respond to the
request from browser engine 1003.

[0296] Ona client computer system without AOP frame-
work 1010, the user can only accessthe full functionality of
web-basedapplication 1006 whenthere is a network connec-
tion between the client computer system and application
server 1005. However, since client computer system 1001
includes AOP framework 100, the user can accessthe full or
substantially the full functionality of web-based application
1006 when there is no network connection between client

computer system 1001 and the application server 1005. As
illustrated in FIG. 1, AOP framework 1010 includes web-
based application 1007, which is a local instance of web-
based application 1006. Software stack 1004 provides the
software required to execute web-based application 1006 on
client computer system 1001. In some embodiments, Soft-
ware stack 1004 is the same set of software used on applica-
tion server 1005 to run web-based application 1006.

[0297] When client computer system 1001 does not have a
network connection with application server 1005, AOP
framework 1010 can allow the user to continue having access
to the functionality of web-based application 1006 by acti-
vating web-based application 1007 on client computer sys-
tem 1001. Note that the loss of a network connection with

application server can result from the user manually discon-
necting the network connection (e.g., through software or
hardware) or can be a result of external factors (e.g., power
outages, network outages, etc.). In some embodiments, AOP
framework 1010 automatically activates web-based applica-
tion 1007 when the network connection to application server
1005 no longer exists. In other embodiments, after the net-
work connection to application server 1005 no longerexists,
AOPframework 1010 waits for the userto indicate that web-

based application 1007 should beactivated.

[0298] FIG. 11 illustrates an exemplary process 1100 of
using AOP framework 1010 to run web-based application
1006 while offline, according to embodiments of the present
invention. Note that FIG. 11 correspondsto the block diagram
in FIG. 10. The process begins when client computer system
1001 receives an input from a user (1102). Client computer
system 1001 starts a browserapplication (1104). Client 1001
then receives a user request to visit a web page or an appli-
cation (1106). The user request can include a URL. Option-
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ally, client computer system 1001 then detects ifa connection
cannot be madeto the web pageor the application (1108). For
example, the user may beoffline and may not have an Internet
connection. If the connection cannot be made, then a web
server on client computer system 1001 respondsto the request
(1110). Client computer system 1001 can then perform one or
more of the optional steps 1112-1118. Client computer sys-
tem 1001 can run the application locally using the client’s
operating system (1112). Client computer system 1001 can
run the software in conjunction with the AOP framework
(1114). Client computer system 1001 can receive a user
request to navigate the browser to a web address(e.g., a
URL). For example, the URL can be http://appl.com.aop.
Note that the extension “.aop”can be replaced with any other
extension. AOP framework 1010 can then respond to the
request for the specified URL and activates web-based appli-
cation 1007 to respond to the request. Client computer system
1001 can then detect when a connection can be made to a

remote web pageora server correspondingto the local virtual
instance (e.g., application server 1005) (1118). When the
network connection between client computer system 1001
and application server 1005 is reestablished, any changes
made in web-based application 1007 on client computersys-
tem 1001 can be synchronized with web-based application
1006 on application server 1005. In some embodiments,cli-
ent computer system 1001 is synchronized with application
server 1005 using Network 120.
[0299] In some embodiments, the AOP framework modi-
fies the operating system’s network hostsfile so that applica-
tion domains ending witha specified domain suffix are treated
as local domainsserved by a local webserver. For example,if
the specified domain suffix is “.aop”, an application may have
the universal resource locator (URL) “appl.com.aop”. In
some embodiments, the local web serveris on the sameclient
computer system as the client computer system running the
AOPframework. For example, if the AOP frameworkis run-
ning on a laptop, the laptop may also include a local webserver.

[0300] In some embodiments, when a user attempts to use
a browser to access an application that has the specified
domain suffix, the request is handled by a local web server
and control is delegated to the application associated with the
domain nameonthe client computer system.
[0301] Insome embodiments, theAOP framework supports
web application development languages including, but not
limited to, PHP, Python, Ruby, and/or Ruby on Rails.
[0302] In some embodiments, the AOP framework deter-
mines all local changes made to applications on the client
computer system and synchronizes these changes with the
application server. In some embodiments, the synchroniza-
tion is performed on a predetermined frequency. In other
embodiments, the synchronization is performed on demand.

AOPInstallation

[0303] The AOP framework enables web-based applica-
tionsto run locally without requiring a network connection to
an application server hosting the web-based application. As a
result, some embodiments install software packages on a
client computer system. These software packages can
include, but are not limited to a web server (e.g., Apache
HTTP Server), a database (e.g., MySQL, PostgreSQL), appli-
cation servers (e.g., Apache Tomcat), scripting languages
(e.g., Python), and libraries. In some embodiments,the soft-
ware package includes Apache HTTPserver, MySQL, Post-
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greSQL, Apache Tomcat, Python, and libraries. In other
embodiments, the software packages are included in the
package for the AOP framework.

[0304] FIG. 12 presents a block diagram 1200 of an exem-
plary process ofinstalling an instance of an AOP framework
ona client computer system, according to embodimentsofthe
present invention. The installation process includes down-
loading OSS packages (1201) and an AOP package (1202),
installing the software packages (1203), installing the AOP
package (1204), creating an account (1205), initializing an
account (1206), connecting to the application server (1207),
downloading application files from the application server
(e.g., using RPC and SVN through Network 120), and setting
up an AOPapplication on the client computer system (1209).

[0305] FIG. 13 illustrates an exemplary process 1300 of
installing an instance of an AOP framework ona client com-
puter system, according to embodimentsofthe present inven-
tion. Note that FIG. 13 correspondsto the block diagram in
FIG. 12. The process begins when a user downloads software
packages (1301). The software packages can be included in a
single compressed file. The user also downloads the AOP
framework package (1302). The AOP framework package
can be included in a compressedfile. In some embodiments,
the AOP framework package includesan installation utility.

[0306] Theuser then installs the software packages on the
client computer system (1303). If the software packages are
already installed on the client computer system, the software
packages are not reinstalled. In some embodiments, if the
software packages are already installed on the client com-
puter system, the versions of the software packagesinstalled
on the client computer system are determined. The software
packages are either updated or not updated based on the
determined versions. For example, if a minor software ver-
sion update occurred for a software packageinstalled on the
client computer system, the minor software version update
may not be applied. In some embodiments, if the software
packagesare already installed on the client computer system,
the software packages may periodically check for updates
and apply the updates according to a set ofrules. For example,
the set ofrules can specify that certain software packages can
be updated without user intervention whereas others require
specified instructions from users and/or the developers of the
web-based application. After the software packages are
installed,the userstarts the AOP packageinstallation process
(1304). The AOP package installation process installs the
AOP framework. During the installation process, the user
enters account information about web-basedapplications that
the user desires to use (1305). For example, the account
information can include one or more of universal resource

locator (URL)for the web-based application, a username, and
a password.

[0307] The AOP framework then initializes the account
(1306). The accountinitialization operation is described in
more detail with reference to FIGS. 14-15 below.

[0308] After the accountis initialized, the client computer
system connects to the application serverso that the applica-
tion server can authenticate the user and verify AOP permis-
sions (1307). After the user has been verified, the application
server transfers information required to complete the instal-
lation of the web-based application on the client computer
system (1308). For example, the application server can trans-
fer files and data for the web-based application to the client
computer system. The client computer system theninstalls up
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the web-basedapplication (1309). Step 1309 is described in
more detail below with reference to FIGS. 16-17.

AOPInitialize Account

[0309] FIG. 14 presents a block diagram 1400 of an exem-
plary process of initializing an AOP account on a client com-
puter system, according to embodiments ofthe present inven-
tion. FIG. 14 includes AOP application 1401, vhostfile 1405,
AOPinitialization file 1406, database 1408-1409, packages
1414, account 1404, EMS 1402, software stack 1410, oper-
ating system 1412, hostfile 1407, download 1408, connect to
server 1403, and Network 120.

[0310] FIG. 15 illustrates an exemplary process 1500 of
initializing an AOP account on a client computer system,
according to embodimentsofthe present invention. Note that
FIG. 15 corresponds to the block diagram in FIG. 14. The
AOP framework is installed on the client computer system
(1501). After the AOP framework has been installed on the
client computer system, a database for an account manage-
ment system is installed (1502). In some embodiments, the
account managementsystem is the Etelos ManagementSys-
tem (EMS). The term EMSis used below to describe a generic
account management system. The AOP framework connects
to the application server and authenticates user permissions
(1503). Ifthe user is authenticated, an accountis created in the
account management system (1504).

[0311] The local web server instance within the AOP
framework is configured to enable navigation to the web-
based application that is installed on the client computer
system (1505). In some embodiments, a virtual hosts (vhost)
file is configured to map a specified URLto a location for the
web-based application on client computer system. For
example, the vhostfile can map http://appl.com.aop to /web/
appl. As noted above, the “.aop” suffix can be any suffix.

[0312] An AOPinitialization file that includes additional
configuration information is saved (1506). The specified
URL is then associated with the client computer system
(1507). In some embodiments, anentry is added to a hostsfile
on the client computer system. The entry can be used to
redirect a requestfor the specified URL to the client computer
system.In other embodiments, an entry is added to a dynamic
naming service (DNS)server on the client computer system.
The entry can be usedto redirect a request for the specified
URLto the client computer system.

[0313] Packages that are required by the web-based appli-
cation are then downloaded from a package repository onto
the client computer system (1508). These packages can
include packages such as EAS, Zend, fam fam fam, phpMy-
Admin, etc (1509). The packages are then installed (1510).

[0314] The accountis initialized and the system will move
onto application installation.

Web-Based Application Installation

[0315] FIG. 16 presents a block diagram 1600 of an exem-
plary processofinstalling a web-based application on a client
computer system, according to embodiments of the present
invention. FIG. 16 includes AOP framework 1601, software
stack 1613, operating system 1614,files 1615, schema 1616,
data 1617, rules 1618, Network 120, and connect to server
1620. AOP Framework 1601 includes application 1602,
packages 1607, account 1608, EMS 1609, and databases
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1610-1611. Application 1602 includes vhost 1603, web files
1604,file transfer 1605 (e.g., SVN,rsync, etc.), and database
1606.

[0316] FIG. 17 illustrates an exemplary process 1700 of
installing a web-based application on a client computer sys-
tem, according to embodiments ofthe present invention. Note
that FIG. 17 correspondsto the block diagram in FIG. 16. The
client computer system downloadsandinstalls the schema of
the database for the web-based application from the applica-
tion server (1701). The client computer system also down-
loadsthe files required by the web-based application (1702).
For example, the files can be downloaded using Subversion
(SVN), which is a version control system, and/or rsync. The
client computer system then downloads synchronization
rules and inserts the rules into the database for the account

management system (1703). Next, the client computer sys-
tem downloadsapplication dataas part of the initial synchro-
nization process (1704). Step 1704 is described in more detail
below with reference to FIGS. 18-19.

Initial Data Synchronization

[0317] FIG. 18 presents a block diagram 1800 of an exem-
plary process of performing an initial data synchronization
for a web-based application on a client computer system,
according to embodiments of the present invention. FIG. 18
includes AOP framework 1801, software stack 1813, operat-
ing system 1814, files 1817, data 1818, Network 120, and
connectto server 1816. AOP Framework 1801 includes appli-
cation 1802, packages 1807, account 1808, EMS 1809, syn-
chronizer 1810, and databases 1811-1812. Application 1802
includes vhost 1803, webfiles 1804, file transfer 1805 (e.g.,
SVN,rsync, and otherfile transfer tools), and database 1806.
[0318] FIG. 19 illustrates an exemplary process 1900 of
performing an initial data synchronization for a web-based
application on a client computer system, according to
embodiments of the present invention. Note that FIG. 19
correspondsto the block diagram in FIG. 18. The initial data
syne can be a large and time consuming process becauseall
data records for the web-based application on the application
server are synchronized with the web-based application on
the client computer system. The synchronization rules pro-
cessing can be more simple because a new installation typi-
cally does not have conflicting data between the application
server and the client computer system.
[0319] The process begins when a synchronization engine
within the AOP framework on the client computer system
starts an initial data synchronization process (1901). The
synchronizerthenretrieves initial data synchronization rules
from the database (1902). The synchronizer sends a request to
the application server to synchronize with the application
server (1903). This request can include user authentication
information. Once the user is authenticated, the client com-
puter system synchronizesfiles for the web-based application
using a file transfer utility (1904). For example, thefile trans-
fer utility can include Subversion (SNV), rsync, etc. The
application server then sends data records to the client com-
puter system (1905). In some embodiments, the data records
includeall data records for the web-based application.

Using an the AOP Framework

[0320] FIG. 20 presents a block diagram 2000 of an exem-
plary process of using the AOP framework on a client com-
puter system, according to embodimentsofthe present inven-
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tion. FIG. 20 includes AOP framework 2001, software stack
2012, operating system 2013, Network 120, connectto server
2015, AOP launchinterface 2016, launch browser with appli-
cation running locally 2017. AOP Framework 2001 includes
application 2002, packages 2007, account 2008, EMS 2009,
and databases 2010-2011. Application 2002 includes vhost
2003, webfiles 2004,file transfer 2005 (e.g., SVN, rsycn, and
other file transfer tools), and database 2006.

[0321] FIG. 21 illustrates an exemplary process 2100 of
using the AOP framework on a client computer system,
according to embodimentsofthe present invention. Note that
FIG. 21 corresponds to the block diagram in FIG. 20. The
AOPframework allows a user to use web-based applications
on a client computer system regardless of whether the client
computer system is connected to an application server that
hosts the web-based application. In order to use web-based
applications on the client computer system without a connec-
tion to the application server, the AOP framework must be
running. A user on aclient computer system executes theAOP
framework on the client computer system (2101). The AOP
framework loads the software stack (2102) and the EMS
(2103). The AOP framework then loads a user interface
(2104) and web-based applications that are available on the
client computer system (2105). In some embodiments, the
user interface can include a desktop interface (2109). A user
can then select a web-based application to use. This selection
is detected and causes the browser to navigate to the URL
associated with the selected application (2106). The AOP
framework causes the client computer system to be directed
to a web server running on the client computer system (2107).
For example, an entry in a hosts file or an entry in a DNS
server on the client computer system can be usedto direct the
client computer system to the web server running on the client
computer system. The web server on the client computer
system listens for connections and responds to a connection
request by serving the requested web-based application
(2108). In some embodiments, the web server includes
Apache HTTPserver (2110).

[0322] A.user that is using a web-based application on the
application server can later lose a network connection to the
application server. In some embodiments,if the client com-
puter system is running the AOP framework, the user can
continue using the web-based application without the net-
work connection to the application server. In these embodi-
ments, the AOP framework can seamlessly continue provid-
ing the services required by the web-basedapplication so that
the user does not know that the network connection to the

application server is lost. After the network connectionto the
application serveris restored, any changes madeon the client
computer system andthe application server can be synchro-
nized with each other.

[0323] Insomecases, a network connection maybe slow or
unreliable. Thus, in some embodiments, a user can use a
web-based application from the client computer system
regardless ofwhether a network connection to the application
server exists or not. In these embodiments, the AOP frame-

work periodically synchronizes changes made on the appli-
cation server and the client computer system with each other.
In doing so, a poor user experience that could result from a
low-quality or intermittent network connection can be
reducedor eliminated.
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[0324] In some embodiments, a web browser is used to
access the web-based application.

Client Computer System

[0325] When a user requests a web-based application by
entering a URL into a browser, the client computer system
determines how to access the web-based application. FIG. 22
presents a block diagram 2200 of an exemplary process for a
client computer system determining how to access a web-
based application, according to embodiments of the present
invention. FIG. 22 includes browser 2201, host file 2202, web

server 2203, vhostfile 2204, application 2205, and packages
2209. Application 2005 includes vhost 2206, webfiles 2207,
file transfer 2208 (e.g., SVN, rsycn, and otherfile transfer
tools), and database 2209.

[0326] FIG.23 illustrates an exemplary process 2300 fora
client computer system determining how to access a web-
based application, according to embodiments of the present
invention. FIG. 23 correspondsto the block diagram in FIG.
22. The client computer system first determines an IP address
associated with the URL (2301). In some embodiments, the
URLincludes a domain suffix “.aop”. The client computer
system first checksa local hostsfile to determine whetherthe
URLis included in an entry in the hosts file (2302). Ifthe URL
is not includedin an entry in the hostsfile, the client computer
system checks one or more DNSservers to locate the IP
address associated with the URL.Ifthe URL1s included in an

entry in the hosts file, the client computer system retrieves the
IP address for the URL (2303). The IP address for the web-
based application is set to an address associated with the
client computer system (e.g., 127.0.0.1) (2310). In some
embodiments, the IP address associated with the URL for
web-based applications is set to an address associated with
the client computer system each time the AOP frameworkis
started on the client computer system. In other embodiments,
the IP address associated with the URL for web-basedappli-
cationsis set to an address associated with the client computer
system when the web-based application is installed on the
client computer system.

[0327] The web browseris then directed to the IP address
associated with the client computer system on which the web
server on the client computer system listens (2304). The local
web server receives the request (2305) and compares the
requested URL to a virtual host (vhost) configuration file
(2306) to determine wherethefiles for the web-based appli-
cation are located on the client computer system (2307)(e.g.,
the local application web root). The web-based application
and tools required to complete the requestare loaded (2308).
In some embodiments, the tools include the AOP framework,
database, etc (2311). The webserver then returns a web page
with the results of the request (2309).

AOPSynchronization

[0328] FIG. 24 presents a block diagram 2400 of an exem-
plary process for synchronizing a web-based application
2403 on a client computer system 2401 with a web-based
application 2406 on an application server 2402, according to
embodiments of the present invention. As illustrated in FIG.
24, client computer system 2401 includes web-based appli-
cation 2403, database 2404, and changes log 2405. Applica-
tion server 2402 includes web-based application 2406, data-
base 2407, and conflicts log 2408. Web-based application
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2403 corresponds to web-based application 2406. Similarly,
database 2404 corresponds to database 2407.
[0329] FIG. 25 illustrates an exemplary process 2500 for
synchronizing a web-based application on a client computer
system with a web-basedapplication on an application server,
according to embodiments ofthe present invention. FIG. 25
correspondsto the block diagram in FIG. 24. A synchroniza-
tion process (or a synchronizer module) on the client com-
puter system detects changesin a database 2404 forthe client
computer system 2401 (2501). In some embodiments, the
synchronization process periodically polls database 2404 to
determine whether changes have been made (2508). In other
embodiments, the synchronization processlistens for notifi-
cation messages which are sent when database 2404 has been
changed (2508).
[0330] The synchronization process then collects all the
changes from database 2404 into a changes log 2405 (2502).
The changes are sent to application server 2402 (2503). A
synchronization process (or synchronization module) on the
application server applies the changes received from thecli-
ent computer system 2401 to database 2407 (2504). In some
embodiments, the connection between client computer sys-
tem 2401 and application server 2402 is kept alive until the
synchronization process is completed.
[0331] Ifconflicts exist between the changes made on client
computer system 2401 and application server 2402, the data
on the server “wins” (2505). The conflicting data is resolved
at application server 2402 and conflict resolution data is col-
lected in a conflict resolution log 2408.
[0332] The synchronization process on application server
2402 then sends the conflict resolution log 2408 to client
computer system 2401 (2506). The conflict resolution log is
applied to database 2407 on client computer system 2401
(2507). Both client computer system 2401 and application
server 2402 are synchronizedatthis point.
[0333] FIG. 26 presents a block diagram 2600 of an exem-
plary process for synchronizing a web-based application on a
client computer system 2601 with a web-based application on
an application server 2602, according to embodiments of the
present invention. FIG. 26 includes client 2601 and server
2602. Client 2601 includes client in process 2606, client
applications database 2607, client logs 2608, and client out
process 2609. Application server 2602 includes server appli-
cations database 2603, server logs 2604, server out process
2605, and server in process 2610.
[0334] FIGS. 27A-27F illustrate an exemplary process
2700 for synchronizing a web-based application on a client
computer system 2601 with a web-based application on an
application server 2602, according to embodiments of the
present invention. FIG. 27 correspondsto the block diagram
in FIG. 26. A user makes changes to the web-based applica-
tion on application server 2602 (2701). For example, the user
can make changesto a database for a web-based application
by adding new records or modifying existing records in the
database.

[0335] Database triggers watch for changes in database
2603 and note these changes in an internal log (2702). In
some embodiments, if'a rule typeis “auto-increment,” then a
flag is added to the log (2730). A synchronization process on
application server 2602 then pulls data from the internal log
and sends the data to an account log (2703). The data in the
account log is then sent to an outbound log (2704). The
outboundlog is used to speed up the synchronization process
because the outbound log can become large and slow to
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process. The synchronization process then waits for a user to
initialize a synchronization operation with the application
server (2705).
[0336] Oncea synchronization operation is started, the data
is sent to server out process 2605 for outbound processing
(2706). In some embodiments, a transaction id called “sync
block ID”is added to the data. The server out process per-
forms several operations (2707), which can include, but are
not limited to: applyingfilters, mapping data to users, sending
user data to user tables, running group management rule
checks, identifying administrative group membershipsrela-
tionships for users, and/or mapping additional data to admin
users based on a group admin of user A. The data is then
sorted by users (2708). In some embodiments, the data is
separated into separate “user out” tables, wherein each user
has a “user out” table. In doing so, the speed of the synchro-
nization can be optimized.
[0337] Client computer system 2601 receives the data and
sendsthe data to client in process 2606 for processing (2709).
Client in process 2606 performs a number of operations
(2710), including,butnot limitedto,filtering Auto Increment
Rules (flag), checking auto increment (AJ) flagged column
for conflict, marking data as “insert” if there are no conflicts,
marking data in the sync log as “leave” (which are processed
in the next session) ifthere are conflicts (see 2724), setting an
auto-increment counter to max+1, filtering data into inserts,
updates and deletes, and/or sorting priorities (e.g., inserts
before updates).
[0338] The synchronization process then inserts data that is
marked as “insert” into client applications database 2607 for
the web-based application (2711). The synchronization pro-
cess then sends data that is marked as “update”or “delete”to
async account log (2712). The updates and deletes in the syne
account log are then processed by client applications database
2607 (2713). In some embodiments, when the synchroniza-
tion process inserts data, the synchronization process disables
triggers within a synchronization session to prevent doubling
back into an infinite loop (2713a). The web-based application
on client computer system 2601 is now synchronized with the
web-based application on application server 2602 (2714).
[0339] A user using web-basedapplication on client com-
puter system 2601 changes data in client applications data-
base 2607 for the web-based application (2715). Database
triggers watch for changes in client applications database
2607 and notes these changes in an internal log (2716). A
synchronization process on client computer system 2601 then
pulls data from the internal log and sends the data to an
account log (2717). The data in the accountlog is then sent to
an outboundlog (2718). The outboundlog is used to speed up
the synchronization process because the outbound log can
becomelarge and slow to process. The synchronization pro-
cess then waits for a user to initialize a synchronization opera-
tion with the application server (2719).
[0340] Oncea synchronization operation is started, the data
is sent to client out process 2609 for outbound processing
(2720). In some embodiments, a transaction id called “sync
block ID”is added to the data. Client out process 2609 per-
formsseveral operations (2721), including,but not limited to,
mapping data to syne account(user info is tied to sync acct)
and/or pushing data to the sync account out log. Sync account
out log is broadcast to application server 2601 (2722).
[0341] In some embodiments, every user has a table asso-
ciated with the user (e.g., “in-table”), which is used for
inbound processing. User in-tables (e.g., user A in-table, user
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B in-table) are pushed to server in process 2610 (2723).
Server in process 2610 performs a numberof operations
(2724), including, but not limited to, comparing data—user
out and user in—duplicate transactions, based on _eas_syn-
cmap_id (added by trigger) and “sync_block_id’” added by
syne session, server wins—soserver deletes conflicts, filter-
ing inserts from updates anddeletes, filtering auto increment
flags, inserting records with no conflict, and/or inserting
records with conflicts at the next unused record. Several

examples of conflicting records include: _eas_sync_map_
id=_eas_sync_map_id, Contact 10=contact10, and
Email=john@etelos vs. email=john.smith@etelos.com.
[0342] Data records that are markedas “insert”are inserted
(2725). Data records that are marked as “update”or “delete”
are sent to a syne account log (2726). The updates and deletes
in the sync accountlog are then processed by server applica-
tions database 2603 (2727). In some embodiments, when the
synchronization process inserts data, the synchronization
process disables triggers this synchronization session to pre-
vent doubling back into an infinite loop (2732). The web-
based application on application server 2602 is now synchro-
nized with the web-based application on client computer
system 2601 (2728).

[0343] Ifthe automatic incrementing rules detect a conflict
between application server 2602 and client computer system
2601, another pass is taken through the process to update
conflicted records (2729). During this process, records that
were previously left out because of conflicts are synchro-
nized.

[0344] In some embodiments, the synchronization process
can be used to synchronize between different types of data-
base management systems (DMBSs). In some embodiments,
the synchronization process can be used to synchronize
between the same type ofDBMSs. In some embodiments, the
changes are synchronized directly with a DBMSassociated
with the web-based application. In all of these embodiments,
database drivers are used to perform the synchronization
between the DBMSs. The database drivers can handle the

translations ofdata between different types ofDBMSsas well
as determining what changesoccurredsince thelast synchro-
nization process.

[0345] In some embodiments, the synchronization process
synchronizes directly with the file structures associated with
the web-basedapplications. In these embodiments,a file syn-
chronization utility such as SVN or rsync can be used to
synchronize thefile structures.

Auto Increment Conflict Resolution

[0346] Some web-based applications use automatically
incrementing identifiers in a database when a newrecord is
addedto the database. In these web-based applications, con-
flicts can arise if multiple instances of the web-based appli-
cation (e.g., on the application server, on multiple client com-
puter systems, etc.) are all inserting new data records into a
databasefor that instance ofthe web-basedapplication. Thus,
some embodiments provide a technique to resolve conflicts
for web-basedapplicationthat use auto-incrementidentifiers.

[0347] FIG. 28 presents a block diagram 2800 of an exem-
plary process for resolving conflicts for web-based applica-
tions that use auto-incrementing identifiers, according to
embodiments of the present invention. FIG. 28 illustrates the
state of data on an application server and a client computer
system at several points in time(e.g., before synchronization,
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after a first pass of synchronization, after a second pass of
synchronization, and after synchronization is complete).
[0348] FIG. 29 illustrates an exemplary process 2900 for
resolving conflicts for web-based applications that use auto-
incrementing identifiers, according to embodiments of the
present invention. FIG. 29 correspondsto the block diagram
in FIG. 28. Asillustrated in FIG. 29, both the application
server and the client computer system have added new
records into their respective databases for the web-based
application. The application server and the client computer
system also have recordsthat are already synchronized. Note
that in FIG. 29, the identifiers increase from left to right. Thus,
the new records on the application server and the client com-
puter system include a numberofrecords that use the same
identifiers, resulting in conflicts.
[0349] At the start of a synchronization operation, the data
that is already synchronized on both the application server
and the client computer system (e.g., the AOP instance) is
identified (2901). The application server then determinesthat
new records have been addedto the application server since
the last synchronization with the client computer system
(2902). The client computer system determines that new
records have been addedto the client computer system since
the last synchronization with the application server (2903).
[0350] The conflict resolution process begins when the
application server sendsits new recordsto the client computer
system (2904). Since there is a conflict betweenthe identifiers
used in the application server and the client computer system,
the conflict resolution process waits for a second pass before
inserting the new records received from the application
server. On the second pass, the new records from the appli-
cation server are treated as an update.
[0351] Theclient computer system sendsits new records to
the application server (2905). The application server assigns
new identifiers for these records and inserts these records into

the database for the web-based application (2906). The appli-
cation server can assign the new identifiers for these records
by using the automatically incrementing identifiers in the
database. The application server then generates an update log
that includes the changesfor these records (2907). The appli-
cation server sends the update log to the client computer
system which then processes updates from that result from
these records and from the new records received from the

application server at step 2804 (2908). The records in both
databases are now synchronized (2909).

Users and Groups

[0352] FIG. 9 presents a block diagram illustrating exem-
plary group memberships for users for a given web-based
application, according to embodiments of the present inven-
tion. As illustrated in FIG. 9, user A is amemberofgroup A.
This membership can be managed through a memberships
table. User B is amemberofa group ofadministratorsthat are
administrators of group A. This administrator membership
can be managed through an admin table. In some embodi-
ments, changes to userA’s informationare also added to auser
outlog table for user B. Thus, user B can see changesthat user
A has made. For example, a sales manager can view contacts
for sales representatives that report to the sales manager.
[0353] Insome embodiments, a group sync app groupfilter
is used to indicate whether the web-based application sup-
ports group memberships. These rules can be setup in the
account databasefor the web-based application. Thefilter can
include information such as a data table (e.g., a contacts
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table), a membership table (e.g., the membership table), and
a group table (e.g., groups). This can be a one time setup that
a developer of a web-based application does to configure the
web-based application to synchronize with the AOP frame-
work. In some embodiments, the filter is setup when the
developer ports the application to the AOP framework envi-
ronment.

[0354] In some embodiments, the groupfilter sets flags in
database triggers to send membershipsdata with a log entry
so that the AOP framework knows whatto use to filter in the

server out process. In other words, the groupfilter is used to
indicate whichtable includesuser information, whether there
is a membership table for linking users to groups, and the
table that keeps track of groups.

Rules Setup

[0355] FIG. 36 presents a block diagram 3600 illustrating
an exemplary user interface 3600 for creating synchroniza-
tion rules, according to embodiments ofthe present invention.
Userinterface 3600 includes one or more of: new synchroni-
zation rule interface 3602, auto increment function 3622,
and/or create new sync rule function 3624. New synchroni-
zation rule interface 3602 includes one or moreof: applica-
tion interface 3604, masscreate interface 3608, save function
3626, and/or close function 3628.
[0356] Application interface 3604 includes one or more of
database function 3610, table function 3612, column function
3618, and/or primary key function 3620. Database function
3610 allows a user to select available databases. Table func-
tion 3612 allowsa userto select tables within the available
databases. Column function 3618 allowsa user to select col-

umnswithin the tables. Primary key function 3620 allows a
user to select primary keys for the tables. Using these func-
tions, a user can specify synchronization rules on one or more
ofthe databaselevel, the table level, the column level, and the
primary key level.
[0357] Mass create interface 3608 includes a mass create
function which allows a user to automatically create sync
rules for the AOP framework at every match for a specified
level. For example, a user can use the mass create function to
create sync rules for all database tables.
[0358] Auto increment function 3622 allows a user to
specify which columnson a given table use automatically
incrementing identifiers. Create new sync rule 3624 creates
the new synchronization rule specified by the user in user
interface 3600. Save function 3626 saves the new rule
whereas close function 3628 closes user interface 3600.

[0359] FIG. 37 presents a block diagram 3700 illustrating
an exemplary user interface 3700 for generating auto-incre-
menting identifiers, according to embodimentsofthe present
invention. User interface 3700 includes auto increment defi-

nition interface 3702, which includes one or more ofappli-
cation interface 3704, relationships interface 3706, and/or
close function 3724. Application interface 3704 includes one
or more of application 1 3708, application 2 3710, and/or
primary key 3712. Primary key 3712 includes one or more of
a table selection function, a column selection function, save
function 3720, and/or cancel function 3722. Relationships
interface 3706 includes one or more of create primary key
reference function 3714, contact ID function 3716, groups
description function 3718, and an edit function.
[0360] FIG. 38 presents a block diagram 3800 illustrating
an exemplary process for creating synchronization rules,
according to embodiments ofthe present invention. FIG. 38
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includes one or more of account admininterface 3802, select
application and database 3804, select table 3806, select col-
umn 3808, auto incrementflag 3810, rule create 3812, appli-
cation 3814, and/or account 3822. Application 3814 include
one or more of database 3816, trigger 3818, and/or sync map
ID 3820. Account 3822 includes one or more of database

3824, vmap sync rule 3826, and AI flag 3828.

[0361] FIG. 39 presents a flowchart of an exemplary pro-
cess 3900 for creating synchronization rules, according to
embodimentsofthe present invention. FIG. 39 corresponds to
the block diagram in FIG. 38. From the account admin inter-
face (3902), a user can perform the following operations:
selecting an application (which inherently selects the associ-
ated databases) (3904), selecting a table (3906), selecting a
column (which can involve selecting a primary key in a table
row for proper synchronization at this specific level) (3908),
and/or optionally setting an auto incrementflag (e.g., if rel-
evant to the database configuration) (3910). After the user
performs one or more of the previous options, the user can
select a create rules function (3912), which calls functions to
perform one or more of steps 3914-3922. Alternatively, the
user can refine the rules by using the account admin interface
to specify more rules.

[0362] After selecting the create rules function, a rules gen-
erator creates a sync vmap rule in the account database
(3914). The rules generator sets an auto increment flag if
appropriate for rule type (e.g., if the database table uses an
auto incrementing primary key column) (3916). The rules
generator adds a column for a sync_map_id, which tracks
sync transactions and ensures data integrity (3918). The rules
generator creates a trigger in the database (3920). The syn-
chronization rules are now setup at step 3922. Note that a user
can also selecta “masscreate” at one or morelevels (e.g., all
tables, specific tables, specific columns, etc.) in the process
from now on that can automatically create sync rules for the
AOPframeworkat every match at thatlevel.

Foreign Key Mapping

[0363] Foreign key mappings specify the relationships
between a parent table and a child table. These mappingsare
used during the synchronization and conflict resolution pro-
cesses. FIG. 40 presents a block diagram 4000 of an exem-
plary foreign key mapping, according to embodiments of the
present invention. The foreign key mapping includes parent
4002 and child 4020. Parent 4002 includes one or more of

identifier 4004, application database identifier (e.g., App_
DB_ID) 4006, application table 4008, application column
4010, and auto incrementflag 4012. Child 4020 includes one
or more of identifier 4022, parent identifier 4024, application
database identifier (e.g., App_DB_ID) 4026, application
table 4028, application column 4030, and auto incrementflag
4032. Parent identifier 4024 for child 4020 corresponds to
identifier 4004 for parent 4002.

[0364] FIG. 41 presents a flowchart of an exemplary pro-
cess 4100 for creating a foreign key mapping, according to
embodimentsofthe present invention. In an account, rules for
auto increment and relationships with foreign keys are cre-
ated (4102). A parent is created (e.g., table Contact, ID,
Name, etc.) (4104). A child is created (e.g., Groups ID, Con-
tact.ID, Description, etc.) (4106). The parent-child relation-
ship is updated (auto-inc=true) (4108). Auto increment any
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conflicts that may arise and updated parent-child table rela-
tionships in the data structure (4110).

Summary ofAOP

[0365] FIG. 30 presents a flowchart of an exemplary pro-
cess 3000 for providing access to a web-based application
whileoffline, according to embodiments ofthe present inven-
tion. The process begins by providing on a computer system
a local software stack configured to provide local web ser-
vices for dynamic, web-based applications that are executed
on the computer system whenit is offline (3002). When the
computer system is offline, the computer system executes a
first dynamic, web-based application using the web services
provided by the local software stack, such that functionality
of the first dynamic, web-based application when the com-
puter system is offline is substantially similar to functionality
of the first dynamic, web-based application when the com-
puter system is online (3004). In some embodiments,the first
web-basedapplication is a database-driven web-basedappli-
cation (3006). In some embodiments, the architecture of the
first dynamic, web-based application is not modified to pro-
vide the functionality when the computer system is offline
(3008).
[0366] In some embodiments, in response to detecting a
network connection with an application server, the computer
system synchronizes with the application server changes in
information associated with the first dynamic, web-based
application dueto its offline execution (3010).
[0367] In some embodiments, a user of the computer sys-
tem initiates execution ofthe first, dynamic web-basedappli-
cation when the computer system is offline by directing a web
browseron the first computer system to a specified universal
resource locator (URL) that is associated with the computer
system instead of a remote application server (3012). The
specified URL can be associated with the computer system
through a modified hosts file on the first computer system
(3014). Moreover, the specified URL can be associated with
the computer system through a modified hostsfile on the first
computer system (3016). Furthermore, the specified URL can
be associated with the first computer system through a
dynamic naming server (DNS) record on the first computer
system (3018).
[0368] In some embodiments, the local software stack
comprises: a web server responsive to browser-issued com-
mands, a database management system, and a dynamicscript-
ing language (3020). In some embodiments, the web serveris
Apache web server, the database management system is
mySQL,and the dynamic scripting languageis at least one of
PHP, Python,Perl, or Ruby (3022). In some embodiments, the
first dynamic, web-based application communicates with the
local software stack using TCP/IP (3024).
[0369] FIG. 31 presents a flowchart of an exemplary pro-
cess 3100 for synchronizing a web-based application on a
client computer system with a web-based application on an
application server, according to embodiments of the present
invention. For a web-based application that is not designed to
beused whileafirst computer system on which the web-based
application executes does not have a network connection to an
application server (3102), changes are made to the web-based
application while the first computer system does not have a
network connection to the application server (3104). The
changes made to the web-based application while the first
computer system is disconnected from the application server
are tracked (3105). When the network connection between
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the first computer system and the application serveris rees-
tablished (3106), the changes are synchronized for the web-
based application madeon thefirst computer system with the
web-basedapplication on the application server (3107). The
changes are synchronized for the web-based application on
the application server with the web-based application on the
first computer system (3108).
[0370] In some embodiments, the date and time when the
changes to the web-based application were made are tracked
(3109). In some embodiments, the changes are synchronized
whena network connection between the first computer sys-
tem and the application server is reestablished (3110). In
some embodiments, the changes are synchronized between
different types of database management systems (DBMS)
(3112). In some embodiments, the changes are synchronized
between the same types of database management system
(DBMS)(3114). In some embodiments, the changes are syn-
chronized directly with a database management system
(DBMS)associated with the web-based application (3116).
In some embodiments, the changes are synchronizeddirectly
with file structures associated with the web-based application
(3118). In some embodiments, for a newly-installed instance
ofthe web-based application onthefirst computer system,the
method further comprises performing a complete synchroni-
zation of all records in the web-based application on the
application server with the web-based application on thefirst
computer system (3120). In some embodiments, the changes
include one or more of: changes to data in the web-based
application; changes to data structures in the web-based
application; and/or changestofiles for the web-based appli-
cation (3122).
[0371] FIG. 32 presents a flowchart of an exemplary pro-
cess 3200 for providing synchronizing a web-based applica-
tion on a client computer system with a web-based applica-
tion on an application server, according to embodiments of
the present invention. For a web-based application that is
being used ona first computer system whilethefirst computer
system is disconnected from an application server, in
response to detecting a network connectionto the application
server (3202), changes madefor the web-based application
onthe first computer system are synchronized with the web-
based application on the application server (3204). The
changes made for the web-based application on the applica-
tion server are also synchronized with the web-based appli-
cation on the first computer system (3206).
[0372] In some embodiments, for a newly-installed
instance of the web-based application on the first computer
system, a synchronization of records is performed in the
web-based application on the application server with the
web-basedapplication on the first computer system (3208).

[0373] In some embodiments, the changes include one or
more of: changes to data in the web-based application;
changes to data structures in the web-based application; and/
or changesto files for the web-based application (3210).

[0374] FIG. 33 presents a flowchart of an exemplary pro-
cess 3300 for resolving conflicts between a web-based appli-
cation on a client computer system and a web-basedapplica-
tion on an application server, according to embodiments of
the present invention. On a first computer system that is
disconnected from an application server, a web-based appli-
cationthat is configuredto interact over a network connection
with the application server to provide specified functionality
is used (3302). When the network connection is reestablished,
changes made to the web-based application while the first
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computer system was disconnected from the application
server are synchronized (3304). Ifa conflict betweenthefirst
computer system and the application server exists, the con-
flicts are resolved so that both the first computer system and
the application server are synchronized with each other
(3306).

[0375] In some embodiments, a conflict exists if the first
computer system includesa first set of records that are not
included on the application server, and wherein resolving the
conflict so that both the first computer system and the appli-
cation server are synchronized with each other involves:
sending the first set of records to the application server;
receiving new identifiers for the first set of records, wherein
the new identifiers are assigned by the application server
when the first set of records are added to the application
server; and updatingall references to the oldidentifiers for the
first set of records with the new identifiers for the first set of

records (3308).

[0376] Insome embodiments, a conflict exists if the appli-
cation server includes a second set of records that are not

includedonthefirst computer system, and wherein resolving
the conflict so that both the first computer system and the
application server are synchronized with each other involves:
receiving the second set of records from the application
server; determining whether identifiers for the secondset of
records are already being used bythe first computer system;
and/or if the identifiers for the second set of records are not

being used bythe first computer system, inserting the second
set of records (3310).

[0377] Insome embodiments,if the identifiers for the sec-
ondset ofrecords are already being usedbythefirst computer
system,the following operations are performed: determining
a third set ofrecords that include identifiers that conflict with

the identifiers for the secondset of records; sending the third
set of records to the application server; receiving new identi-
fiers for the third set of records, wherein the new identifiers
are assigned by the application server when the third set of
records are added to the application server; updating all ref-
erences to the old identifiers for the third set of records with

the new identifiers for the third set of records; and inserting
the secondset of records (3312).

[0378] Insome embodiments,ifa conflict between thefirst
computer system and the application server does not exist,
records are updated on the first computer system so that the
first computer system is synchronized with the application
server (3314).

[0379] FIG. 34 presents a flowchart of an exemplary pro-
cess 3400 for resolving conflicts between a web-based appli-
cation on a client computer system and a web-basedapplica-
tion on an application server that use automatically
incrementing identifiers for database records, according to
embodiments of the present invention. A first set of records
are created with a correspondingfirst set ofidentifiers inafirst
database (3402). The first database is synchronized with a
second database (3404). Ifthe correspondingfirst set of iden-
tifiers already exists in the second database, a new set of
identifiers is received for the first set of records from the

second database, wherein the newset ofidentifiers is assigned
to the first set ofrecords when thefirst set ofrecords is added

to the second database, andall references to the correspond-
ing first set of identifiers is updatedforthefirst set ofrecords
with the new set of identifiers for the first set of records

(3406).
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[0380] In some embodiments,if the correspondingfirst set
of identifiers does not exist in the second database,the first set
of records is inserted into the second database using the
correspondingfirst set of identifiers (3408).
[0381] In some embodiments, if the second database
includes a secondset ofrecords that does not exist in thefirst

database, the following operations are performed: receiving
the secondset of records from the second database; sending
the first set of records to the second database; receiving new
identifiers for the first set of records, wherein the new identi-
fiers are assigned by the second database whenthefirst set of
records are added to the second database; updating all refer-
encesto the old identifiers for the first set of records with the

new identifiers for the first set of records; and inserting the
second set of records (3410).
[0382] In some embodiments, the first database and the
second database are used for a web-based application that
requires a network connection with an application server to
provide specified functionality (3412). In some embodi-
ments, the web-based application was not designedto be used
without a network connection to the application server
(3414). In some embodiments, the first database is on a client
computer system (3416). In some embodiments, the second
database is on an application server (3418).
[0383] FIG. 35 presents a flowchart of an exemplary pro-
cess 3500 for providing access to a web-based application
while offline, according to embodiments ofthe present inven-
tion. A dynamic, web-based application configured to interact
over a network connection with an application server to pro-
vide desired functionality is used (3502). The network con-
nection is disconnected from the application server (3504).
The web-based application continues to be used while still
providing the desired functionality (3506).
[0384] In some embodiments, the dynamic, web-based
application is a database-driven web-based application. In
some embodiments, the architecture of the dynamic, web-
based application is not modified to provide functionality
whenthe computer system is offline. In some embodiments,
in response to detecting a network connection with an appli-
cation server, changes in information associated with the
dynamic, web-based application due to its offline execution
are synchronized with the application server. In some
embodiments,a user of the computer system initiates execu-
tion of the dynamic, web-based application when the com-
puter system is offline by directing a browser on the first
computer system to a specified universal resource locator
(URL)that is associated with the computer system instead of
a remote application server.
[0385] Marketplace and Licensing
[0386] FIG. 44 is a high-level block diagram 4400 of a
software marketplace, illustrating deployment of applica-
tions to a user account. A marketplace server 4410 makes
available for distribution a plurality of software applications
4412, 4414, 4416. A licensing engine 4420 associates licens-
ing terms with the software applications. In some embodi-
ments, the licensing engine 4420 is part of the marketplace
4410. In some embodiments, the marketplace server is
executed by a marketplace module 6122 (FIG. 61).
[0387] One or more software applications(e.g., application
4412 and application 4414) are deployed to an account 4432
hosted at a hosting infrastructure server 4430. An account is a
data structure associated with a user, maintained on a server
(e.g., the hosting infrastructure server 4430), where the
account data structure includes information regarding which
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software applications are licensed to the user. In some
embodiments the account mayinclude licensefiles, keys, etc.
associated with one or more software applications. In some
embodiments, applications licensed by a user are config-
urable to cross-synchronize, i.e. to synchronize data between
the applications associated with the user. In some embodi-
ments, the user associated with a user account could be an
individual or an organization.
[0388] In some embodiments, the hosting infrastructure
server is executed by a hosting module 6154 (FIG. 61). In
some embodiments, the deployment is across a network
4402, e.g., where the hosting infrastructure server is located
separately from the marketplace server 4410. Deployment
means the software application is associated with the user
account, such that the user associated with the user accountis
permitted to access the software application. In some embodi-
ments, one or more files relating to the software application
are provided to the user accountas part of the deployment.
[0389] In some embodiments, the hosting infrastructure
server 4430 and the marketplace server 4410 are logical serv-
ers on one physical system, for example application sever
6100 (FIG. 61). The deploymentis performed in accordance
with the licensing terms, provided by licensing engine 4420,
in some embodiments executed by licensing module 6126
(FIG. 61). In some embodiments, the licensing engine con-
trols the deployment of and access to software applications,
and enforces license terms provided by the software vendor.
In some embodiments, the licensing module provides the
software code or executables to operate the licensing engine.
The hosting infrastructure server 4430 includes an account
management system (EMS) 4438 for managing the accounts
4432, executed by user accounts module 6156 (FIG. 61). A
user account allows a user (person licensed to use software
applications provided by the marketplace) to authenticate to
system services. The user account also provides a user with
the opportunity to be authorized to access deployed software
applications. Users may need to identify themselves for the
purposes of accounting, security, logging and resource man-
agement. In some embodiments, a user identifies him or her-
self using an accountidentifier and a username, and in some
embodiments the user also has a password.

[0390] A software stack 4440 and operating system 4442
provide the software architecture to support the account
framework andapplication execution. In some embodiments,
the network 4402 is the Internet or an intranet or local con-

nection between the marketplace 4410 and server 4340.

[0391] One or more client systems 4450, 4452, 4454 access
the hosting infrastructure server 4430 to execute the applica-
tions. In some embodiments, the client systems correspond to
application client 6200. In some embodiments, one or more
of applications 4434, 4436 are executed at the server 4430,
and results are displayedto the client through a client appli-
cation or browser, executed by client/browser display module
6215. In some embodiments, applications are run in a local
mode (e.g., AOP mode as described earlier) where a client
hosts and executes applications 4462 and 4464 associated
with an account 4460, corresponding to applications 4434
and 4436 hosted at hosting infrastructure server 4430. An
account management system (EMS) 4470 manages the
accounts at the client, in some embodiments executed by user
account access module 6272. A client-side software stack

4472 and operating system 4474 provide the software archi-
tecture to support the account framework and application
execution on the client.
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[0392] FIG. 45illustrates a block diagram 4500 ofa soft-
ware marketplace illustrating management of licenses in a
multi-tenancy environment. A multi-tenancy environmentis
one which allows multiple customers or users to access a
shared data model. In some embodiments, the software mar-
ketplace includes a licensing engine 4510, executed by
licensing module 6126, to control licensing for hosted infra-
structure servers (e.g., 4520, 4530). A hosted infrastructure
server is one that hosts user accounts, and in some embodi-
ments software applications associated with those user
accounts. In some embodiments, the hosted infrastructure
server may exist as a logical server on the same physical
hardware as the marketplace server. In some embodiments,
the hosted infrastructure server may be physically separate
from the marketplace server. A multi-tenant license manage-
ment engine 4512 generates and manages licenses (e.g.,
4514, 4516) for deployment and execution of software appli-
cations on hosted infrastructure servers. The licenses are gen-
erated in responseto a selection by a software vendor from
options provided by the marketplace application. The license
terms are associated with a software application. Software
applications are deployedto the hosting infrastructure servers
in accordance with the licenses (4514, 4516).
[0393] Insome embodiments, hosted infrastructure servers
4520, 4530 are distributed tenants in a multi-tenant licensing
system.In a distributed tenant architecture, each user runsits
applications in a distributed-computing environment. In
some embodiments, the hosted infrastructure servers 4520,
4530 are logical servers on one or more physical servers. The
hosted servers include an account (4522, 4532) into which
applications are installed, and account management system
(EMS) (4524, 4534) for managing the accounts, and data-
bases (4526, 4536) for supporting the hosted infrastructure.
[0394] In some embodiments, the databases 4536 can
include relational database management systems such as
PostgreSQL, MySQL, and optionally Oracle, Microsoft
SQL, or any other Open Database Connectivity (ODBC)
interfacing database may be used.

[0395] FIG. 46 illustrates a server system 4600 for a web
application marketplace and hosting infrastructure. One or
moreservers 4602 hosts the marketplace application. The one
or more servers include one or more processors 4604. The
processors include memory 4610 storing instructions for
implementing the marketplace application. In some embodi-
ments, the circled numbers of FIG. 46 correspond to steps
shownin the flow diagram of FIG. 47.

[0396] A marketplace application 4612 (executed in some
embodiments by marketplace module 6122, FIG. 61) receives
from a vendor a software application for distribution. The
vendor can include a developer, coder, broker, or licensee
with right to resell software. In some embodiments, the mar-
ketplace receives the application via an Internet (including in
some embodiments a world wide web) connection 4618.
License terms 4622 are associated with the software applica-
tion by a licensing module 6126 (FIG. 61). The associating
mayincludestoring a license selection in a license manager,
with a link/pointer to the accountstoring the respective soft-
ware application. The software application is made available
for distribution through the marketplace application,
executed in some embodiments by the distribution module
6120 (FIG. 61). Makingthe software application available for
distribution can include displaying (via a listing manager) a
summary of the software application, price, license terms,
and a platform(s) or framework (s) on which the software
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application operates, in a catalog of software applications
hosted by the marketplace application. The distribution may
be initiated through the marketplace app, but the distribution
and deploymentprocess do not haveto take place through the
marketplace application.
[0397] Throughoutthis application, displaying meansthat
the server sends data for display to a client associated with the
user. Prior to display, the data for display may be formatted by
the server prior to sending to the client associated with the
user, or may be formatted by the client after receiving the
data, or may include a combination ofthese operations.
[0398] In some embodiments, the marketplace application
presents a description of the license termsto a user, via the
user’s web applicationor client 4616. This presenting may be
performedbythe listing module 6122 (FIG. 61). The descrip-
tion can be a full or brief description (e.g., open source,
proprietary, source code, object file, repackaging, etc.) or an
icon indicating a license type associated with the software
application.
[0399] In response to a user selection of one or more soft-
ware applications from the marketplace 4612, the software
application is deployed by deployer 4624 to one or more user
accounts on one or more hosting servers 4630. In some
embodiments, a deployment confirmation is sent back to the
marketplace 4612. The hosting servers 4630 may be provided
by the marketplace operator, or may be providedbythe user.
The hosting servers 4630 may be physical servers, or virtual
servers. The deploymentis performed in accordance with the
license terms, executed by application deployment module
6150 (FIG.61). In some embodiments, the deploying is asso-
ciated with a billing operation 4620. In some embodiments,
the one or more user accounts are accounts associated with

the user who madethe request to deploy the software appli-
cation. Deploying includes at least one of the following:
downloading the software application to the one or more user
accounts, and/or enabling a flag associated with the software
application in the one or more user accounts, enabling a
license for the software application to the one or more user
accounts, where the application itself stays stored at the mar-
ketplace server.
[0400] Insome embodiments, a software vendorprovides a
license key to the marketplace application, whereby the mar-
ketplace application or a related application deploys/provi-
sions the license key to a user account, and makes anAPI call
to the software vendorat or after the time that the software

application is licensed by the user. An application program-
minginterface (API)is a set of declarations of the functions
(or procedures) that an operating system, library or service
provides to support requests made by computer programs. In
some embodiments, the purpose of the API call is to inform
the software vendor that a particular user or account has
licensed the software application, which version is licensed,
etc. In some embodiments, this information is beneficial to
the software vendor when responding to technical support
requests from the user.
[0401] In some embodiments, a software vendor may pro-
vide a license key associated with the software application to
the marketplace application, and the license key is deployed
to an account associated with a licensee. In some embodi-

ments, the deployedlicense key enables the account to access
or execute the software application. In some embodiments,
the purposeofthe license key is to enforce licensing terms.
[0402] In some embodiments, a software vendor maypro-
vide a license key update to the marketplace application, and
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the license key update is deployed to an account associated
with a licensee, where the license key update modifies an
already installed license key. In some embodiments, this
modification includes extending or shortening a period of
time during which the account mayaccessthe software appli-
cation. In some embodiments, this modification includes add-
ing or removing features that the account may access in the
software application. Whenthe application is deployed to an
account associated with a user, in some embodiments confir-
mation is provided to the user, and then the user can access
and run the application deployed at hosting infrastructure
4630.

[0403] In some embodiments, the hosting infrastructure
servers are physically separate from the marketplace servers
hosting the marketplace application. In some embodiments,
the deploying of a software application is performed in
responseto a user request to deploy the software application.
In some embodiments, the marketplace application deter-
mines a user accounttype, and based on the user account type,
preparesto deploy(via the deployer) a software application to
the user account.

[0404] Insome embodiments,distribution to a user through
the marketplace application 4612 is performed through a
website(e.g., 4618) associated with the marketplace applica-
tion. In some embodiments, distribution to a user through the
marketplace application includes distribution throughaclient
associated with the marketplace application 4612, where the
client accesses the marketplace through a secure connection.
[0405] In some embodiments, the software application is
packaged, executed in some embodiments by packager mod-
ule 6136, FIG. 61, for distribution via the marketplace appli-
cation 4612 hosted by the one or more servers 4602. The
packaging can include one or more of parsing code for the
software application, performing quality control for the soft-
ware application, testing the software, packaging the soft-
ware application for distribution, and packaging an update to
the software application or packaging an updateto the licens-
ing of an application. In some embodiments, the packaged
software application is stored in an application repository
4614.

[0406] In some embodiments, software applications are
presented, described and madeavailable at the marketplace
application bya listing manager, executed by listing module
6124, FIG. 61. The listing manager performs one or more of
storing listings (sale details for software applications), stor-
ing technical articles and information, and storing support
resources (help, customersupport, etc.). The listing manager
may also provide one or moreof a search function, a list of
most popular software applications, a package dealfor licens-
ing a suite of software applications, a customer review, and
other related functions. In some embodiments, the listing
manager includes a store listing for licensing the software
application. In some embodiments, the marketplace applica-
tion stores, or stores links to, technical support for the soft-
ware application. This technical support includes application
notes, instructional articles, datasheets, frequently asked
questions (FAQs), etc.

[0407] FIG.47 illustrates a flowchart 4700 ofoperations for
selecting and deploying a software application in a user
account. A user navigates (1) the web (or accesses via a
client), and visits the application marketplace (4702). The
user selects an application from the marketplace (2), and
checks out (4704). The application is provisioned (3) (or
deployed) on demandtothe hosting infrastructure (4706). In
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some embodiments, the hosting infrastructure installs the
application and sends confirmation (4) back to the market-
place (4708). In some embodiments,a link is sent (5) from the
marketplace to the user’s application (4710). The user
accesses the application (6) and the application validates the
license with the licensing server (hostedat the hosting infra-
structure) via their client or browser (4712).

[0408] FIG. 48illustrates a system 4800 including a mar-
ketplace server 4802 and a hosting infrastructure 4810. The
hosting infrastructure includes one or more hosting servers
4820, 4830, 4840. The one or more hosting servers include
one or more deployed software applications 4822, 4824,
4826.

[0409] A user accesses a marketplace 4806 via a web con-
nection or client 4804. The user selects and checks out a

software application, as described. The software application
is hosted at the one or more hosting servers, e.g., deployed
software application 4822, at server 4820. The user accesses
the deployed software through a client or web connection
4808, as described. Each server may host one or moresoft-
ware applications associated with one or more user accounts.
The servers may be physical servers or logical servers oper-
ating in one or more groups on a physical server. User
accounts are managed by user accounts module 6156 (FIG.
61).

[0410] Insome embodiments, deploying an application (in
some embodiments executed by or under the control of a
deployer module 6152, FIG. 61) includes downloading the
software application to the one or more user accounts. User
account access is managed by user account access module
6172 (FIG. 61). In some embodiments, deploying an appli-
cation includesactivating a flag associated with the software
application in the one or more user accounts that indicates
whenthe application is available to a user associated with the
account. In some embodiments,the flag enables the software
application forthe user. In some embodiments, deploying an
application includes activating a license for the software
application in the one or more user accounts, which activation
renders the software application available to a user associated
with the corresponding account. In some embodiments,
deploying an application includes providing the software
application for hosting by a user on hosting servers associated
with the user, the hosting executed by user hosting module
6174 (FIG.61).

[0411] FIG. 49 illustrates a server system 4900for selecting
license options in a software distribution marketplace. This
figure shows operations at the server, under control of the
licensing manager, where a vendor mayassociate one or more
license terms with its software application. The server system
includes one or more servers 4902, hosting a marketplace
application. The server system is configuredto receive from a
vendor 4910 a software application for distribution 4920. The
server system includes a licensing manager 4930 andis con-
figured to perform undercontrol ofthe license manager 4930
anumberofoperations 4920-4928related to software vendor
selection of license terms associated with the software appli-
cation.

[0412] License manager 4930 is configured to generate
license terms in response to a selection by the vendor from
options provided by the marketplace application. The license
terms are associated 4922 with the software application. In
some embodiments, the license termsare stored in a licensing
manager.
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[0413] The server is configured to make the software appli-
cation available for distribution (4926) through the market-
place application, in accordance with the license terms.
[0414] In some embodiments, the software application is
deployed 4928 to one or more user accounts on one or more
hosting servers, in accordancewith thelicense terms. Deploy-
ing an application in accordance with the license terms means
that conditions specified by the software vendorin the license
terms(e.g., source code is to be hidden from the licensee) are
enforced when deploying and when granting access to the
software application. In some embodiments, a deployer
enables or disables functions or options within the deployed
software application, where this enabling or disabling is
determined by the license terms provided by the software
vendor.

[0415] Insome embodiments, the deploying is in response
to a paymentassociated with the one or more user accounts.
[0416] Insome embodiments, the license terms are selected
by a vendor 4910 of the software application. In some
embodiments, the license terms are selected from a grid 4912
or set of options provided by the marketplace application. In
some embodiments, the license terms includeat least one of
one or more open source licenses 4932, closed licenses 4934,
object file licenses 4936, source code licenses 4938, and
repacking licenses 4940. An open source license 4932 may
provide typical license terms for open source software, e.g., a
GNU license or BSD license, where the application source
codeis available undertermsthat allow for modification and

redistribution without having to pay the original author. A
closed license 4934 (also knownas a proprietary license) is
one that does not allow access to source code. An objectfile
license 4936 is one that allows a user to execute the software

application, but not to access any source codeor objectfiles.
The source codelicense 4938is on that allows a user to access

the source code ofthe licensed software application, includ-
ing making changesto the source code, but only allows dis-
tribution of binary code. In some embodiments, a repacking
license 4940 determines whethera userofthe software appli-
cation is permitted to repackage andredistribute the software
application, in accordance with repacking terms 4952. In
some embodiments, the repacking license has an associated
royalty. In some embodiments, the royalty is one selected
from a wholesale royalty,a retail royalty, or a flat fee. In some
embodiments, the vendor may upload its own term sheet(s)
for its software applications, and this term sheet is provided
with the software application.

[0417] In some embodiments, the license terms may
address (limit or permit) redeployment of software to a user
within the same organization asthe licensing user. This might
be the case where a system administrator licenses a software
application, customizesit for her organization, and thenredis-
tributes the customized software to users within her organi-
zation. In some embodiments, the license terms may allow
redeployment to the whole marketplace. This might be the
case where a developer can license a first software applica-
tion, write more code to add value to it, and resell the
enhanced software application to the marketplace. In this
situation, a licensee could be requiredto remit a royalty to the
vendorofthe first software application or to the marketplace
administrator, or to some combination thereof.

[0418] In some embodiments, the license manager 4930
determines user permissions for installation, activation, and
access to features of applications. In some embodiments, the
license options provided by the marketplace application
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include an option to use license terms 4914 supplied by the
vendor. These vendor-supplied terms 4914 may be consid-
ered as ‘hard’terms(i.e., a fixed termsheet provided by the
software vendor, rather than terms generated by the market-
place application in response to selections of terms by the
user), since they are not generated by the license manager in
responseto a selection from the standard license options.
[0419] In some embodiments, the license manager 4930
includes a transaction reporter 4950 (executed in some
embodiments by transactions report module 6132, FIG. 61) to
display licensing events for a respective software application
made available for distribution through the marketplace
application. In some embodiments, this transaction reporter
shows transactions going through the marketplace for a
respective software application, including installationstatus,
user check-in status, payment status etc. In some embodi-
ments, the transaction reporter displays the licensing events
to arespective vendorassociated with the respective software
application.
[0420] In some embodiments, a price associated with the
software application is stored at a licensing manager sepa-
rately from the software application. In some embodiments,
the price is dynamically adjusted by the licensing manager in
response to a selection by the software vendor, or by the
marketplace administrator, or by usage metrics triggers
embeddedin the software application itself. In some embodi-
ments, an adjustmentto the price is provided to the market-
place, which updates pricing information to charge the
adjusted price for licensed software applications.
[0421] Insome embodiments,at least one selected from the
group consisting of access duration, features, and price, is
dynamically adjusted by the licensing managerin response to
a selection by the software vendor, or by the marketplace
administrator. The access duration includesa trial period for
the software application, or other promotional offers. The
features includes access to features (including new or pre-
mium features) within the software application. The price is
the price associated with the licensed software application of
features thereof. Vendors can also choose, bandwidth
allowed, disk space, users, record table max limits and/orif
ads are displayed in the application, among other things.

[0422] FIG. 50 illustrates a server system 5000 for perform-
ing dynamic billing in a software distribution marketplace.
This figure showsoperationsat the server, under control ofthe
billing manager, where a vendor may associate one or more
prices with its software application. The server system
includesa billing manager 5030, and is configured to perform
under controlofthe billing manager 5030 a numberofopera-
tions (including 5010-5016, indicated on FIG. 50 as circled
numbers 1 to 4) related to user selection of license terms
associated with the software application.

[0423] The server system includes one or more servers
5002, hosting a marketplace application 4806 (FIG. 48) anda
billing manager 5030. The server system is configured to
receive from a vendora software application for distribution
5010, and store it in an application repository, executed by
application repository module 6134 (FIG. 61). The system is
configured to associate a licensing price (storedin the billing
manager 5030) with the software application 5012, where the
licenseprice is controlled by billing manager 5030, executed
bybilling module 6130 (FIG.61). The licensing management
is executed by licensing module 6126 (FIG. 61). The vendor
of the software application provides a price per license 5020,
which may be stored by the server at the billing manager
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5030. This price per license may be changed dynamically(i.e.
changed ‘on the fly’) by the vendor 5020 or by an adminis-
trator 5022 of the software distribution marketplace. The
billing manager 5030 updatesthe prices associated with each
license type (if more than one) for a software application.

[0424] In some embodiments,afirst price 5042 is associ-
ated with an open source license 5032, a secondprice 5044 is
associated with a closed license 5034, a third price 5046 is
associated with an object file 5036, a fourth price 5048 is
associated with a source code license 5038, anda fifth price
5050 is associated with a repacking license 5040. In some
embodiments, there are more or fewerprices associated with
one or more of the license types. In some embodiments, a
subscriptionor‘flat fee’ price 5052 is supported by thebilling
manager. In some embodiments, the server 5002 receives a
payment 5014 for licensing the software application. In some
embodiments, the billing manager supports payment process-
ing (for paid licenses). In some embodiments, the billing
manager supports registration (where no payment required
for a license) 5054.

[0425] During the licensing process, (e.g., before a user
pays to license a software application), license terms associ-
ated with the software application, or a link to those license
terms, are displayed 5018 to the user. In some embodiments,
the license termsare provided to the user before executing the
software application. In some embodiments, the license terms
are provided as click-wrap license terms. The server is con-
figured to deploy 5016 the licensed software application to an
account associated with the user.

[0426] FIG. 51 illustrates a server system 5100 for manag-
ing an application repository and deployerin a software dis-
tribution marketplace. This figure shows operations at the
server, under control of the application repository and/or
deployer, where software applications provided by a software
vendor may be deployed to a user account associated with a
user. Server 5102 is configured to receive a software applica-
tion from a software vendorfor distribution 5110. An appli-
cation packager 5120 (executed in some embodiments by a
packager module 6136, FIG. 61) packages 5112 the software
application for distribution. An application deployer 5150
deploys the software application to a user account 5116. The
packaged application is stored 5114 in an application reposi-
tory. In some embodiments, the application deployer serves
as a gateway between the user account and the application
repository 5140.

[0427] In some embodiments, the server 5102 hosts the
deployed software application for one or more user accounts.
The hosting includes executing the deployed software on
behalf of the associated users. In some embodiments, the
software application is hosted at a server separate from the
server 5102.

[0428] In some embodiments, the application packager
5120 prepares updates 5122 to previously deployed software
applications 5214. In some embodiments, this preparation
included one or moreof testing the software application for
functionality and/or performanceto ensure quality, providing
technical support material (e.g., a manual, product applica-
tion notes, etc.), and specifying a language and framework
associated with the software application.

[0429] In some embodiments, the previously deployed
function 5124is required for the update 5122 to operate. Such
an update is sometimesreferredto as a ‘mini application’ and
may include plugins or add-on features that can be bought
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from the store. In some embodiments, the ‘mini application’
may include updates to the applications.
[0430] In some embodiments, the application packager
5120 prepares updates to standalone distributions 5126. A
standalone distribution is one that does not require a previ-
ously deployed function to operate. In some embodiments,
the standalone distribution includes a software application
and one or morepatches to the software application 5128.
[0431] In some embodiments, the application packager
5120 prepares applications or updates for distribution 5130
by performing a quality assurance test 5132. This test may be
automatic or may involve some humaninput. The application
packager 5120 includes technical support material 5134 with
the packaged application(e.g., areadmefile). The application
packager 5120 mayincludeinstructions to specify what lan-
guage, framework, database, supporting packages andlibrar-
ies, or operating system the software application is compat-
ible with 5136.

[0432] In some embodiments, the application repository
5140 stores a plurality of packaged applications 5142, 5144,
to 5146. These packaged applications are those applications
that are ready for distribution and deployment to a user
account.

[0433] In some embodiments, the application deployer
5150 retrieves a packaged application from the repository
5140 if it does notexist in a local cache and then deploysit to
a user account (5152, 5116). The deployer can deploy an
application by a push method 5154 (where a user does not
have any choice about whetheror not to receive the deployed
update or application), by a pull method 5156 (where the user
chooses to retrieve the deployed update), or by a hybrid
method 5158 (which may be a combination of the push and
pull methods, or another method). The application deployer
performs deploymentin accordancewith license terms 5160.
[0434] In some embodiments, the application deployer
5150 generates a new user account compatible with the soft-
ware application and deploys the software application to the
new user account. The account type can include one or more
of operating system, language, or framework associated with
the user account.

[0435] FIG. 52 illustrates a server system 5200 for perform-
ing syndicated deploymentofa software application across a
network, executed by syndicated deployment module 6160
(FIG.61). Server 5202 is configuredto receive a request from
syndicated server 5230, across a network 120, as described.
In some embodiments, the request is received at marketplace
5210, including at deployer 5214. Theserveridentifies one or
more user accounts associated with the request. The server
(including deployer 5214) checks licensing terms and per-
missions 5212, to determineifthe syndicated server, includ-
ing syndicated server software distribution 5232 and syndi-
cated server user accounts 5234, have permission to receive
the deployed software application, and if the syndicated
deploymentis in accordance with the license terms.
[0436] In some embodiments, deploying an application
includes providing through an application deployer, across a
network to one or more user accounts, a software application
stored at the application repository. The deployer accesses
repository 5216 andretrieves an application ready to deploy
5218. This application is deployed to syndicated server user
account 5234, in accordance with the license terms.

[0437] In some embodiments, deploying an application
includes presenting the software application for deployment
to a user or to a syndicated server associated with the user.In
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these embodiments, the syndicated server deploys the pre-
sented software application into a user account associated
with the syndicated server. A syndicated serveris a server that
is logically separate from the marketplace server. In some
embodiments, the syndicated server is also physically sepa-
rate from the marketplace server and is controlled by some-
one other than the controller of the marketplace and hosting
servers. In some embodiments, the syndicated server prima-
rily provides services other than the licensing of software
applications in a marketplace. In some embodiments, the
syndicated server offers to its users the ability to license
software applications from the marketplace by providing its
users with an interface (in some embodiments, implemented
using an API) by which to browse and/or license software
applications from the marketplace. In some embodiments,a
licensed application is deployed to an account associated with
the user, hosted by or under the control of the syndicatedserver.

[0438] In some embodiments, the software application is
madeavailable for distribution through the syndicated server.
In this embodiment, the syndicated server acts as a market-
place front for the software application, and the applicationis
licensed by a user through the syndicated server.
[0439] In some embodiments, deploying an application
includesselecting one of a plurality of software applications,
compatible with the one or more user accounts, from the
application repository. The selected software application is
deployed to an account associated withthe user, hosted by the
hosting infrastructure server.
[0440] In some embodiments, the application repository
stores software applications in any one or more ofanumber of
states, includingatleast one state ofa ready to deploy state, an
undergoing quality assurance state (undergoing testing
5220), a ready to submit for quality assurance state, and an
unfinished state. The ready to deploy state means that the
software application is fully tested and is ready for licensing
to a user. Only software applications in the ready to deploy
state can be listed on the marketplace andlicensedto a user,
and thus only software applicationsin this state can generate
revenue. The undergoing quality assurance state means that
the software application is being tested and verified for qual-
ity, and is not yet ready for licensing to a user. The ready to
submit for quality assurance state means that the software
application code is written, but testing and quality assurance
has not yet been performedon it. The unfinished state means
that the software application is still in development.

[0441] FIG. 53 illustrates an embodimentofa server sys-
tem 5300 for packaging software applicationsfor distribution
to auser account. The system 5300 includes a packager 5320,
executed in some embodiments by a packager module 6136
(FIG.61).

[0442] The packagerreceives as input software application
files 5310, and prepares them for deployment. In some
embodiments, the packager also receives data files, local
install scripts 5312 and auxiliary software packages 5314
associated with the software application files 5310. The pack-
ager prepares one or moreofthe files 5310, 5312 and 5314,
and generates a packaged application 5330, which is stored in
application repository 5342 associated with marketplace
application 5340. Uponlicensing by one or more users 1 to N,
the packaged application 5344 is deployed to one or more
accounts 1 to N associated with the users 1 to N, on hosting
application servers 5350-1 to 5350-N. This deploying is per-
formed bythe application deployer.
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[0443] FIG. 54 illustrates an alternate embodiment of a
server system 5400 for packaging updates to software appli-
cations for distribution to a user account. The system 5400
includes a packager update tool 5420, which in some embodi-
ments is executed by the packager module 6136 (FIG.61).

[0444] The packager receives as input updated software
application files 5410, updated data files, local install scripts
5412, and updated auxiliary software packages 5414 prepares
them for deployment, and generates an updated (patched)
application 5430. In some embodiments, the updated appli-
cation (patch) 5446 is stored in the application repository
5442 associated with marketplace application 5440, for
deployment to one or more servers 5450-1 to 5450-N. The
updated application (patch) is deployedto serversthat already
have the original packaged application (e.g., version 1) 5444
installed.

[0445] FIG. 55 illustrates an alternate embodiment of a
server system 5500 for packaging updates together with soft-
ware applications for distribution to a user account. System
5500 includes packager 5520, executed by packager module
6136 (FIG.61). Packager 5520 packages both software appli-
cations and updatesfiles for the software applications sepa-
rately or together for distribution.

[0446] The packagerreceives as input software application
files 5510, updated data files 5512, and updated auxiliary
software packages 5514; prepares them for deploymenteither
together or separately; and generates a packaged new version
of an application 5530. In some embodiments, a packaged
new version of an application is stored in the application
repository 5542 associated with the marketplace application
5440, for deploymentto one or moreservers 5550-1 to 5550-
N. The packaged new version of the application 5549 is
deployed by the application deployer to one or more user
accounts associated with hosting infrastructure servers. In
some embodiments, the application repository 5542 stores
the original packaged application 5544, and updates 5546 to
5548 to the packaged application. In some embodiments,
when the packaged new version of the application 5549 is
placed in the application repository 5542, the older version
5544, and updates 5546 to 5548, may be removed from the
application repository.

[0447] FIG. 56 illustrates a method 5600 of licensing a
software application from a marketplace, for deploymentto a
user accountassociated with a user, hosted at a hosting infra-
structure server. In this scenario, the licensing process
includes receiving a selection from the user for a software
application from the marketplace and adding the application
to a cart associated with theuser, receiving the user’s request
to check out the cart and thereby the user’s request to license
the software application, providing the user with terms ofuse
associated with the software application, and receiving the
user’s agreementto the terms of use (in some embodiments,
receiving a payment from the user). In some embodiments,
upon licensing of the software application by the user, the
software application is deployed to an account associated
with the user.

[0448] At one or moreservers hosting a marketplace appli-
cation 5620, one or more software applications 5622 to 5624
are made available for distribution through the marketplace
application. The marketplace server receives a user request to
license the software application. The marketplace server pro-
vides the software application for deployment 5648 to one or
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more user accounts, hosted on the one or more servers, or
hosted at a hosting infrastructure server, as described regard-
ing FIG.44.
[0449] In some embodiments, providing the software
application for deploymentincludes providing the software
application across a network for deployment at one or more
servers associated with the user, hosting the one or more user
accounts.

[0450] In some embodiments, the user request includes a
selection by the user to add the software application to a cart
5640 associated with the user, and to check out 5642 thecart.

[0451] Insome embodiments, prior to deployingorprior to
receiving the user request, the marketplace server presents a
description of license terms of use associated with the soft-
ware application to the user 5644.
[0452] In some embodiments, the license terms are speci-
fied by a vendor 5614 associated with the software applica-
tion. The license terms maybe specified before the software
application is presented for deployment, or the license terms
may bespecified following deployment. In some embodi-
ments, the license terms may evolve after deployment. In
some embodiments, specifying the license terms includes
selecting (by the vendor) the license terms 5614 from a plu-
rality of options provided by a licensing engine 5630 associ-
ated with the one or more servers hosting a marketplace
application. In some embodiments, the licenses are stored
5632, 5634 at the licensing engine 5630. In some embodi-
ments, the licensing engine 5630 validates that the user
request to license the software application complies with the
license terms.

[0453] In some embodiments, the request to license the
software application includes a payment 5646 (e.g., credit
card or debit card payment, or bank transfer). In some
embodiments, the request may be associated with a prospec-
tive future payment (trial period). The prospective future
payment mayinclude receiving a credit card number, but not
billing the credit card until sometimein the future.e. g., at the
expiration ofthetrial period.
[0454] In some embodiments, prior to presenting an appli-
cation for deployment, the vendor builds 5610 and packages
5612 the software application 5616. In some embodiments,
the software application is a web-based software application,
executed at one or more servers.

[0455] FIG.57 illustrates a system 5700 for providing secu-
rity for software applications, deployed to a user account. One
or more servers 5702 hosts a marketplace application 5710.
The marketplace application includes a billing manager
5712. The marketplace application is accessed by a web con-
nection or client 5714. The deployed application is accessed
by a user’s web application 5720, having an associated user
identifier 5722.

[0456] The server 5702 includes a security application
5730, executed by deployment security module 6158 (FIG.
61). In some embodiments, the security application 5730
verifies that only a licensed set of features and/or numberof
copies ofa deployed software application is running at a time
5732. These requirements may be provided by the software
vendorvia the licensing manager (described in FIG. 49).
[0457] Insome embodiments, the security application 5730
includes a paymentverifier 5736 to comparea useridentifier
5722 associated with the one or more user accounts and an

applicationid (e.g. 5750, 5760) associated with the deployed
application against the billing manager 5712 to verify that a
valid paymenthas been recorded. In some embodiments, this
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verification is performed prior to executing the deployed
application. The security application verifies that both the
user and application are associated with a valid transaction
before allowing a user to execute the software application.

[0458] Insome embodiments, the security application 5730
includes a permission verifier 5738 to verify that the one or
more user accounts have permission to execute the deployed
application, and in the eventof a verification failure, to warn
the user. The user account permissions are executed by per-
missions module 6128 (FIG. 61). In some embodiments, the
security application 5730 includes periodic verifier 5740 to
periodically (e.g., daily, weekly, monthly etc.) repeat one or
more of the verification steps described. Following one or
more verification failures, a shutdown application 5742
warns the user 5744, and/or prevents 5746 (in the event of
multiple failures) the one or more user accounts from execut-
ing the deployed application. The plurality of failures
includes factors such as the numberoffailures, the period of
time over which failures occur, IP addresses from which
attempted logons to the application are made, etc. In some
embodiments, the shutdown application 5742 prevents access
by the user to data stored at the one or more servers, upon
determining that the one or more user accounts has been
disabled. The user access is executed by access module 6170
(FIG. 61). The account enablementverifier 5734 verifies that
auser account has permission to access the deployed software
applications (e.g., 5752, 5762). In some embodiments, the
user permission/access is made available to the application
vendorthroughthe licensing API to enable custom messaging
and actions by the vendor. Making available meansthata list
of privileges or permissions associated with a the user is
providedto the software application vendorso the vendor can
understand what terms the user has agreed to whenlicensing
the software. This can assist the software vendorin resolving
a user’s problems. In some embodiments, when a user is
denied access, the user is redirected to the vendors market-
place storefront listing to resolve the issue.
[0459] Insome embodiments, the security application 5730
includesinstance verifier 5732 to check for multiple instances
ofthe software application being simultaneously executed by
the one or more user accounts. In some embodiments, for
some software applications (e.g., AOP) multiple logonsto a
user account are permitted, but only one logon mayuse (ex-
ecute) a software application associated with the user account
at a time. As an example, a user can stay logged into her
account at work, but go homeandaccess the account from her
homePC.Since she is using her work PC to execute applica-
tions while she is at home, she may execute a software appli-
cation while logged into her account from her home PC.
[0460] Ifthe security application 5730 determinesthat the
user account is authorized to access a deployed software
application, a confirmation 5772is provided to a hosted appli-
cation execution engine 5770 for running deployedsoftware.
This engine executes one or more of the hosted deployed
software applications 5752, 5762, hosted on one or more
servers 5754, 5764.

[0461] FIG. 58 illustrates a system 5800 for allowing mul-
tiple logons by a user 5860 to a software application,
deployedto a user account. In an example, a user may require
multiple logons if he logged onto the software application
from his work computer, and left work and traveled home
forgetting to log out. If the user wants to access the software
application from his home computer (whilestill logged on
from work, having forgotten to log out) then the user may log
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in from home(thuscreating a simultaneous logonsituation).
In another example, a user may be logged onto the software
application from his desk computer, and while in a meeting at
another location, may wantto access the software application
using a handheld device (thus creating a simultaneous logon
situation). One or more servers 5805 hosts a licensing engine
5180. The licensing engine includes a simultaneous logon
manager 5811, executed by user account access module 6172
(FIG. 61). In some embodiments, the one or more servers
5805 also host a first 5814 and a second 5186 deployed
software applications, where a user has licensesto the first
and second deployed applications.

[0462] A first client system 5820 (e.g., an office PC)
executes a browser 5822 in whichafirst instance 5824offirst

software application 5814 is open and logged in. Thefirst
client system also includes an account management system
(EMS) 5828, a software stack 5830, and an operating system
(OS) stack 5832. A second client system 5840 (e.g., a home
PC) executes a browser 5842, in which a second instance
5844offirst software application 5814is open and loggedin.
The second client system also includes an account manage-
ment system (EMS) 5848, a software stack 5850, and an OS
stack 5852.

[0463] When a client 5820 attempts to access a deployed
application 5814 (associated with a user account), the licens-
ing engine 5810 and logon manager 5811 determineif the
client 5820 has permission to access the application, and also
determine ifanotherclient is accessing that application, asso-
ciated with the user account. In some embodiments, the logon
manager 5811 will only permit (depending on the license
termsspecified by the software vendorvia the licensing man-
ager, described in FIG. 49) a single logon to an application
associated with a user accountat a time. In some embodi-

ments, the logon manager 5811 will permit a plurality of
logons (e.g., by clients 5820 and 5840) to an application
associated with a user account, if the licensing termsso per-
mit. In some embodiments, the login manager 5811 will
permit multiple logons, as long as only one client system is
operating the application at a time. Operating meansprovid-
ing inputto the application and/or receiving information from
the application.

[0464] FIG. 59 illustrates an exemplary user access control
interface 5900 for controlling user access to a software appli-
cation, deployed to a user account. This figure shows opera-
tions at the marketplace server, under controlofthe licensing
manager, where a system administrator (or in some embodi-
ments, a vendor) may view and/or change license terms asso-
ciated with the software application and associated with users
of those applications. This is useful because it gives the
administrator a “birds eye’ view of licensing permissions and
activity within the system.

[0465] A plurality of applications 5902-1 to 5932-N are
shown on the left hand column. Associated with each appli-
cation is one or more users 5920-1 to 5920-N, and 5934-1. For
each user, a status indicator 5904 determines if the user is
active (1.e., using) that particular application. An administra-
tor status 5906 determinesif the user has administrator privi-
leges. An AOPstatus 5908 indicates if a user has permission
to run an application offline. A source codeaccessstatus 5910
determines whether a user is allowed to view or edit source

code associated with an application. By changing the status
buttons or indicators, an administrator or vendor can change
the permissionsassociated with an application or with a user.
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Other control 5912 determines if a user can access other

features, in accordance with a particular embodiment.
[0466] FIG. 60 illustrates an exemplary user access control
interface 6000 for controlling user access to a software appli-
cation, deployed to a user account. One or more software
applications 6002 through 6004 are shown.For each software
application, one or more users 6010-1, 6010-2 through
6010-N may access the software application, where this
access is controlled by this interface.
[0467] FIG. 61 is a block diagramillustrating a server sys-
tem 6100 configured to host a software marketplace and
licensing system. The system 6100 generally includes one or
more processing units (CPU’s) 6102, one or more network or
other communications interfaces 6104, memory 6110, and
one or more communication buses 6108 for interconnecting
these components. The communication buses 6108 may
include circuitry (sometimes called a chipset) that intercon-
nects and controls communications between system compo-
nents. The system 6100 may optionally include a userinter-
face, for instance a display 6106 and input device (e.g., a
keyboard and/or mouse) 6105. Memory 6110 may include
high speed random access memory such as DRAM, SRAM,
DDR RAM or other random access solid state memory
devices; and may include non-volatile memory, such as one or
more magnetic disk storage devices, optical disk storage
devices, flash memory devices, or other non-volatile solid
state storage devices. Memory 6110 may include massstor-
age that is remotely located from the central processing unit
(s) 6102.
[0468] Memory 6110, or alternately the non-volatile
memory device(s) within memory 6110, comprises a com-
puter readable storage medium. In some embodiments,
memory 6110 stores the following programs, modules and
data structures, or a subset thereof:

[0469] an operating system 6111 that includes proce-
dures for handling various basic system services and for
performing hardware dependenttasks;

[0470] a network communication module 6112 that is
used for connecting the server 6100 to other computers
via the one or more communication network interfaces

6104 (wired or wireless) and one or more communica-
tion networks, such as the Internet, other wide area net-
works, local area networks, metropolitan area networks,
and so on;

[0471] adistribution module 6120 that is used to market
and distribute software applications to users of the soft-
ware marketplace and licensing system;

[0472] amarketplace module 6122 that provides an elec-
tronic marketplace where software vendors can display,
and users can select, software applicationsforlicensing;

[0473] a listing module 6124 that is used to generate and
display software application products within an elec-
tronic marketplace;

[0474] a licensing module 6126 that controls the distri-
bution of software applications, with license terms
selected or provided by a software vendor;

[0475] In some embodiments, a permissions module
6128 that enforces license terms during deployment;

[0476] abilling module 6130 that receives and processes
paymentfrom a user associated with a licensed software
application;

[0477] atransaction report module 6132 for reporting on
distribution and licensing activity taking place within
the marketplace;
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[0478] anapplication repository module 6134 for storing
and managing software applications ready for distribu-
tion;

[0479] a packaging module 6136 for preparing software
applications and updates for distribution;

[0480] a deployment module 6150, for managing
deployment of software applications to a user account,
and managing hosting of the software application;

[0481] a deployer module 6152 (in some embodiments
part of the deployment module 6150) for deploying a
software application to a hosted user account, or to a
user-controlled server for hosting the account;

[0482] a hosting module 6154 for hosting the software
application in a hosted user account and for executing
the software application;

[0483] a user account module 6156 for managing user
accounts, permissions and access;

[0484] asecurity module 6158 for managing deployment
and ensuring that a software application is deployed in
accordance with license terms, to authorized users, at
authorized servers;

[0485] a syndicated deployment module 6160 for per-
forming syndicated deployment (in some embodiments,
across a network) in responseto a request from a syndi-
cated server;

[0486] an access module 6170 for controlling access to
deployed applications and to the marketplace;

[0487] a user account access module 6172 (in some
embodiments, part of user account module 6156 or
access module 6170) for controlling user access to
hosted applications;

[0488] a user hosting module 6174 (in some embodi-
ments, part of a hosting module 6154) for hosting the
deployed software application at a server controlled by
the user;

[0489] a marketplace database management module
6180 for managing a marketplace database;

[0490] a licensing database management module 6182
for managinga licensing database;

[0491] a deployment database management module
6184 for managing a deploymentdatabase;

[0492] a billing database management module 6186 for
managinga billing database; and

[0493] a user account database management module
6188 for managing a user account database.

[0494] In some embodiments, the database management
modules 6180, 6182, 6184, 6186, 6188 can be separate or
combined into one or more groups.
[0495] Each ofthe above identified elements may be stored
in one or more of the previously mentioned memory devices,
and corresponds to a set of instructions for performing a
function described above. The above identified modules or

programs(i.e., sets of instructions) need not be implemented
as separate software programs, procedures or modules, and
thus various subsets of these modules may be combined or
otherwise re-arranged in various embodiments. In some
embodiments, memory 6110 maystore a subset of the mod-
ules and data structures identified above. Furthermore,
memory 6110 stores additional modules and data structures
not described above.

[0496] Although FIG. 61 showsa server system for soft-
ware application distribution, FIG. 61 is intended more as
functional description of the various features that may be
present in a set of servers than asa structural schematic of the
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embodiments described herein. In practice, and as recognized
by those of ordinary skill in the art, items shown separately
could be combined and some items could be separated. For
example, some items shown separately in FIG. 61 could be
implementedon single serversor single items could be imple-
mented by one or more servers. The actual numberofservers
used to implement a software application distribution system
and the way in which features are allocated among them will
vary from one implementation to another, and may depend in
part on the amountofdatatraffic that the system must handle
during peak usage periods as well as during average usage
periods.
[0497] FIG. 62 illustrates a block diagram ofa client system
6200 for accessing a software marketplace and licensing sys-
tem, hosted at one or more servers. The client system 6200
generally includes one or more processing units (CPU’s)
6202, one or more network or other communications inter-
faces 6204, memory 6210, and one or more communication
buses 6208 for interconnecting these components. The com-
munication buses 6208 may include circuitry (sometimes
called a chipset) that interconnects and controls communica-
tions between system components. The system 6200 also
includesa userinterface, for instance a display 6206 and input
device (e.g., akeyboard and mouse) 6205. Memory 6210 may
include high speed random access memory such as DRAM,
SRAM, DDR RAM orother random access solid state
memory devices; and may include non-volatile memory, such
as one or more magnetic disk storage devices, optical disk
storage devices, flash memory devices, or other non-volatile
solid state storage devices. Memory 6210 may include mass
storage that is remotely located from the central processing
unit(s) 6202.
[0498] Memory 6210, or alternately the non-volatile
memory device(s) within memory 6210, comprises a com-
puter readable storage medium. In some embodiments,
memory 6210 stores the following programs, modules and
data structures, or a subset thereof:

[0499] an operating system 6211 that includes proce-
dures for handling various basic system services and for
performing hardware dependenttasks;

[0500] a network communication module 6212 that is
used for connecting the client 6200 to a server hosting
software applications, via the one or more communica-
tion network interfaces 6104 (wired or wireless) and one
or more communication networks, such as the Internet,
other wide area networks, local area networks, metro-
politan area networks, and so on;

[0501] areceive and process user input module 6214 for
receiving input from input device(s) 6205, such as a
keyboard and mouse, and interpreting that input to con-
trol a client/browser;

[0502] aclient/browser module 6215 (including browser
engine module 6216) for providing a window by which
a user accesses the hosted software application, and
through which the user (or in some embodiments an
administrator) managesthe hosted software application;

[0503] accessible through the client/browser module
6215: a distribution module 6220, application deploy-
ment module 6250 and access module 6270, each with
constituent modules, and database management mod-
ules 6280 through 6288, corresponding to modules in
FIG. 61 as described earlier;

[0504] accessible through the client/browser module
6215: acart checkout/module 6290 for allowing a user to
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place a software application in the cart, and checking out
the cart to license the software application;

[0505] accessible through the client/browser module
6215: a process payment module 6292 for processing a
paymentassociated with the licensed software applica-
tion;

[0506] accessible through the client/browser module
6215: a select license module 6294 for selecting a
license associated with a software application, prior to
licensing the application;

[0507] accessible through the client/browser module
6215: a submit license terms module 6296 for a vendor
to select license terms associated with the software

application, or to submit custom license terms provided
by the vendor(e.g., a text file); and

[0508] auxiliary services module(s) 6298 for providing
other features or services associated with the client.

[0509] Flowcharts for Marketplace and Licensing
[0510] FIG. 80 is a flowchart representing a server method
8000 for distributing a software application, according to
certain embodiments of the invention. Server method 8000

may be governedbyinstructionsthatare stored in a computer
readable storage medium and that are executed by one or
more processors of one or more servers. Each of the opera-
tions shown in FIG. 80 may correspondto instructions stored
ina computer memory or computer readable storage medium.
The computer readable storage medium may include a mag-
netic or optical disk storage device, solid state storage devices
such as Flash memory, or other non-volatile memory device
or devices. The computer readable instructions stored on the
computer readable storage medium are in source code,
assembly language code, object code, or other instruction
format that is interpreted by one or more processors.
[0511] At one or moreservers hosting a marketplace appli-
cation (e.g., FIG. 129, marketplace storefront; FIG. 155, user
marketplace), a software application is received from a ven-
dor for distribution (8002). License terms (e.g., FIG. 133,
license terms) are associated with the software application
(8004). In some embodiments, the license terms are received
from the vendorofthe software application, and are stored in
a database(e.g., by licensing database management module
6182, FIG. 61) with a pointer to the vendor’s software appli-
cation. Associated meansthat when the software application
is selected for licensing by a user, the vendor license terms
corresponding to that vendor’s software application are used
during licensing anddistribution of the software application.
In some embodiments, a vendor may have different sets of
license terms per software application.
[0512] The software application is made available for dis-
tribution (e.g., FIGS. 129, 155) through the marketplace
application (8006). The software application is deployed
(e.g., FIG. 175, “My Installations”) to one or more user
accounts on one or more hosting servers, in accordance with
the license terms.

[0513] Insome embodiments, the one or more hosting serv-
ers (e.g., FIG. 148, developer hosting accounts; FIG. 149
hosting sub-domains)are physically separate from the one or
moreservers hosting the marketplace application (8026).
[0514] In some embodiments, the deploying is performed
after a user request(e.g., FIGS. 166, 167, 168, download and
install) to deploy the software application (8101). In some
embodiments, the deploying includes downloadingthe soft-
ware to one or more user accounts (8012). In some embodi-
ments, deploying includes activating a flag associated with
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the software application in the one or more user accounts
(8014). In some embodiments, the flag enables the software
application for the user account (8016). In some embodi-
ments, the deploying includes activating a license for the
software application in the one or more user accounts (8018).
[0515] In some embodiments, the deploying includespro-
viding the software application for hosting by a user on host-
ing servers (e.g., FIG. 148 developer hosting account, FIG.
149 sub-domains associated with an account) associated with
the user (8020).
[0516] Insome embodiments,distribution to a user through
the marketplace application includes through a website (e.g.,
FIG. 155, marketplace storefront) associated with the mar-
ketplace application (8022). In some embodiments, distribu-
tion to a user through the marketplace application includes
distribution through a client associated with the marketplace
application (8024).
[0517] In some embodiments, the deploying is performed
(e.g., FIG. 175, “My Installations”) by an application
deployer (8028), such as the application deployer described
in FIG. 51, and/or the application deployer module 6152
(FIG.61).
[0518] Insome embodiments, the deployed software appli-
cation is hosted for the one or more user accounts (8030).
[0519] FIG. 81 is a flowchart 8100 continuing the server
method 8000 of FIG. 180.

[0520] In some embodiments, a description of the license
terms (e.g., FIG. 158, accept terms) is presented to a user
(FIG.81, 8114).
[0521] In some embodiments, the software application is
packaged (e.g., FIG. 154, 173, My Packaged Applications)
for distribution via the marketplace application hosted by the
one or more servers (8102). In some embodiments, a pack-
aged software application is stored in an application reposi-
tory (8104). In some embodiments, the packaging includes
preparing an update (e.g., FIG. 103, update 10304) to a pre-
viously deployed software application, where the update
requires the previously deployed software application to
function (8106). This scenario might be where a patch update
(set offixes to a previously deployed application) is deployed.
A patch generally requires the earlier deployed application to
function, since the patch only changes a small portion of the
deployed application, and thus the patch is not a standalone
application.
[0522] In some embodiments, the packaging includes pre-
paring a standalone distribution (e.g., FIG. 103, update
10302) for a software application (8110). In some embodi-
ments, the standalone distribution includes a software appli-
cation and one or more patchesto the application (8112). In
some embodiments, the update is deployed to the one or more
user accounts selected from the group consisting of (e.g.,
FIG. 142, Product Upgrade) a push method, a subscription
(pull) method, and a hybrid method, in accordance with the
license terms (8108).
[0523] In some embodiments, the making available (e.g.,
FIG. 130, Product/Service Basic Information) is performed
by a listing manager(8116), executed bylisting module 6124
(FIG. 61). In some embodiments, the listing manager
includes a store listing (e.g., FIGS. 130-153, store listing
details/setup, FIG. 155 storefront) for licensing the software
application (8118). In some embodiments, the marketplace
application includes technical support (e.g., FIGS. 174, 177-
181, support and knowledge base) for the software applica-
tion (8122). By making available, the listing manager per-
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forms one or more of storing and presenting software
application listings (sale details for software applications),
storing technicalarticles and information, and storing support
resources (help, customersupport, etc.). The listing manager
may also provide one or moreof a search function, a list of
most popular software applications, a package dealfor licens-
ing a suite of software applications, a customer review, and
other related functions.

[0524] In some embodiments, making the software appli-
cation available for distribution can be done by determining a
user account type, and based on the user account type, pre-
paring to deploy a software application to the user account, or
generating a new user account (e.g., FIG. 169, developer
accounts) compatible with the software application and pre-
paring to deploy the software application to the new user
account (8120).

[0525] FIG. 82 is a flowchart representing a server method
8200 for licensing a software application, according to certain
embodiments of the invention. The server method 8200 may
be executed by licensing module 6126 (FIG. 61) and as
described earlier with regard to FIG. 49.

[0526] Atone or moreservers, hosting a marketplace appli-
cation, a software application is received from a vendor for
distribution (8202). License terms (e.g., FIG. 132, license
selection) are generated (8204) in response to a selection by
the vendor from options provided by the marketplace appli-
cation. The license terms are associated with the software

application (8206). The software application is made avail-
able for distribution through the marketplace application(e.g.
FIG. 155, storefront), in accordance with the license terms
(8208).

[0527] In some embodiments, the software application is
deployed (e.g., FIG. 175, My Installations) to one or more
user accounts on one or more hosting servers, in accordance
with the license terms (8210). For example, the license terms
can influence an application in the following way. Deploying
an application in accordance with the license terms means
that conditions specified by the software vendorin the license
terms(e.g., source code is to be hidden from the licensee) are
enforced when deploying and when granting access to the
software application. In some embodiments, a deployer
enables or disables functions or options within the deployed
software application, where this enabling or disabling is
determined by the license terms provided by the software
vendor.

[0528] In some embodiments, the deploying is in response
to a payment(e.g., FIG. 159, billing history) associated with
the one or more user accounts (8212).

[0529] Insome embodiments, license terms includeat least
one of(e.g., FIG. 132, part four) an open source license, a
closed license, a source code license, an executable (object
file) license, and a repacking license (8214). In some embodi-
ments, the repacking license (e.g., FIG. 132, part three) deter-
mines whethera user of the software application is permitted
to repackage andredistribute the software application (8216).
In some embodiments, the repacking license has an associ-
ated royalty (8218). In some embodiments, the associated
royalty is one selected from the group consisting of a whole-
sale royalty, a retail royalty, and a flat fee (8220). In some
embodiments, the license manager determines user permis-
sions (e.g., FIG. 132, part four) for installation, activation,
and access to features of applications (8222). In some
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embodiments, the options provided by the marketplace appli-
cation includes an option to use license terms supplied by the
vendor(8224).
[0530] In some embodiments, licensing events (e.g., FIG.
153, transaction report) for a respective software application
are made available for distribution through the marketplace
application (8226). In some embodiments, the license events
are displayed (e.g., FIG. 151, store report) to a respective
vendor associated with the respective software application
(8228). In some embodiments, the license termsare stored in
a licensing manager (8230).
[0531] FIG. 83 is a flowchart 8300 continuing the server
method 8200 of FIG.82.

[0532] In some embodiments, a price (e.g., FIG. 132, part
two; FIG. 144 pricing grid) associated with the software
application is stored at a licensing manager separately from
the software application (8302). In some embodiments, the
price is dynamically adjusted by the licensing manager in
response to a selection by the software vendor (8304). In
some embodiments the vendorselects a price by entering a
price (e.g., price in US dollars, Euros, Yen, or any other
currency) in the licensing manager 4930 (FIG.49) orbilling
manger 5030 (FIG. 50). In some embodiments, the vendor
selects a price by choosing a price from a set of options
provided by the marketplace. In some embodiments,at least
one selected from the group consisting of access duration,
features, and price, is dynamically adjusted by the licensing
manager in response to a selection by the software vendor
(8306).
[0533] In some embodiments, the one or more user
accounts are stored separately from the marketplace applica-
tion (8308).
[0534] In some embodiments, a payment(e.g., FIG. 159,
billing history) associated with the software application is
processed (8310). In some embodiments, prior to processing
a payment, a promotional codeis received from the user, and
the payment is processed based on the promotional code
(8312). In some embodiments, a record of the processed
paymentis stored in a billing record (8314).
[0535] In some embodiments, prior to executing the
deployed application,a user identifier associated with the one
or more user accounts and an application id associated with
the deployed application are compared against a billing man-
ager to verify that a valid payment has been recorded (8316).
In some embodiments, the system verifies that the one or
more user accounts has permission to execute the deployed
application, and in the event of a verification failure, warns
the user (8318). In some embodiments, the verifying is per-
formed periodically, and following a plurality of verification
failures, the one or more user accounts are prevented from
executing the deployed application (8320). In some embodi-
ments, the verifying includes checking for multiple instances
ofthe software application being simultaneously executed by
the one or more user accounts (8322). In some embodiments,
the system prevents accessby theuser to data stored at the one
or more servers, upon determining that the one or more user
accounts has been disabled (8324).
[0536] FIG. 84 is a flowchart representing a server method
8400 for syndicated deployment of a software application,
according to certain embodiments of the invention. Server
method 8400 may be governed byinstructions, as described
earlier.

[0537] At one or more marketplace servers hosting a mar-
ketplace application, in response to a request from a syndi-
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cated server to distribute a software application from the
marketplace, one or more user accounts associated with the
request are identified (8402). The system verifies that the one
or more user accounts has permission to use the software
application (8404). The software application is deployed to
the one or more user accounts, in accordance with license
terms associated with the software application.
[0538] In some embodiments, the software application is
presented for deploymentto a user (8408). In some embodi-
ments, the software application is made available fordistri-
bution through the syndicated server. In some embodiments,
deploying includes providing through an application
deployer, across a network to the one or more user accounts,
a software application stored at the application repository
(8412).
[0539] Insome embodiments, deploying includesselecting
one of a plurality of software applications, compatible with
the one or moreuser accounts, from the application repository
(8414). In some embodiments, the application repository
stores software applications in a plurality of states, including
at least one selected from the group consisting of a ready to
deploy state, an undergoing quality assurancestate, a ready to
submit for quality assurance state, and an unfinished state
(8416).
[0540] FIG. 85 is a flowchart representing a server method
8500 for licensing and receiving payment for a software
application, according to certain embodiments of the inven-
tion. Server method 8500 maybe governedbyinstructions, as
described earlier.

[0541] At one or moreservers hosting a marketplace appli-
cation (e.g., FIGS. 129, 155), a software application is made
available for distribution through the marketplace application
(8502). A user request to license the software application is
received (8504). The software application is provided for
deployment to one or more user accounts, hosted on one or
more servers (8506). In some embodiments, the software
application is provided across a network for deploymentat
one or moreservers associated with the user, hosting the one
or more user accounts (8508).
[0542] In some embodiments, a selection by the user is
processed that includes adding the software application to a
cart (e.g., FIG. 160, 172, cart and checkout) associated with
the user, and checking out the cart (8510). In some embodi-
ments, prior to deploying,a description of license terms asso-
ciated with the software application is presented (e.g., FIG.
158, license) to the user (8512). In some embodiments, the
license termsare specified by a vendor(e.g., FIG. 132) asso-
ciated with the software application (8514). In some embodi-
ments, the license terms are selected from a plurality of
options provided by a licensing engine associated with the
one or moreservers hosting a marketplace application (8516).
In some embodiments, the system validatesthat the request to
license the software application complies with the license
terms (8518). In some embodiments, the requestto license the
software application includes a payment(e.g., FIG. 170, pay-
mentinfo) selected from the group consisting of a cash pay-
ment, a credit payment, and a prospective future payment
(8520).
[0543] In some embodiments, the software application is a
web-based software application, executed at one or more
servers (8522).

Application Framework

[0544] Some embodiments provide an application frame-
work that facilitates synchronizing data between applica-
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tions. The application framework can include data structures
and a set of rules for synchronizing data between two appli-
cations. For example, consider a customerrelationship man-
agement (CRM)application and an email application, both of
whichincludetasks for a user. The fields (or columns, etc.) to
be synchronized between the CRM application and the email
application are first mapped to application framework data
structure. For example,the task identifier fields for these two
applications can be mapped to the “identifier” field in the
application framework data structure. During a synchroniza-
tion operation between the CRM application and the email
application, the CRM application can first synchronizeitself
with the application framework data structure. The email
application can then synchronize itself with the application
framework data structure. Synchronization rules can be used
to mapthefields from the CRM applicationto the application
framework data structure and to mapthe fields of the appli-
cation frameworkdata structure to fields for the email appli-
cation. Note that that the synchronization process can be
performedin both directions(e.g., from the CRM application
to the email application and from the email application to the
CRMapplication. Also note that in these embodiments, the
code and/orthe architecture ofthe applications do not need to
be modified in order to synchronize data between the appli-
cations. In some embodiments, the data is synchronized
between the databases for the applications without using
explicit commands executed by the applications. In other
words, the synchronization of data occurs at the database
level, and notthe application level.

[0545] FIG. 63 isa block diagram illustrating an exemplary
application framework 6300, according to some embodi-
ments. In some embodiments, the application framework
6300 is located on one or more servers. For example, the
application framework 6300 can be located on a server such
as the servers 4420-4840 in FIG. 44, any one ofthe servers
4520-4530 in FIG.45,the hosting infrastructure 4630 and/or
the server 4602 in FIG.46, any oneofthe servers 4802 and/or
4830 in FIG.48, the server 4902 in FIG.49, the server 5002
in FIG. 50, the server 5102 in FIG. 51, any one of the server
5202 and/or the syndicated server 5230 in FIG. 52, any one of
the servers 5350, 5450, and 5550 in FIGS. 53-55, respec-
tively, and/or any oneofthe servers 5702, 5754, and 5764 in
FIG. 57. The one or more servers can include an end user

server maintained by an end user (e.g., a customer-provi-
sioned server, etc.) and a hosted server maintained bya ser-
vice provider (e.g., a software vendor, a web hosting com-
pany, etc.). In some embodiments, the application framework
6300 is located on one or more client computer systems. For
example, the application framework 6300 can be located ona
client computer system such as the client systems 4450-4454
in FIG.44, and/or any oneofthe client systems 5820 and 5840
in FIG. 58.

[0546] In some embodiments, the application framework
6300 includes one or more ofan account management system
(EMS) 6302 and/or a software stack 6340. Recall that “EMS”
is used to describe a generic account management system.
The EMS 6302 can create and manage accounts within the
application framework 6300, provide user authentication,
and/or synchronize applications within an account and/or
between account frameworks. The EMS6302 can include one

or more of a database 6304 and/or an application synchroni-
zation module 6306. The database 6304 is described in more
detail with reference to FIGS. 64 and 72-73 below and the

application synchronization module 6306 is described in
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more detail below with reference to FIGS. 65-79 below. Note

that although the discussion belowrefers to a single database,
multiple databases can be used. The software stack 6340 can
include one or moreof: an email module 6342, a web server
module 6344, an authoring module 6346, a browser module
6348, and/or auxiliary modules 6350. The email module 6342
can include any electronic mail program. For example, the
email module 6342 can include email servers(e.g., Sendmail,
Postfix, and qmail, etc.), mail filtering programs(e.g., proc-
mail, SpamAssassin,etc.), client email programs(e.g., elm,
pine, Microsoft Outlook, etc.), etc. The web server module
6344 can include any application that can respond to client
requests for pages, data, graphics, videos, documents, etc,
hosted on a server coupled to clients and/or other servers via
a network. For example, the web server module 6344 can
includeApache HTTPServer, Microsoft Internet Information
Server, etc. The authoring module 6346 can include any
application that allows a developer or a user to generate
web-based applications. For example, the authoring module
6346 can includea text editor, a word processor, a web devel-
opmentenvironment(e.g., Microsoft Expression Web, Adobe
Dreamweaver, etc.), etc. The browser module 6348 can
include any application with a rendering engine that can
access data and/or services on a local and/or a remote com-

puter system andrenderthe results so that a user can view the
data and/orinteract with the services. In some embodiments,
browser module 6348 is a web browser. The auxiliary mod-
ules 6350 can include other applications such as a Light-
weight Data Access Protocol (LDAP)interface module and/
or database, an Internet Message Access Protocol (MAP)
module, a Post Office Protocol (POP) module, a Dovecot
module (e.g., an IMAP and POPserver), a web server(e.g.,
Apache HTTPserver, Microsoft IIS Server, etc.), one or more
database management systems (e.g., MySQL, PostgreSQL,
etc.), logging applications (e.g., Syslog-ng, etc.), authentica-
tion services (e.g., saslauthd,etc.). Note that although FIG. 63
illustrates a single module for each type of service, the soft-
ware stack 6340 can include any number of modules for a
given type of service. For example, two different email mod-
ules can be included within software stack 6340.

[0547] In some embodiments, the application framework
6300 includes one or more accounts. For example, as illus-
trated in FIG.63, the application framework 6300 includes an
account 6310. The account 6310 can include one or more of:

an accountdirectory 6312, and a database 6314. The account
directory 6312 can includeadirectory structure configured to
store one or more applications. The account database 6314
can include meta datafor the account 6310. The meta data can

include descriptions for the software packages 6316, users
associated with the account 6310, and/or default synchroni-
zation hooks/rules (e.g., for user management, licensing,
etc.).

[0548] In some embodiments, the account 6310 includes
software packages 6316. For example, the software packages
6316 can include utilities (e.g., phpmyadmin, phppgadmin,
websvn, EDK,etc.), tools, and/or sharedlibraries (e.g., Zend,
PHPunit, famfamfam, the Etelos Application Server Frame-
work,etc.) used by applications within an account.

[0549] In some embodiments, the account 6310 includes
one or more applications 6320-1 to 6320-N. For example, the
applications 6320 can include applications purchased
through the marketplace 4410 in FIG. 44. In some embodi-
ments, one or more ofthe applications 6320 are web-based
applications. In these embodiments, a user can interact with
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one or more ofthe applications 6320 using a browser engine
(e.g., the browser module 6348). In some embodiments, the
applications 6320 are located on a remote server separate and
distinct from a computer system and/or a server that includes
the browser module 6348. In these embodiments, the browser
module 6348 can access the applications 6320 that are
executed on the remote server via a network connection. In

some embodiments, the applications 6320 are located on the
same computer system that includes the browser module
6348. In these embodiments, the browser module 6348 can
access the applications 6320 that are executed on the local
computer system. In some embodiments, the applications
6320 are located both on a remote server separate and the
local computer system. In these embodiments, the browser
module 6348 can access the applications 6320 that are
executed on the remote server via a network connection.Ifa

connection to the remote server is not available (e.g., the
network connection is not available, the remote server is
unavailable, etc.), the browser module 6348 can access the
applications 6320 on the local computer system. These
embodiments are discussed above in reference to the AOP

modeofoperation. In some embodiments, the browser mod-
ule 6348 can access the applications 6320 on the local com-
puter system and the remote server.

[0550] In some embodiments, a respective application
6320 includes one or more of: a database 6322, files 6326,
and/or a version control repository 6328. The databases 6322
can includedatafor the respective application 6320. The files
6326 can include applicationfiles for the respective applica-
tion 6320. For example, the files 6326 can include static
HTMLfiles, scripts, graphics files, video files, XML files,
access control files, documents, etc. The version control
repository 6328 can include one or moreversionsofthefiles
6326. For example, the version control repository 6328 can
include repositories managed by version control systems
such as Subversion (SVN), Concurrent Version System
(CVS), Revision Control System (RCS), etc. In some
embodiments, the files 6326 can be modified by developers
through a version control interface (e.g., WebDAV). When
making changestothe files 6326, the version control system
maintains a history of the changes, which can be used to
generate patches, updates, and/or new versionsofthe files
6326 that can be distributed and deployed to other instances
of the respective application (e.g., the application can be
running on different account on a different server, etc.). In
some embodiments, the files 6326 and the version control
repository 6328 for a respective application are associated
with one or more vhosts 6324. A virtual host is a mechanism
that allows a web server to host one or more domains. For

example, www.example.com and www.example2.com can
both be hosted on the same web server using a virtual host
mechanism. Each virtual host may include a separate direc-
tory hierarchy within the web server and/or a separate data-
base (e.g., either on the web server or on a separate database
server or servers). A virtual host (e.g, vhost) for a respective
application can point to a different set of files that are owned
and/or used by the respective application.

[0551] In some embodiments, one or more of the applica-
tions 6320 are configured to use a specified email domain. In
these embodiments, the email module 6342 can be configured
by the applications 6320 to send and/or receive email on the
specified email domain.

[0552] Note that a newly-created account may not include
any applications. Also note that although FIG.63 illustrates a
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single account, the application framework 6300 can support
any number of accounts (e.g., 0, 1, 2, ..., N). Moreover,
although components are grouped together in FIG. 63, these
groupings can be changed. For example, the software stack
6340 can include all or a subset of the software packages
6316.

[0553] FIG. 64A is a block diagram illustrating exemplary
components of an account 6420, according to some embodi-
ments. The account 6420 can be the account 6310 in FIG.63.
The account 6420 can include one or more of an account

directory 6422, a database 6424, software packages 6426, and
applications 6430 (including one or more of databases 6432,
files 6436, version control repository 6438, and vhost 6434),
which correspond in general to the account components
described above with reference to FIG. 63. In some embodi-

ments, the account 6420 includes domains 6428, which
include one or more Internet domain namesassociated with

applications within the account 6420.

[0554] In some embodiments, an EMS database 6402
includesone or moreof: a users table 6404, an accounts table
6406, a databases table 6408, a domainstable 6410, an appli-
cations table 6412, and/or a vhosts table 6414. Recall that
“EMS”is used to describe a generic account management
system. Theusers table 6404 can include user records for one
or more users that can be associated with one or more
accounts. The accounts table 6406 can include account

records that can include information about accounts, loca-
tions of account directories, users associated with the
accounts, etc. The databases table 6408 can include “data-
base” records that can include information about databases

for the account 6420 (e.g., the database 6424, the database
6432, etc.). The domains table 6410 can include domain
records for one or more domainsassociated with the account

6420 and/or the applications 6430. The applications table
6412 can include application records that can include infor-
mation about the applications 6430, the files 6436 and direc-
tories within the account directory 6422, the version control
repositories 6438, and/or the vhosts 6434 associated with the
account 6420. The vhosts table 6414 can include virtual host
records that can include information associated with a vhost

directory, an account domain, and/or the version control
repository 6438.

[0555] FIG. 64A also includes a software stack 6450,
which can correspondto the software stack 6340 in FIG. 63.

[0556] FIG. 64B isa flow diagram of an exemplary process
6460 for creating an account andinstalling applications into
the account, according to some embodiments. Note that the
circled numbers in FIG. 64B correspondto the circled num-
bers in FIG. 64A. In some embodiments, an EMS(e.g., the
EMS 6302) performs these operations. The discussion of
FIG. 64B below describes the operations as being performed
by the EMSforthe sake ofclarity. However, it should be noted
that other modules can perform all or a subset of these opera-
tions. The process 6460 may be governedbyinstructions that
are storedin a computer readable storage medium andthatare
executed by one or more processors of one or more servers.
Eachofthe operations shown in FIG. 64B maycorrespondto
instructions stored in a computer memory or computer read-
able storage medium. The computer readable storage medium
may include a magnetic or optical disk storage device, solid
state storage devices such as Flash memory, or other non-
volatile memory device or devices. The computer readable
instructions stored on the computer readable storage medium
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are in source code, assembly language code, object code, or
other instruction format that is interpreted by one or more
processors.

[0557] The EMScreates an admin userrecord for an admin
user in the admin users table 6404 (6462). In some embodi-
ments, an application synchronization operation and/or an
AOP synchronization operation cannot be performed for
admin users. Note that non-admin users associated with an

account can also be created in a separate process after the
account has been created. These non-admin users can be

stored in a “users” table (not shown). In some embodiments,
an application synchronization operation and/or an AOP syn-
chronization operation can be performed for non-adminusers.

[0558] Returning to FIG. 64B, the EMScreates an account
record in the accounts table 6406 and an accountdirectory
that are associated with the admin user record (6464). The
EMSthen creates an account database and an associated

“database” record in the databases table 6408 for the newly
created account database (6466). Next, the EMScreates a
domain record in the domains table 6410 (6468). The EMS
then creates an application directory and an application
record in the applications table 6412 associated with the
application directory (6470). The EMSthencreates an appli-
cation database and a “database”record in the databases table

6408 associated with the application database (6472). Next,
the EMScreates a vhost directory, a version control reposi-
tory for the vhost directory, and/or a vhosts record in the
vhosts table 6414 (6474). Note that a given application(e.g.,
the application 6430) can have many virtual hosts (e.g., the
vhost 6434, etc.) associated with it. Thus, multiple vhost
directories, version control repositories, and/or vhosts
records can be associated with the given application. In some
embodiments, a virtual host (e.g., the vhost 6434) for an
application (e.g., the application 6430) can be associated with
a database. In these embodiments, a database connection
string, which indicates how thevirtual host can connectto the
database, can be stored in the databases table 6408 and/or the
vhosts table 6414. The EMSthen downloadsandinstalls the

software packages 6426 (6476). The EMSthen creates con-
figuration files for the modules in the software stack 6450
(6478).
[0559] Although FIG.64B describes an exemplary process
for creating a new accountandinstalling applications into the
new account, only a subset ofthe operations in FIG. 64B may
needto be performed. For example, ifauser record fora given
user and an account record associated with the user already
exist in the EMSdatabase 6402, then steps 6462-6466 can be
omitted when adding a new application to the existing
account.

Synchronizing Applications

[0560] Some embodiments provide techniques for syn-
chronizing data between applications. In these embodiments,
the code and/or the architecture of the applications do not
need to be modified in order to synchronize data between the
applications. In some embodiments, the data is synchronized
between the databases for the applications without using
explicit commands executed by the applications. In other
words, the synchronization of data occurs at the database
level, and notthe application level. In some embodiments, the
application framework described above is used to facilitate
synchronizing data between applications. For example, the
data that can be synchronized between applications can
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include tasks, contacts, calendar items, etc. The data is typi-
cally stored in tables within a database. The tables in which
the data is stored can be different for each application. For
example,a first application may store contact data in a “con-
tacts” table in a database for the first application, whereas a
second application maystore contact data in an “email”table
in a database for the second application. In some embodi-
ments, one or more of the applications is a web-based appli-
cation.

[0561] FIG. 651s ablock diagram 6500 ofa server 6510 and
a client 6530, according to some embodiments. In some
embodiments, the server 6510 includes an application frame-
work 6512. The application framework 6512 can include one
or more accounts. For example, the application framework
6512 can include an account 6514. The account 6514 can

include one or more applications 6516. The applications 6516
can be associated with application databases 6518, which can
store, update, delete, retrieve, query, and search for data in
application databases 6518. As illustrated in FIG. 65, the
account 6514 includes the applications 6516-1 and 6516-2
and the associated application databases 6518-1 and 6518-2,
respectively.

[0562] Insome embodiments, a subsetofthe data stored in
the application databases 6518-1 and 6518-2 can be synchro-
nized with each other. For example, the subset of the data can
be data that has changed(e.g., new data, updated data, deleted
data, etc.). In some embodiments, the subsetofthe data stored
in the application databases 6518-1 and 6518-2 arefirst syn-
chronized with a data framework 6519 based on synchroni-
zation rules 6520. The synchronization rules 6520 are then
applied to the data that was synchronized to the data frame-
work 6519 to synchronize this data with the respective appli-
cation database. Alternatively, the synchronization rules can
be applied directly to synchronize the subset ofthe data stored
in the application databases 6518-1 and 6518-2 without using
the data framework 6519. The synchronization rules 6520 are
described in more detail below. In some embodiments, the
applications 6516-1 and 6516-2 can be applications that do
not have any built-in capabilities to synchronize data with
each other. These applications can include, but are not limited
to, email applications, CRM applications, calendar applica-
tions, etc. If these applications are standalone applications,
they maynotbe able to synchronize data with each other. For
example, GOOGLE™calendar may not be able to synchro-
nize tasks with SUGAR CRM.In some embodiments, the
application databases 6518-1 and 6518-2 are synchronized
with each otherdirectly. For example, a database that includes
contact information for GOOGLE™calendar can synchro-
nize directly with a database that includes contact informa-
tion for SUGAR CRM. This synchronization can be per-
formed “outside” of the applications. In other words, the
applications do not need to be executing or active to perform
the synchronization.

[0563] In some embodiments, the client 6530 includes an
application framework 6532. The application framework
6532 can include one or more accounts. For example, the
application framework 6532 can include an account 6534.
The account 6534 can include one or more applications 6536.
The applications 6536 can be associated with application
databases 6538, which can store, update, delete, retrieve,
query, and search for data in application databases 6538. As
illustrated in FIG. 65, the account 6534 includes the applica-
tions 6536-1 and 6536-2 and the associated application data-
bases 6538-1 and 6538-2, respectively. For example, the
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applications 6536 can be GOOGLE™calendar and SUGAR
CRM,respectively, and the databases 6538 can be databases
for GOOGLE™calendar and SUGAR CRM,respectively.
[0564] Insome embodiments, a subsetofthe data stored in
the application databases 6538-1 and 6538-2 can be synchro-
nized with each other. For example, the subset ofthe data can
be data that has changed(e.g., new data, updated data, deleted
data, etc.). In some embodiments,the subset ofthe data stored
in the application databases 6538-1 and 6538-2 are first syn-
chronized with a data framework 6539 based on synchroni-
zation rules 6540. The synchronization rules 6540 are then
applied to the data that was synchronized to the data frame-
work 6539 to synchronize this data with the respective appli-
cation database. For example, if changes have occurred in
GOOGLE™calendar, fields (or columns, etc.) in the data-
base for GOOGLE™calendar first synchronized with the
data framework 6539, then the synchronization rules 6540 are
applied to the data framework 6539 to propagate/synchronize
the data from the data framework 6539 to the database for

SUGAR CRM.Alternatively, the synchronization rules can
be applied directly to synchronize the subset ofthe data stored
in the application databases 6538-1 and 6538-2 without using
the data framework 6539. The synchronization rules 6530 are
described in more detail below. In some embodiments, the
applications 6536-1 and 6536-2 can be applications that do
not have any built-in capabilities to synchronize data with
each other. In some embodiments, the application databases
6538-1 and 6538-2 are synchronized with each otherdirectly.
[0565] In some embodiments, the applications 6516 in the
account 6514 on the server 6510 can be synchronized with the
applications 6536 in the account 6534 on the client 6530. In
some embodiments, the data frameworks 6519 and 6539 are
first synchronized with each other, and then the synchroniza-
tion rules 6520 and 6540, respectively, are applied to the
synchronized data to synchronize the application databases
6518 and 6538, respectively. In some embodiments, the AOP
synchronization process described aboveis used to synchro-
nize the application databases 6518 on the server 6510 with
the application databases 6538 on the client 6530.
[0566] Note that although FIG. 65 illustrates a single
account in the server 6510 and a single accountin the client
6530, more than one account can be included on the server
6510 and/or the client 6530. Furthermore, each account can
include any numberofapplications.
[0567] In some embodiments, the data frameworks 6519
and 6539 and the sync rules 6520 and 6540 are included in an
application synchronization module (e.g., the application
synchronization module 6306 in FIG. 63.
[0568] Although FIG. 65 illustrates that both the server
6510 and the client 6530 include application frameworks, in
some embodiments, either the server 6510 or the client 6530
may notinclude an application framework.
[0569] FIG. 66 is a flow diagram of an exemplary process
6600 for synchronizing applications, according to some
embodiments. Note that the circled numbers in FIG. 66 cor-

respondto the circled numbers in FIG. 65. The process 6600
maybe governed byinstructionsthatare stored in a computer
readable storage medium and that are executed by one or
more processors of one or more servers. Each of the opera-
tions shown in FIG. 66 may correspondto instructions stored
in acomputer memory or computer readable storage medium.
The computer readable storage medium may include a mag-
netic or optical disk storage device, solid state storage devices
such as Flash memory, or other non-volatile memory device
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or devices. The computer readable instructions stored on the
computer readable storage medium are in source code,
assembly language code, object code, or other instruction
format that is interpreted by one or more processors.
[0570] As illustrated in FIG. 66, changes are detected in an
application database(e.g., the application database 6518-1 in
FIG.65)for a first application (e.g., the application 6516-1)
whena useruses the first application (6602). The changes are
then pushed to a data framework (e.g., the data framework
6519 in FIG. 65) (6604) and the changesare then synchro-
nized with a second application (e.g., the application 6516-2
in FIG. 65) (6606). The second application has synchronized
the changes (6614). In some embodiments, the changes are
synchronized betweentheserver(e.g., the server 6510 in FIG.
65) andthe client (e.g., the client 6530 in FIG. 65) (6616). In
these embodiments, the AOP synchronization technique
described above can be used.

[0571] In some embodiments, synchronizing the changes
with the second application includes pulling changes from the
data framework (6608), applying synchronizationrulesto the
changes (6610), and applying the changes to an application
database(e.g., the application database 6518-2 in FIG. 65) for
the secondapplication (6612).
[0572] Note that the process 6600 can be performedat the
client 6530 and/or the server 6510 in FIG. 65. Moreover,
changes from any applications within an application frame-
work can be synchronized with other applications within the
application framework. For example, changes made in the
application 6516-2 can be synchronized with the application
6516-1 and changes made in the application 6516-1 can be
synchronized with the application 6516-2. Furthermore,
changes made in applications on a server/client can be syn-
chronized with applications on a client/server(e.g., using the
AOPsynchronization technique described above).

[0573] FIG. 67 isa block diagram illustrating an exemplary
process 6700 for synchronizing applications, according to
some embodiments. The process 6700 may be governed by
instructions that are stored in a computer readable storage
medium and that are executed by one or more processors of
one or moreservers. Each of the operations shownin FIG. 67
may correspondto instructions stored in a computer memory
or computer readable storage medium. The computer read-
able storage medium mayinclude a magnetic or optical disk
storage device, solid state storage devices such as Flash
memory,or other non-volatile memory device or devices. The
computer readable instructions stored on the computer read-
able storage medium are in source code, assembly language
code, object code, or other instruction format that is inter-
preted by one or more processors. In some embodiments, the
process is performed on a computer system that is to be
synchronized. For example, the computer system can be a
server or a client computer system.
[0574] An outbound process module 6702 receives an out-
bound order 6740, which includes changesto data for one or
more applications and an order that changes to data are
applied. Note that the changes to the data can be madeto one
or more databases, one or morestructuredfiles, and/or one or
more documents. In some embodiments, the ordering of
changesto data in the outboundorder 6740 can be: all updates
6741,all inserts 6742, all deletes 6743, parent deletes 6744,
child deletes 6745, parent inserts 6746, and child inserts
6747. The all updates 6741 includesall updates to existing
data. The all inserts 6742 includes all new data records that

are to be added. Theall deletes 6743 includesall existing data
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recordsthatare to be deleted. The parent deletes 6744 include
parent data records that are to be deleted. The child deletes
6745 include child data records that are to be deleted. The

parent inserts 6746 include parent data records that are to be
deleted. The child inserts 6747 include child data records that
are to be deleted.

[0575] Insome embodiments, an outbound execute module
6704 receives the changes to the data for one or more appli-
cations and executes one or more of: an outbound insert

module 6710 that inserts new data records, an outbound
update module 6720 that updates existing data records, and an
outbound delete module 6730 that deletes existing data
records for one or more applications 6750. The one or more
applications 6750 can also receive changesto the data from an
AOP synchronization process through the user_in: Hooks
module 6772. The user_in:Hooks module 6772 can include
an auto increment module 6774, which is described in more
detail above with reference to FIGS. 27-29 above.

[0576] In some embodiments, the outboundinsert process
6710 includes hooks 6711 andfilters 6715. The hooks 6711

can include one or more of: hooks to a backdata update
module 6712 that performs an initial data synchronization
(e.g., as described in FIGS. 18 and 19 above), hooks to a
licensing module 6713 that verifies that licenses are valid
(e.g., as described in FIGS. 44 and 57 above), and/or hooksto
a user management module 6714 (e.g., as described in FIG.
57 above). Note that the term “hooks”refers to a mechanism
by which a given module can access another module. For
example, a hook can include a function, a procedure, and/or a
method within a given module that can access functions of
another module, an API function, procedure, and/or method,
etc. In some embodiments, the backdata update module 6712
requeues new data records(e.g., data records to be added) for
an application as updates that are updated in the outbound
update process 6720. Thefilters 6715 can include an owner id
translation filter 6716 that translates owner_ids between

applications. Note that the term “filter” refers to a mechanism
that can perform a specified operation on data. For example,
this operation can include a translation operation that trans-
lates data values, a selection operation that selects data values
based on specifiedcriteria, etc.

[0577] Insome embodiments, the outbound update process
6720 includes hooks 6721 andfilters 6724. The hooks 6721

can include one or moreof: hooksto a licensing module 6713
that verifies that licenses are valid and/or hooks to a user

management module 6714. The filters 6722 can include an
owner_id translation filter 6716 that translates owner_ids
between applications.

[0578] In some embodiments, the outbounddelete process
6730 includes hooks 6731. The hooks 6731 can include one

or moreof: hooksto a licensing module 6713 thatverifies that
licenses are valid and/or hooks to a user management module
6714.

[0579] Note that if the licensing modules 6713 determine
that a license for an application is not valid, the outbound
insert process 6710, the outbound update process 6720, and/
or the outbound delete process 6730, respectively, are not
performed. Similarly, if the user management modules 6714
determinethat a user ofan application does not have sufficient
privileges to change specified data for the one or more appli-
cations, the outbound insert process 6710, the outbound
update process 6720, and/or the outbound delete process
6730, respectively, are not performed.
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[0580] Insome embodiments, as changesto the datafor the
one or more applications 6750 are detected by an inbound
module 6752, the changes can be accumulated for one or
more of an AOP synchronization process and an application
synchronization process. If the changes are being accumu-
lated for an application synchronization process (6754, App
Sync), the changes are accumulated into an account synchro-
nization log 6762, which is then used by an outbound process
6764. If the changes are being accumulated for an AOP syn-
chronization process (6754, AOP), the changes are accumu-
lated into an outgoing synchronization log 6756. Changes
from the outgoing_sync_log and the AOP user_in are then
separated into “user out” tables 6758 as described above with
reference to FIG. 27 above. The user_out tables are then

received by an AOP sync_in process 6760 on a receiving
system (e.g., a server if the changes were made on a client, or
a client if the changes were made onthe server).

[0581] In some embodiments, an AOP sync_out process
6766 receives changesto data for applications on a transmit-
ting system made whenthe applications were operating in an
AOP mode(e.g., as described above). These changes can be
includedin a user_in table 6768. The changesincludedin the
user_in tables are then processed 6770. In some embodi-
ments, the changes includedin the user_in tables are received
by the outbound process 6764, which incorporates the
changes madeto applications within a given computer system
(e.g., application synchronization) and changes made to
applications on different computer systems (e.g., AOP syn-
chronization). In some embodiments, the changes included in
the user_in tables are processedby the auto increment module
6774 as described above. After being processed by the auto
increment module 6774, the changes included in the user_in
tables are incorporated into the user_out tables 6758 and/or
the one or more applications 6750. Note that the changes
includedin the user_in tables can be includedin the user_out

tables because an application synchronization operation may
include changesboth to the instance of the application on the
server and ontheclient.

[0582] FIG. 681isa block diagram illustrating an exemplary
process 6800 for handling parent-child relationships during a
synchronization process, according to some embodiments.
The exemplary process 6800 describes exemplary operations
performed by the owner_id translation module 6716 in FIG.
67. Parent-child relationships can be unenforced or can be
enforced using foreign keys. Parent-child relationships can be
used to associate records with each other. These associations

can include a one-to-one (e.g., one parent to one child), a
one-to-many (e.g., one parent to multiple children), and a
many-to-many (e.g., many parents to many children) rela-
tionship. As illustrated in FIG. 68, applications 6802 are
being synchronized with each other. The applications 6802
can be any of the applications described above (e.g., web-
based applications). The applications 6802 include users
tables 6804, apply_users tables 6806, applications tables
6808, and databases tables 6810. A user with a given id is
associated with an application with an associated id via the
apply_users table 6806. For example, the apply_user table
6806-1 can include foreign keys referring to a data record in
the users table 6804-1 associated with a given user (e.g.,
user_id) and a data recordin the applicationstable associated
with a given application (e.g., app_id). The apply_user table
6806-1 can also include a unique recordid (e.g., “id’’) and an
owner_id value that correspondsto the given user’s instance
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within an application. The corresponding set of tables also
exist for the application 6802-2.

[0583] In some embodiments, the parent-child relation-
ships are defined in sync_vmap_parent tables 6812 and sync_
vmap_child tables 6814. The sync vmap_parent tables 6812
include an app_table field, an app_column field, a database_
id field, a translate field, an auto_inc field, and a primary key
field. The app_table and app_column fields specify an appli-
cation table and column,respectively. The database_id field
specifies the database_id in the databases table 6408 corre-
sponding to the database including the app_table and app_
column. The translate field specifies whether an owner_id
translation is to be performed for a given parent-child rela-
tionship defined in the sync_vmap_parent tables 6812. The
auto_ine field specifies that the parent valueis an auto incre-
menting value (e.g. used in AOP sync). The primary key field
indicates that the parentvalueis a primary key ofatable (e.g.,
used for AOP synchronization operations and application
synchronization operations). For application synchronization
operations, the primary key can indicate whether the EMS
needs to generate a uniqueidentifier for a given field. ForAOP
synchronization operations, the primary keys are required to
be the same on the serverand the client. Thus, the primary key
can be used to reinforce the parent/child relationships. The
syne_vmap_child tables 6814 include the app_tablefield, an
app_column field, and a parent_idfield.

[0584] In some embodiments, during a synchronization
process, the changes to the data are stored one or more sync
log entries. An exemplary sync log entry 6816 is illustrated in
FIG. 68. The exemplary sync log entry 6816 includes one or
more of: sync_id (e.g., a unique identifier for the sync log
entry), transaction (e.g., a unique identifier for a given data-
base transaction), account_sync(e.g., the type of synchroni-
zation data—AOPsync, application syne, etc.), sync_column
(e.g., the column to be synchronized), broadcast_table (e.g., a
table in the source database), broadcast_column (e.g., a col-
umn in a table that in the source database includes the

changed data), broadcast_database_id (e.g., a database_id in
the databases table 6408 corresponding to the source data-
base), broadcast_action (e.g., an action performed by the
source database—insert, update, delete, etc.), broadcast_v-
map_id (e.g., a unique identifier for a source vmap), datatypes
(e.g, the data type of the changed data), new_bool(e.g., ifa
column is a Boolean value and an Insert or an Update has
occurred, this stores the new Boolean value), old_bool(e.g.,
if a column is a Boolean value and an Update has occurred,
this stores the old Boolean value), new_text (e.g., ifa column
is not a Boolean value and an Insert or an Update has
occurred, this stores the new value), old_text (e.g., ifa column
is not a Boolean value and an Update has occurred, this stores
the old value), group_ids (e.g., identifies ownership and
record filtering for AOP and/or application synchronization
operations when group ownership is declared), map_id(e.g.,
a unique identifier that is used to identify records across
applications), owner_id (e.g., an identifier for the user that
correspondsto the user’s instance with an application), back-
data (e.g., whether a backdata update is to be performed),
from_aop(e.g., whether the sync log entry resulted from an
AOPsynchronization operation), subscribe_action (e.g., an
action to be performed by the subscribing database—insert,
update, delete, etc.), subscribe_database_id(e.g., a database_
id in the databases table 6408 correspondingto the subscrib-
ing database), subscribe_table (e.g., a table in the subscribing
database), subscribe_column(e.g., a columninatable that in
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the subscribing database includes the changeddata), deploy_
licensing_id (e.g., a unique identifier used to identify the
licensing model for a given application), vmap_ids (e.g., a
unique identifier for a destination/subscribing vmap), and
special (e.g., used to mark phrases—updating, complete,
etc.—for auto-increment).

[0585] Insome embodiments, every table in the application
used by the synchronizer includes a column “eas_sync_map_
id.” During a synchronization operation, the field “map_id”
includes the unique identifier that correspondsto the value in
eas_sync_map_id column. This column can include a 32
character unique identifier which is used to identify records
across applications. For example, when updating or deleting
a value during synchronization, the value in the eas_sync_
map_id column is used to match to the eas_sync_map_id in
the destination app.

[0586] In some embodiments, the sync log entry 6816
includes data that allows the lookup of parent/children rela-
tionships. This lookup can be performed while the sync log
entry is being processed. Note that the fields prefixed with
“broadcast_” include data pertaining to the source database
and the fields prefixed with “subscribe_”include data pertain-
ing to the destination database.

[0587] In some embodiments, if a subscribing database
includes a parent/child relationship defined on a subscribe_
table and/or a subscribe_column,the synclog entry is treated
as a specialcase andis handledin a different order. (e.g., see
the outbound order 6740 in FIG. 67). In some embodiments,
a subscribing database is a database that has requested to
receive changes to data made in another database. In some
embodiments,if a given sync log entry correspondsto a data
record that has a parent-child relationship andthe data record
is marked as“translate”(e.g., via the sync_vmap_parent 6812
tables), the apply_user records for the source database are
queried to determine a user associated with the owner_id for
the changed data that the sync log entry is referencing. The
apply_userrecords for the subscribing database are also que-
ried to determine the owner_id for the subscribing database
associated with the determined user. The owner_id value of
the subscribing database can then be usedto replace the value
of the owner_id in the sync log entry.

[0588] FIG. 69 is a flow diagram of an exemplary process
6900 for translating owner IDs, according to some embodi-
ments. The process 6900 may be governed by instructions
that are stored in a computer readable storage medium and
that are executed by one or moreprocessors of one or more
servers. Each of the operations shown in FIG. 69 maycorre-
spondto instructions stored in a computer memory or com-
puter readable storage medium. The computer readable stor-
age medium mayinclude a magnetic or optical disk storage
device, solid state storage devices such as Flash memory, or
other non-volatile memory device or devices. The computer
readable instructions stored on the computer readable storage
medium are in source code, assembly language code, object
code, or other instruction formatthat is interpreted by one or
more processors. For example, the process 6900 can be per-
formed by the application synchronization module 6306
(e.g., in a client and/ora server) in FIG. 63. The discussion of
FIG.69 below describes the operationsas being performed by
the application synchronization module 6306 of a computer
system (e.g., a client and/or a server) for the sake ofclarity.
However, it should be noted that other modules can perform
all or a subset of these operations.
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[0589] In FIG. 69, the application synchronization module
6306 determines whether the app column for a subscribing
database is a vmap_parent or a vmap_child of a parentthat
hasthe “translate”field set to “true” (6902). If the “translate”
field is set to “false” (6904, no), the application synchroniza-
tion module 6306 continues with the synchronization (6910).
If the “translate”field is set to “true” (6904, yes), the appli-
cation synchronization module 6306 obtains the owner_id
correspondingto the user ofthe subscribed database from the
apply_user table (6906). Next, the application synchroniza-
tion module 6306 replaces the app_column value with the
owner_id from the apply_user table (6908). The application
synchronization module 6306 then continues with the syn-
chronization (6910).

[0590] FIG. 70isa block diagram illustrating an exemplary
process 7000 for merging users between applications, accord-
ing to some embodiments. FIG. 71 is a flow diagram of an
exemplary process 7100 for merging users between applica-
tions, according to some embodiments. It is desirable to
merge users between applications because a single user may
have different user identifiers (e.g., user_ids) in different
applications. For example, the same user may have a user
identifier of2 inafirst application and a useridentifier of 6 for
a second application.It is therefore desirable to merge these
twousers into a single userso that the synchronization ofuser
data can be facilitated. The process 7100 correspondsto the
process 7000 andare discussed together. Note that the circled
numbers in FIG. 70 correspondto the circled numbers in FIG.
71. The process 7100 may be governed by instructions that
are stored in a computer readable storage medium andthatare
executed by one or more processors of one or more servers.
Each of the operations shown in FIG. 71 may correspond to
instructions stored in a computer memory or computer read-
able storage medium. The computer readable storage medium
may include a magnetic or optical disk storage device, solid
state storage devices such as Flash memory, or other non-
volatile memory device or devices. The computer readable
instructions stored on the computer readable storage medium
are in source code, assembly language code, object code, or
other instruction format that is interpreted by one or more
processors.

[0591] FIG. 70 includes applications 7004-1 and 7004-2
and EMS 7008, which can be included in an application
framework (e.g., the application framework 6300) on a com-
puter system (not shown). A useris createdin the applications
7004-1 and 7004-2 for a user 7002 (7102). For example, the
user can have a user_id of 4 in the application 7004-1 and a
user_id of 3 in the application 7004-2. A useris also created
in the EMS 7008 (7104). For example, the user can have a
user_id of 6 in the EMS 7008. In some embodiments, the
EMSuser_ids are applied to the applications 7004-1 and
7004-1 (7106) and the owner_id values are set (7108). Note
that applying users to applications identifies the user’s rela-
tionship and accessto the application. The user’s relationship
is the “owner_id,” whichis the user’s uniqueidentifier for the
application. Also note that a user cannot access an application
using AOP unless the user is applied to that application and
the useris allowed to use AOP(e.g., the AOP flag set for the
user). Furthermore, applications may use this record to
authenticate a user for an application. Thus, the application
can query the EMSto determine whetherthe user has permis-
sion to use the application.

[0592] Returning to FIGS. 70 and 71, the user_ids are
merged in the EMS (7110). Thus, user_id=4 for the applica-
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tion 7004-1 and user_id=3 for the application 7004-2 corre-
spond to the same user_id=6 in the EMS 7008.
[0593] At a later time, the user 7002 creates a task 7006
associated with the user_id=3 in the application 7004-2
(7112). Note that although the task 7006 is described in this
example, other objects can be created (e.g., calendar items,
contacts, documents, etc.). Next, the task 7006 is synchro-
nized with the EMS 7008 (7114). In doing so, the EMS 7008
determines the EMSuser_id corresponding to the user_id=3
for the application 7004-2 (e.g., user_id=6). The EMS 7008
then translates the user id in the task 7006 from user_id=3 for
the application 7004-2 to user_id=4 for the application
7004-1 (7116). The EMS7008 then sends the task 7006 with
the translated user_id to the application 7004-1 (7118). The
application 7004-1 receives the task 7006 with the translated
user_id andcreates a task in the databasefor the application
7004-1 correspondingto the task 7006 generated by the appli-
cation 7004-2 (7120).
[0594] FIG. 72 presents a block diagram of an exemplary
server 7200, according to some embodiments. The server
7200 generally includes one or more processing units
(CPU’s) 7202, one or more networkor other communications
interfaces 7204, memory 7210, and one or more communi-
cation buses 7208 for interconnecting these components. The
communication buses 7208 mayinclude circuitry (sometimes
called a chipset) that interconnects and controls communica-
tions between system components. The server 7200 may
optionally include a display 7206 and one or more input
devices 7205 (e.g., keyboard, mouse, trackpoint, etc.). The
memory 7210 includes high-speed random access memory,
such as DRAM, SRAM, DDR RAMorother random access
solid state memory devices; and may include non-volatile
memory, such as one or more magnetic disk storage devices,
optical disk storage devices, flash memory devices, or other
non-volatile solid state storage devices. The memory 7210
may optionally include one or more storage devices remotely
located from the CPU(s) 7202. The memory 7210, or alter-
nately the non-volatile memory device(s) within the memory
7210, comprises a computer readable storage medium. In
some embodiments, the memory 7210 stores the following
programs, modules and data structures, or a subset thereof:
operating system 7211, network communication module
7212, an EMS module 7213, an account framework 7230, a
software stack 7250, and/or auxiliary modules 7260.

[0595] The operating system 7211 includes procedures for
handling various basic system services and for performing
hardware dependent tasks. Network communication module
7212 can be used for connecting the server 7200 to other
computers via the one or more communication networkinter-
faces 7204 (wired or wireless) and one or more communica-
tion networks, such as the Internet, other wide area networks,
local area networks, metropolitan area networks, and so on.
[0596] In some embodiments, the EMS module 7213
includes one or more of: an EMS database 7214 and/or an

application synchronization module 7215. The application
synchronization module can include one or more of: a data
framework 7216, synchronization rules 7218, synchroniza-
tion logs 7219, filters 7220, and hooks 7221. Note that these
components and/or modules are described in moredetail with
reference to FIGS. 63-71, and 74-79. In some embodiments
the data framework 7216 includes a synchronization data
structure 7217 that can be used to synchronize data between
applications. The synchronization data structure 7217 is
described in more detail with reference to FIGS. 74-79.
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[0597] Insome embodiments, the account framework 7230
includes one or more of: an account directory 7231, an
account database 7232, software packages 7233, and/or one
or more applications 7240. The applications 7240 can include
one or moreof: an application database 7241, files 7243, and
version control repository 7244. The files 7243 and the ver-
sion control repository 7244 can be associated with a vhost
7242. In some embodiments, the software packages 7233 can
include utilities (e.g., phpmyadmin, phppgadmin, websvn,
EDK,etc.), tools, and/or sharedlibraries (e.g., Zend, PHPu-
nit, famfamfam, the Etelos Application Server Framework,
etc.) used by applications within an account. These compo-
nents and/or modules are described in more detail with ref-

erence to FIGS. 63-71, and 74-79.

[0598] In some embodiments, the software stack 7250
includes one or more of: an email module 7251, a web server
module 7252, an authoring module 7253, and/or other ser-
vices 7254. Email module 7251 can include any electronic
mail program. For example, the email module 7251 can
include email servers (e.g., Sendmail, Postfix, and qmail,
etc.), mailfiltering programs(e.g., procmail, SpamAssassin,
etc.), client email programs(e.g., elm, pine, Microsoft Out-
look,etc.), etc. The web server module 7252 can include any
application that can respondto client requests for pages, data,
graphics, videos, documents, etc, hosted on a server coupled
to clients and/or otherservers via a network. For example, the
web server module 7252 can include Apache HTTP Server,
Microsoft Internet Information Server, etc. The authoring
module 7253 can include any application that allows a devel-
oper or a user to generate web-based applications. For
example, the authoring module 7253 can include a text editor,
a word processor, a web development environment (e.g.,
Microsoft Expression Web, Adobe Dreamweaver,etc.), etc.
The other services 7254 can include other applications such
as a Lightweight Data Access Protocol (LDAP) interface
module and/or database, an Internet Message Access Proto-
col (MAP) module, a Post Office Protocol (POP) module, a
Dovecot module (e.g., an IMAP and POPserver), a web
server (e.g., Apache HTTPserver, Microsoft IIS Server, etc.),
one or more database management systems(e.g., MySQL,
PostgreSQL, etc.), logging applications (e.g., Syslog-ng,
etc.), authentication services (e.g., saslauthd, etc.). Note that
although FIG.72 illustrates a single module for each type of
service, the software stack 7250 can include any numberof
modules for a given type of service. For example, two differ-
ent email modules can be included within software stack
7250.

[0599] In some embodiments, the auxiliary services mod-
ule 7260 includes one or moreof: famfamfam (icon images),
phpMyAdmin (php web-based MySQL database manage-
ment interface), phpPGAdmin (php web-based PostgSQL
database managementinterface), WebSVN (php web-based
Subversion interface), ImageMagick (image manipulation
library), ZendFramework (php utility framework), IconCube
Loaders (encrypted-php decryption library), libpng (PNG
manipulation library), libjpeg (JPEG manipulation library),
Neon (WebDAVclient library), mcrypt (encryption library),
and FreeType (fontutilities library).

[0600] Each ofthe aboveidentified elements may be stored
in one or more ofthe previously mentioned memory devices,
and corresponds to a set of instructions for performing a
function described above. The above identified modules or

programs(i.e., sets of instructions) need not be implemented
as separate software programs, procedures or modules, and
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thus various subsets of these modules may be combined or
otherwise re-arranged in various embodiments. In some
embodiments, the memory 7210 may store a subset of the
modules and data structures identified above. Furthermore,
the memory 7210 may store additional modules and data
structures not described above.

[0601] Although FIG. 72 shows a “server,” FIG. 72 is
intended more as functional description of the various fea-
tures that may be presentin a set ofservers than as a structural
schematic of the embodiments described herein. In practice,
and as recognized by those of ordinary skill in theart, items
shownseparately could be combined and some items could be
separated. For example, some items shownseparately in FIG.
72 could be implemented on single servers and single items
could be implemented by one or more servers. The actual
numberof servers used to implement an application server
and how features are allocated among them will vary from
one implementation to another, and may dependinpart on the
amountofdatatraffic that the system must handle during peak
usage periods as well as during average usage periods.

[0602] FIG. 73 presents a block diagram of an exemplary
client computer system 7300, according to some embodi-
ments. The client computer system 7300 generally includes
one or more processing units (CPU’s) 7302, one or more
network or other communications interfaces 7304, memory
7310, and one or more communication buses 7308 for inter-
connecting these components. The communication buses
7308 may include circuitry (sometimescalled a chipset) that
interconnects and controls communications between system
components. The client computer system 7300 includes a
display 7306 and one or more input devices 7305 (e.g., key-
board, mouse, trackpoint, etc.). The memory 7310 includes
high-speed random access memory, such as DRAM, SRAM,
DDR RAM or other random access solid state memory
devices; and may include non-volatile memory, such as one or
more magnetic disk storage devices, optical disk storage
devices, flash memory devices, or other non-volatile solid
state storage devices. The memory 7310 may optionally
include one or more storage devices remotely located from
the CPU(s) 7302. The memory 7310, or alternately the non-
volatile memory device(s) within the memory 7310, com-
prises a computer readable storage medium. In some embodi-
ments, the memory 7310 stores the following programs,
modules and data structures, or a subset thereof: operating
system 7311, network communication module 7312, an EMS
module 7313, an account framework 7330, a software stack
7350, a browser module 7356, and/or auxiliary modules
7360.

[0603] The operating system 7311 includes procedures for
handling various basic system services and for performing
hardware dependent tasks. Network communication module
7312 can be used for connecting the server 7300 to other
computers via the one or more communication networkinter-
faces 7304 (wired or wireless) and one or more communica-
tion networks, such as the Internet, other wide area networks,
local area networks, metropolitan area networks, and so on.
[0604] In some embodiments, the EMS module 7313
includes one or more of: an EMS database 7314 and/or an

application synchronization module 7315. The application
synchronization module can include one or more of: a data
framework 7316, synchronization rules 7318, synchroniza-
tion logs 7319, filters 7320, and hooks 7321. Note that these
components and/or modules are described in moredetail with
reference to FIGS. 63-71 and 74-79. In some embodiments
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the data framework 7316 includes a synchronization data
structure 7317 that can be used to synchronize data between
applications. The synchronization data structure 7317 is
described in more detail with reference to FIGS. 74-79.

[0605] Insome embodiments, the account framework 7330
includes one or more of: an account directory 7331, an
account database 7332, software packages 7333, and/or one
or more applications 7340. The applications 7340 can include
one or moreof: an application database 7341, files 7343, and
version control repository 7344. The files 7343 and the ver-
sion control repository 7344 can be associated with a vhost
7342. In some embodiments, the software packages 7233 can
include utilities (e.g., phpmyadmin, phppgadmin, websvn,
EDK,etc.), tools, and/or sharedlibraries (e.g., Zend, PHPu-
nit, famfamfam, the Etelos Application Server Framework,
etc.) used by applications within an account. These compo-
nents and/or modules are described in more detail with ref-

erence to FIGS. 63-71, and 74-79.

[0606] In some embodiments, the software stack 7350
includes one or more of: an email module 7351, a web server
module 7352, an authoring module 7353, and/or other ser-
vices 7354. Email module 7351 can include any electronic
mail program. For example, the email module 7351 can
include email servers (e.g., Sendmail, Postfix, and qmail,
etc.), mailfiltering programs(e.g., procmail, SpamAssassin,
etc.), client email programs(e.g., elm, pine, Microsoft Out-
look,etc.), etc. The web server module 7352 can include any
application that can respondto client requests for pages, data,
graphics, videos, documents, etc, hosted on a server coupled
to clients and/or otherservers via a network. For example, the
web server module 7352 can include Apache HTTP Server,
Microsoft Internet Information Server, etc. The authoring
module 7353 can include any application that allows a devel-
oper or a user to generate web-based applications. For
example, the authoring module 7353 can include a text editor,
a word processor, a web development environment (e.g.,
Microsoft Expression Web, Adobe Dreamweaver,etc.), etc.
The other services 7354 can include other applications such
as a Lightweight Data Access Protocol (LDAP) interface
module and/or database, an Internet Message Access Proto-
col (MAP) module, a Post Office Protocol (POP) module, a
Dovecot module (e.g., an IMAP and POPserver), a web
server (e.g., Apache HTTPserver, Microsoft IIS Server, etc.),
one or more database management systems(e.g., MySQL,
PostgreSQL, etc.), logging applications (e.g., Syslog-ng,
etc.), authentication services (e.g., saslauthd, etc.). Note that
although FIG.73 illustrates a single module for each type of
service, the software stack 7350 can include any numberof
modules for a given type of service. For example, two differ-
ent email modules can be included within software stack
7350.

[0607] In some embodiments, the auxiliary services mod-
ule 7360 includes one or more of: famfamfam (icon images),
phpMyAdmin (php web-based MySQL database manage-
ment interface), phpPGAdmin (php web-based PostgSQL
database managementinterface), WebSVN (php web-based
Subversion interface), ImageMagick (image manipulation
library), ZendFramework (php utility framework), IconCube
Loaders (encrypted-php decryption library), libpng (PNG
manipulation library), libjpeg (JPEG manipulation library),
Neon (WebDAVclient library), mcrypt (encryption library),
and FreeType (fontutilities library).
[0608] In some embodiments, the browser module 7356
can include any application with a rendering engine that can
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access data and/or services on a local and/or a remote com-

puter system andrenderthe results so that a user can view the
data and/orinteract with the services. In some embodiments,
browser module 7356 is a web browser.

[0609] Each ofthe above identified elements may be stored
in one or more of the previously mentioned memory devices,
and corresponds to a set of instructions for performing a
function described above. The above identified modules or

programs(i.e., sets of instructions) need not be implemented
as separate software programs, procedures or modules, and
thus various subsets of these modules may be combined or
otherwise re-arranged in various embodiments. In some
embodiments, the memory 7310 may store a subset of the
modules and data structures identified above. Furthermore,

the memory 7310 may store additional modules and data
structures not described above.

[0610] FIG. 74 presents a block diagram illustrating an
exemplary application synchronization module 7400,
according to some embodiments. The application synchroni-
zation module 7400 can be the application synchronization
module 6304 in FIG. 63. In some embodiments, the cross-
application synchronization module 7400 includes one or
more of: synchronization rules 7402, sync log 7410, data
framework 7420, filters 7430, hooks 7440, an outboundinsert
module 7450, an outbound update module 7451, an outbound
delete module 7452, an outbound process module 7453, an
outbound execute module 7454, an outbound order 7455, an
inbound module 7456, and/or an AOP module 7457. These
components and/or modules are described in moredetail with
reference to FIGS. 1-42 and 63-79.

[0611] In some embodiments, the synchronization rules
7402 include synchronization rules for one or more applica-
tions 7404. In some embodiments, the data framework 7420
includes a synchronization data structure 7422. The synchro-
nization data structure 7422 is described in more detail with

reference to FIG. 75. In some embodiments, the filters 7430
include an owner_id translation module 7431 (e.g., as
described in FIG. 67). In some embodiments, the hooks 7440
include one or moreof: a hook to a back data update module
7440, a hook to a licensing module 7441, a hook to a user
management module 7442, and a hook to an auto increment
module 7443 (e.g., as described in FIG. 67).

[0612] FIG. 75 presents exemplary synchronization data
structures 7500, according to some embodiments. The syn-
chronization data structures 7500 include one or more of: an

eas_sync_app_log data structure 7502, an inbounddata struc-
ture 7504, and an outbound data structure 7506. The eas_
sync_app_log 7502 is used to store the changes made by the
application. These changes can be tracked using database
triggers on the tables and/or columnsto be synchronized. The
inbound data structure 7504 includes data that is to be pro-
cessed by the application. This inbound data can befirst
placed in a temporary table prior to being processed. The
outbound data structure 7506 includes data that is to be pre-
prossed and grouped together for outbound processing. This
processed data can them be placed in an outgoing_sync_log
and/or an account_sync_log. If the data is in an account_
sync_log,the data is to be outboundprocessed andsentto the
application databases.Ifthe data is in the outgoing sync_log,
the data is to be sent to the user_out and/or the sync_out (for
AOP)table to wait for an AOP sync. The data can be placed
into the user_in or sync_in (for AOP) andprocessedasif it
was in the account_sync_log.
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[0613] FIG. 76 is a flow diagram of an exemplary process
7600 for synchronizing applications, according to some
embodiments. The process 7600 may be governedbyinstruc-
tions that are stored in a computer readable storage medium
and that are executed by one or more processors of one or
moreservers. Each of the operations shown in FIG. 76 may
correspond to instructions stored in a computer memory or
computer readable storage medium. The computer readable
storage medium mayinclude a magneticor optical disk stor-
age device, solid state storage devices such as Flash memory,
or other non-volatile memory device or devices. The com-
puter readable instructions stored on the computer readable
storage medium are in source code, assembly language code,
object code, or other instruction format that is interpreted by
one or more processors.

[0614] As FIG. 76 illustrates, changes madetoafirst data
set in a plurality of data sets is detected (7602). At leasta first
subset of the changes are synchronized to a data framework
(e.g., the data framework 7420) thatfacilitates data synchro-
nization between the plurality of data sets (7204). In some
embodiments, a data set and a data framework includes one or
more of: one or more databases, one or morestructuredfiles,
and one or more documents. Thestructured file can include

one of: an extensible markup language (XML)file, a hyper-
text markup language (HTML)file, anda file including values
separated by a delimiter. The delimiter can include oneof: a
comma, and a tab break. A document can include oneof: a
web document, a word processor document, a spreadsheet
document, a presentation document, and an electronic mail
message. In some embodiments, a change to a data set
includes one or more of: an update of data in the data set, an
addition of data to the data set, and/or a deletion of data from
the data set.

[0615] Insome embodiments, synchronizing theatleast the
first subset of the changes to the data framework includes
determining a mapping betweendata fields in a data structure
for the first data set and data fields in a data structure for the

data framework (7606) and synchronizing the data fields in
the data structure for the first data set correspondingto the at
least the first subset of the changes with the data fields in the
data structure for the data framework based on the mapping
(7608). In some embodiments, synchronizing the data fields
includes translating values for the data fields in the data
structure for the first data set to corresponding values for the
data fields in the data structure for the data framework based

on translation rules for the first data set (7610). In some
embodiments, the translation rules and/or the mapping are
included in the synchronization rules (e.g., the synchroniza-
tion rules 6520, 6540 and 7218 in FIGS.65 and 72, respec-
tively).

[0616] Insome embodiments,at least a second subset ofthe
synchronized changes are synchronized from the data frame-
workto a second data set in the plurality of data sets (7612).
In some embodiments, synchronizing the at least the second
subset of the synchronized changes from the data framework
to a second data set in the plurality of data sets includes:
determining a mapping betweendata fields in a data structure
for the second data set anddatafields in a data structure for the

data framework (7614) and synchronizing the data fields in
the data structure for the second data set with the data fields in

the data structure for the data framework based on the map-
ping (7616). In some embodiments, synchronizing the data
fields includes translating values for the data fields in the data
framework to corresponding values for the data fields in the
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second data set based on translation rules for the second data

(7618). In some embodiments, the translation rules and/or the
mapping are included in the synchronization rules(e.g., the
synchronization rules 6520, 6540 and 7218 in FIGS. 65 and
72, respectively).

[0617] In some embodiments,at least a third subset of the
synchronized changes are synchronized from the data frame-
work to a second data framework (7620).

[0618] FIG. 77 is a flow diagram of an exemplary process
7700 for generating synchronization rules that are used to
synchronize applications, according to some embodiments.
The process 7700 may be governed by instructions that are
stored in a computer readable storage medium andthat are
executed by one or more processors of one or more servers.
Each of the operations shown in FIG. 77 may correspond to
instructions stored in a computer memory or computer read-
able storage medium. The computer readable storage medium
may include a magnetic or optical disk storage device, solid
state storage devices such as Flash memory, or other non-
volatile memory device or devices. The computer readable
instructions stored on the computer readable storage medium
are in source code, assembly language code, object code, or
other instruction format that is interpreted by one or more
processors.

[0619] Asillustrated in FIG. 77,a first data set in a plurality
of data sets that is to be synchronized with a data framework
is identified (7702). A mapping between one or more data
fields in a datastructure for the first data set and one or more
data fields in a data structure for the data frameworkis deter-

mined (7704). Synchronization rules for the first data set
based on the determined mapping are generated (7706).

[0620] Insome embodiments,at least a subset of the one or
more data fields for the first data set that include data values

that are to be translated to corresponding data values for the
data fields for the data framework are identified (7708).
Translation rulesfor translating data values for theat least the
subset ofthe data fieldsfor the first data set to corresponding
data values for the data fields for the data framework are

generated (7710). In some embodiments, thetranslation rules
are included in the synchronization rules (e.g., the synchro-
nization rules 6520, 6540 and 7218 in FIGS. 65 and 72,
respectively).

[0621] Insome embodiments, thefirst data set and the data
framework include one or more of: one or more databases;
one or morestructured files; and one or more documents.In
some embodiments, the first data set and the data framework
include one or more databases. The mapping can include a
mapping between columnsofone or more databasetables for
the first data set and columnsof one or more database tables
for the data framework.

[0622] FIG. 78 is a flow diagram of an exemplary process
7800 for synchronizing applications, according to some
embodiments. The process 7800 may be governedbyinstruc-
tions that are stored in a computer readable storage medium
and that are executed by one or more processors of one or
more servers. Each of the operations shown in FIG. 78 may
correspond to instructions stored in a computer memory or
computer readable storage medium. The computer readable
storage medium mayinclude a magneticor optical disk stor-
age device, solid state storage devices such as Flash memory,
or other non-volatile memory device or devices. The com-
puter readable instructions stored on the computer readable
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storage medium are in source code, assembly language code,
object code, or other instruction for mat that is interpreted by
one or more processors.

[0623] Asillustrated in FIG. 78, changes madetoafirst data
set fora first web-based application in an accountare detected
(7802). At least a second data set for a second web-based
application in the account is identified (7804), wherein the
seconddata set includesat least a subset of the data included

in the first data set. Synchronization rules to synchronize the
second data set with the first data set are applied (7806).

[0624] In some embodiments, the synchronization rules
include: one or morerules to synchronizeat least a subset of
data fields in a data structure for the first data set with data

fields in a data structure for a data framework, and/or one or
morerules to synchronize at least a subset ofthe data fields in
the data structure for the data framework with data fields ina
data structure for the second dataset.

[0625] In some embodiments, the account includesa plu-
rality of data sets and corresponding web-basedapplications.
[0626] In some embodiments, the synchronization rules
include one or more of: a mapping betweenfields in the first
data set and fields in the second data set and/or rules for

resolving data conflicts between the first data set and the
seconddataset.

[0627] FIG. 79 presents exemplary synchronization rules
data structures 7900, according to some embodiments. The
synchronization rules data structures include a sync_vmap
data structure 7902, a sync_vmap_parentdata structure 7904,
and a syne_vmap_child data structure 7906.
[0628] Screenshots

[0629] In the following figures (descriptions of screen-
shots), all references to modules (e.g., marketplace module
6122, user account access module 6172, deployer module
6152, packager module 6136, and marketplace database man-
agement module 6180)relate to modules shownin the system
of FIG. 61. These screen shots are exemplary screenshots of
user interfaces that display information for, and enable user
interaction with, the various applications and components of
the application marketplace of the present invention.

[0630] FIG. 101 is an exemplary screenshot 10100 of an
Account User Management Interface, generated by User
AccountAccess Module 6172. The informationreflected here

is stored in a user database accessed by User Account Data-
base Management Module.

[0631] An Account User ManagementInterface allows a
user to activate services and application for different users.
Merging users together between applications enables better
synchronization of data between and across applications.
Field 10102 displaysa user’sfirst name; field 10104 displays
a user’s last name;field 10106 displays a user’s phone num-
ber; field 10108 displays a user’s email address; field 10110
displays a user’s office; field 10112 displays a user’s depart-
ment; field 10114 is a matrix of user access information.
These are exemplary fields; in other embodiments different
fields may be created.
[0632] FIG. 102 is an exemplary screenshot 10200 of an
application packager, generated by Packager Module 6136.
The information reflected here is stored in a user database

accessed by User Account Database Management Module
6188.

[0633] The Application Packager allowsa user to package
up the user’s applicationfordistribution in the Marketplace or
movethe application to another hosted solution (e.g. an Ete-
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los hosted solution). Field 10202, and 10204 allow a user to
input the user’s Marketplace Username, and user’s Market-
place passwordrespectively.
[0634] FIG. 103 is an exemplary screenshot 10300 of an
application packager, generated by Packager Module 6136.
The information entered here is stored in a database accessed

by Deployment Database Management Module 6184. Pack-
age a new full app (with the associated Begin button) 10302
allow a user to begin packaging a new application. Package an
update to an app 10304, allows a user to package an update to
an application.

[0635] FIG. 104 is an exemplary screenshot 10400 of an
application packager, generated by Packager Module. The
information entered here is stored in a database accessed by
Deployment Database Management Module 6184. Field
10402 allows a user to enter an application name which the
user wishes to package. Field 10404 allowsa user to specify
a script associated with the package.

[0636] FIG. 105 is an exemplary screenshot 10500 of an
application packager, generated by Packager Module 6136.
The information entered here is stored in a database accessed

by Deployment Database Management Module 6184. Pack-
age a new full app (with the associated Begin button) 10502
allow a user to begin packaging a new application. Package an
update to an app, 10504, allowsa user to package an update to
an application.
[0637] FIG. 106 is an exemplary screenshot 10600 of an
application packager, generated by Packager Module 6136.
The information entered here is stored in a database accessed

by Deployment Database Management Module 6184. Field
10602 allows a user to enter an application name which the
user wishes to package. Field 10604 allowsa user to specify
other data.

[0638] FIG. 107 is an exemplary screenshot 10700 of an
application packager, generated by Packager Module 6136.
The information entered here is used by Permissions Module
6128to verify the user’s credentials for a selected destination
store (e.g. an Etelosstore).

[0639] FIG. 108 is an exemplary screenshot 10800 of an
application packager, generated by Packager Module 6136.
Field 10802 displays a set of icons associated with packaging
of a software application for distribution.

[0640] FIG. 109 is an exemplary screenshot 10900 of an
application packager, generated by Packager Module 6136.
Field 10902 showsa file structure for a packaged application.

[0641] FIG. 110 is an exemplary screenshot 11000 of an
application packager, generated by Packager Module 6136.
Field 11002 allows a user to view Binders and Tables associ-

ated with a packagedapplication. Field 11004 allows a user to
select a specific binder and/or table.
[0642] FIG. 111 is an exemplary screenshot 11100 of an
application packager, generated by Packager Module 6136
for specifying a script associated with a packaged application.
[0643] FIG. 112 is an exemplary screenshot 11200 of an
application packager, generated by Packager Module 6136.
Scheduler, 11202, allows a user to schedule software appli-
cations for packaging updates. Database Broadcast/Sub-
scribe rules, 11204, allows an administratorto specify broad-
casting and subscription rules for updates based on an
application’s license as stored in licensing database manage-
ment module 6182.

[0644] FIG. 113 is an exemplary screenshot 11300 of an
application packager, generated by Packager Module 6136.
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[0645] FIG. 114 is an exemplary screenshot 11400 of an
Account Information Details, generated by User Accounts
Module 6156.

[0646] Account Information Details shows the user the
detailed information associated with each application
installed on the user’s account. Field 11402 includes

examples of information that may be included in one embodi-
ment.

[0647] FIG. 115 is an exemplary screenshot 11500 of a
Development Environment that can be used to create or
modify applications. Files panel 11502 displaysthefile struc-
ture associated with an application. Binders panel 11504
displays Binders associated with the application. Panel 11506
can display the contents of selected files, folders, and/or
objects.
[0648] FIG. 116 is an exemplary screenshot 11600 of an
application packager, generated by Packager Module 6136
similar to FIG. 103.

[0649] FIG. 117 is an exemplary screenshot 11700 of an
AOPsyne rules manager, generated by an application syn-
chronization module (e.g., the application synchronization
module 6306 in FIG. 63). The AOP sync rules manager 11702
displays current synchronization rules as defined by a user.
Column 11704 displays the Code associated with an applica-
tion. The code column includes the code to execute upon rule
execution. Column 11706 displays the status of a rule asso-
ciated with an application. Column 11708 displays names of
applications and/or database for which there is a sync rule
defined. Column 11710 and 11712 display a table and a
column, respectively, in the application database for which
there is a defined sync rule. Button 11714 opens an interface
to specify whether a given column inthe application database
is an autoincrementing column. Button 11716 allowsa user to
create a new syncrule.
[0650] FIGS. 118-121 are exemplary screenshots of an
AOPsync rules manager. FIG. 118 is an exemplary screen-
shot 11800 of an AOP sync rules manager, allowing a user to
define a new syncrule. Field 11802 allowsa userto specify
the application and/or database for which the user wishes to
define a new syncrule. Field 11804 allowsthe user to choose
a table associated with the application and/or database for
which the user wishes to define a sync rule.
[0651] FIG. 119 is an exemplary screenshot 11900 of an
AOPsyncrules manager, allowing a user to define a new sync
rule. Field 11902 allows a user to specify an application
and/or a database for which the user wishes to define a new

syne rule. Field 11904 allows the user to choose a table
associated with the application and/or database for which the
user wishesto define a new syncrule. Field 11906 allowsthe
user to specify a Column associated with the application
and/or database for which the useris defining a new syncrule.
Fields 11908, 11910, and 11912 allow a userto define a table
in the application framework(e.g., Framework Sync Table) to
which the table defined in field 11904 is synchronized, an
associated column (e.g., Framework Sync Column) in the
table defined in field 11904 to which the column defined in

field 11906 is synchronized, and a scope of the synchroniza-
tion rule, respectively.
[0652] FIG. 120 is an exemplary screenshot 12000 of an
AOPsyncrules manager, allowing a user to define a new sync
rule. Field 12002 allows a user to specify an application
and/or a database for which the user wishes to define a new

syne rule. Field 12004 allows the user to choose a table
associated with the application and/or database for which the
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user wishesto define a new syncrule. Field 12006 allows the
user to specify a Column associated with the application
and/or database for which the useris defining a new syncrule.
Field 12008 allows a user to select when and whattypes of
changes are synchronized. For example, changes can be syn-
chronized whenthere are one or moreofthe following:inserts
(e.g., new data added), and updates (e.g., existing data is
updated), deletes (e.g., existing data is deleted), etc. Fields
12010 and 12012 allow a userto define a table in the appli-
cation framework(e.g., Framework Sync Table) to which the
table defined in field 12004 is synchronized, and a scope of
the synchronization rule, respectively.

[0653] FIG. 121 is an exemplary screenshot 12100 of an
AOPsync rules manager, allowing a user to define a new syne
rule. Field 12102 allows a user to specify an application
and/or a database for which the user wishes to define a new

syne rule. Field 12104 allows the user to choose a table
associated with the application and/or database for which the
user wishesto define a new syncrule. Field 12106 allows the
user to specify a Column associated with the application
and/or database for which the useris defining a new syncrule.
Field 12108 allows a user to select when and whattypes of
changes are synchronized. Fields 12110, 12112, and 12114
allow a user to define a table in the application framework
(e.g., Framework Sync Table) to which the table defined in
field 12104 is synchronized, an associated column (e.g.,
Framework Sync Column)in the table definedin field 12104
to which the column defined in field 12106 is synchronized,
and a scope of the synchronizationrule, respectively.

[0654] FIG. 122 is an exemplary screenshot 12200 of a
Group Manager, generated by an access module(e.g., the
access module 6170 in FIG. 61). Insome embodiments, auser
may define an application and/or database 12202, group
12204, membership 12206, membership id 12208, data type
12210, group primary key 12212, membership group foreign
key 12214, and Data id 12216 associated with an application.
Byclicking the Create button 12218 auser maycreate a group
definition associated with an application. By clicking the
Cancel button 12220, a user may cancel the group definition
associated with an application.

[0655] FIG. 123 is an exemplary screenshot 12300 of a
syne rules manager wherein a user generates an ID Transla-
tion Definition for parent-child relationships. The user may
define a Vmap Parent 12302 by defining a table 12304 and a
column 12306 for an application and/or a database thatis a
parent for another column in a table. The user may save
changesby clicking the Save button 12308, or cancel changes
by clicking the Cancel button 12310.

[0656] FIG. 124 is an exemplary screenshot 12400 of a
syne rules manager wherein a user generates an ID Transla-
tion Definition. Field 12402 includes applications for which
there is an ID Translation Definition. Field 12404 can display
the Vmapparent relationships described in FIG. 123. The
button Edit 12406 allows a user to edit the relationships
information associated with an application.

[0657] FIG. 125 is an exemplary screenshot 12500 of a
sync rules manager wherein a user may use Task Editor 12502
to add scripts to a sync rule. The user may specify whether the
task is to be performed before or after syncing using field
12504. The user mayalso specify the type of scripts using the
field 12506 (e.g., SQL). The user may further specify in field
12508 whetherthe script is to evaluate or to execute.
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[0658] FIG. 126 is an exemplary screenshot 12600 of a
sync rules manager wherein a user may use Task Editor 12602
to add script details to a sync rule similar to FIG. 125.
[0659] FIG. 127 is an exemplary screenshot 12700 of a
syne rules manager wherein a user can manage synchroniza-
tion rules associated with an application. The user may access
help information by clicking the question mark button 12702.
The user may view a scopeof a rule in field 12704, a code in
field 12706, a status of a rule in field 12708, whenarule is
applied in field 12710, an application and/or a database in
field 12712, an applicationtable in field 12714,an application
column in filed 12716, an accounttable in field 12718, appli-
cation account in field 12720. The user may specify an ID
Translation by clicking on the plus button 12722, or create a
new syncrule by clicking on the plus button 12724.
[0660] FIG. 128 is an exemplary screenshot 12800 of a
syne rules manager wherein a user can manage synchroniza-
tion rules associated with an application similar to FIG. 127.
[0661] FIG. 129 is an exemplary screenshot 12900 of a
support page (e.g. an Etelos Support page) wherein a user
mayuse a Storefront 12902 (e.g. Etelos “My Storefront”) to
add product or services to a marketplace (e.g. an Etelos mar-
ketplace) generated by marketplace module 6122. Field
12904 displaysa store listing; field 12906 displaysa status of
an application; field 12908 displays a type of an application.
[0662] FIG. 130 is an exemplary screenshot 13000 of a
Product/Service Basic Information Page generatedby listing
module 6124. A user may specify a product namein field
13002, short description in field 13004, product type in field
13006, and item status in field 13008. Store Item Details
appears in the field 13010. The user may create a Product/
Service Basic Information page by clicking on the button
Create A Copy 13012.
[0663] FIG. 131 is an exemplary screenshot 13100 of a
staging application page. In application file field 13102, a
user can specify an application file for e.g. the VBS registra-
tion website manager (in one embodiment, VBS is an
example software application listed in the marketplace). In
application sizefield 13104, a user can specify the application
size. In install time field 13106, a user can specify the esti-
matedinstall time for the application.
[0664] FIG. 132 is an exemplary screenshot 13200 of an
edit licensing page wherein a user mayedit licensing for “a
registration website manager” 13202. The edit licensing for
“registration website” is generated by the licensing module
6126. The information entered on this page is stored by
licensing database management module 6182.
[0665] Field 13204 displays the name, description,or bill-
ing, retail, wholesale, and type (per account or per user)
information associated with a packaged application for which
the user may wish to edit licensing information. In field
13206, the user mayselect an install type for an application.
In field 13208, the user may type a description of the appli-
cation. In field 13210, the user may specify a license version.
In field 13212, the user may specify a type of license associ-
ated with the application.In field 13214, the user may specify
a quantity of licenses associated with the application (allow-
ance of application features like user groups, max records on
quantifiable items like tasks, documents, projects, sales reps,
etc....). In field 13216, the user may specify whether the
license is a trial version.In field 13218, the user may specify
a billing type associated with a license associated with the
application. In field 13220, the user may specify whether the
application is hosted using bundled hosting. In field 13222,
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the user may specify a hosting provider associated with the
application. In field 13224, the user may specify a retail
pricing associated with the application. In field 13226, the
user may specify a resale term to be associated with a license
associated with the application. In field 13228, the user may
specify a wholesale pricing associated withthe application. In
field 13230, the user may specify a license type associated
with a source code associated with the application (e.g.
whether source code is licensed as an open sourcelicense,
etc.). In field 13232, the user may specify whether the source
code associated with the application is downloadable.In field
13234, the user may specify whether application synchroni-
zation (syncing) is enabled. In field 13236, the user may
specify whether the application is Application on Plane
(AOP)enabled.In field 13238, the user may specify whether
multiple instances of the application are allowed. In field
13240, the user may specify an external product ID associated
with the application. In field 13242, the user may specify
whetherthere is an ad server associated with the application.
In field 13244, the user may specify the status of a license
associated with the application (e.g. whether the license is on
or off). These fields are exemplary, other embodiments may
incorporate different fields and editing options concerning
licensing associated with an application.

[0666] FIG. 133 is an exemplary screenshot 13300 of a
setup marketing information page generated by the listing
module 6124. A product review and store categories page
13302 includes information used to display an application in
a catalog andsearchresult.In field 13304, a user may upload
a product image to be displayed with an application. In field
13306, a user may specify a desired turnkey rating associated
with an application. In field 13308, a user may specify an
internet address associated with a providerof an application.
In field 13310, a user may specify different categories asso-
ciated with an application.In field 13312, a user may specify
store items related to an application. In field 13314, a user
may specify keywords for which an application may appear in
a search result. In field 13316, a user may specify a type of
hosting associated with an application.

[0667] FIG. 134 is an exemplary screenshot 13400 of a
setup marketing full page generated by the listing module
6124 whereby a user may describe his applications. In field
13402, a user may specify a web address to redirect a pur-
chaserto the user’s marketing material. In field 13404, a user
may write a description of an application which the useris
selling through marketplace module 6122.

[0668] FIG. 135 is an exemplary screenshot of a setup
product features full page 13500 generated by the listing
module 6124. In field 13502, auser may turnon WYSIWYG.
In field 13504, a user maywrite a description offeaturesin the
user’s application. The user’s application is available for sale
through marketplace module 6122.

[0669] FIG. 136 is an exemplary screenshot of a product
demo page 13600 generated by the listing module 6124. The
information entered here is stored by marketplace database
management module 6180. A user may access this product
demospage 13602 to upload screenshots, and videos associ-
ated with the user’s applications available through Market-
place module 6122. In field 13604, a user may add a descrip-
tive text describing the features of the user’s application. In
field 13606, a user may upload videos to be used as a demo
associated with an application. In field 13608, a user may
upload screenshots to be used as a demo associated with an
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application. In field 13610, a user may view previously
uploaded screenshots associated with an application.
[0670] FIG. 137 is an exemplary screenshot 13700 of an
“Add a Blog” feed page, executed by marketplace module
6122. A user can set up a blog feed for a store item using add
a Blog feed page 13702 (e.g. “add a Blog feed for Etelos
CRM”). In field 13704, a user may provide a feed link.In field
13708, a user may specify a feed status (e.g. on or off). In field
13708, a user may specify whether blogs should be displayed
on the user’s store. Using buttons 13710, 13712, and 13714,
a user may save changes, update feed, or review feed respec-
tively.
[0671] FIG. 138 is an exemplary screenshot 13800 of a
setup frequently asked questions (FAQs) page generated by
the listing module 6124. Information entered here is stored in
the Marketplace database management module 6180.In field
13802, a user may enter FAQs about the user’s application.
Using the checkbox 13804, a user can display the FAQ tab on
the user’s store in Marketplace module 6122.
[0672] FIG. 139 is an exemplary screenshot 13900 of a
setup getting started information page generated bythelisting
module 6124. The information entered here is stored by mar-
ketplace database management module 6180. In field 13902,
an administrator may write a getting started page associated
with an application which a user will see whenstarting the
application. In field 13904, an administrator may write a
getting started email associated with an application which a
user will receive when the application is installed. In field
13906, an administrator may write a text associated with an
application. The text would only appear if a user has pur-
chaseda trial version of the application.
[0673] FIG. 140 is an exemplary screenshot 14000 of a
support information page generated by marketplace database
management module 6180. In field 14002, an administrator
maywrite a support page to be displayed to the licensees of
the administrator’s application in Marketplace module 6122.
[0674] FIG. 141 is an exemplary screenshot 14100 of an
about us page generated by the listing module 6124. The
information entered here is stored by marketplace database
management module 6180. Icon 14102, Cart, enables a user
to access items in the user’s shopping cart. Icon 14104,
Account, enables a user to access the users account informa-
tion. In field 14106, an administrator may specify the admin-
istrator’s company name.In field 14108, an administrator
may specify the administrator’s company website link. In
field 14110, an administrator can specify a contact email
associated with the administrator’s application. In field
14112, an administrator may write an “about us”section to be
included with the administrator’s application by Marketplace
module 6122.

[0675] FIG. 142 is an exemplary screenshot 14200 of a
product upgrade page generated in some embodiments by the
listing module 6124, or in some embodiments by the licens-
ing module. The information entered here is stored by mar-
ketplace database management module 6180. Icon 14202,
Cart, enables an administrator to access items in the user’s
shoppingcart. Cart icon 14204, and account icon 15204 oper-
ate as previously described. Using checkbox 14206, an
administrator may specify whether an upgrade tab should be
displayed in the administrator’s store by marketplace module
6122. In field 14208, an administrator can enter a namefor an
upgrade. In field 14210, an administrator can write a descrip-
tion of an upgrade. In field 14212, an administrator may
specify upgrade licensing information, e.g., the version or
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features of a license to upgradeto.In field 14214, an admin-
istrator may specify the status of an upgrade (e.g. if the
upgrade is active). Using button 14216, an administrator may
create the upgrade. Field 14218, displays upgrade informa-
tion for an application an administrator is currently viewing.
[0676] FIG. 143 is an exemplary screenshot 14300 of a
“MyStore Style” page generated bythe listing module 6124.
The information entered here is stored by marketplace data-
base management module 6180. An administrator can use the
“Mystore style” page to setup the look andfeel ofhis regular
and/or syndicated store pages. For example, in one embodi-
ment, in field 14302, an administrator can specify page back-
ground color, page headings font color, body font color, and
general font. In field 14304, an administrator may write or
define a page header to be displayed in the administrator’s
store. In field 14306, an administrator may write or define a
page footer to be displayed in the administrator’s store in
Marketplace module 6122.
[0677] FIG. 144 is an exemplary screenshot 14400 of a
pricing grid and purchase/license link setup page generated
by the listing module 6124. The information entered here is
stored by marketplace database management module 6180.
Pricing grid and purchase/license link setup page 14402
enables an administratorto set up items that will appearin the
pricing grid on the Marketing page for a product in Market-
place module 6122. In field 14404, an administrator may
enter the nameof an application for which the administrator
is setting up a pricing grid.In field 14406, an administrator
may enter a price associated with an application. In field
14408, an administrator may provide a web addressto redi-
rect a prospective purchaser once the purchaserclicks a buy
nowlink.In field 14410, an administrator may choosethelink
text. In field 14412, the administrator may enter sorting order
information. In field 14414, the administrator may specify a
status of a pricing grid (e.g. active). Using the create button
14416, an administrator can create the pricing grid the admin-
istrator has specified.
[0678] FIG. 145 is an exemplary screenshot 14500 ofa web
services “Post Data” setup page generated bythe listing mod-
ule 6124. The information entered here is stored by Market-
place database management module 6180. In field 14502, an
administrator may specify a web address for a purchaser’s
purchase/license information to be posted to. Using radio
buttons 14504, an administrator may specify in what format
he prefers to receive a user’s purchase/license information.
Using the save changes button 14506, an administrator may
save the changes the administrator has created.In field 14508,
an administrator may provide a sample ofthe format in which
he prefers to receive a purchase/license information.
[0679] FIG. 146 is an exemplary screenshot 14600 of a
support page(e.g. an Etelos support page) wherein a user may
use a Storefront (e.g. Etelos “My Storefront’) to add product
or services to a marketplace (e.g. an Etelos marketplace)
generated by marketplace module 6122. Field 14602 displays
a store listing and link; field 14604 displays a status of an
application; field 14606 displays a type of an application;
field 14608 displays tools available to a user. For example a
user administrator can preview a store listing, number of
people who have purchased from the store, and other infor-
mation related to an application.

[0680] FIG. 147 is an exemplary screenshot 14700 of a
support page (e.g. an Etelos support page) generated by mar-
ketplace module 6122. Using drop down menu 14702, a user
mayselect which application the user would like to deploy to
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the user’s customers. Using drop down menu 14704, a user
may select which licenses the user would like to upgrade.
Using drop down menu 14706, a user may specify a server
filter. Using the begin upgrade button 14708, a user maystart
an upgrade process.
[0681] FIG. 148 is an exemplary screenshot 14800 of a
support page (e.g. an Etelos support page) generated by mar-
ketplace module 6122. In field 14802, a user may add new
domains to the user’s account. A user may view an account
namein field 14804, its associated default domain namein
field 14806, and its status in field 14808. A user may adda
domain to an account by clicking on the button Add Domain
14810.

[0682] FIG. 149 is an exemplary screenshot 14900 of a
support page (e.g. an Etelos support page) generated by mar-
ketplace module 6122. A user may use the page “create a sub
domain for’ 14902 to create a subdomain associated with an

account. In field 14904, a user may type a domain the user
would like to associate with the user’s account.

[0683] FIG. 150 is an exemplary screenshot 15000 of a
store productlist generated by the marketplace module 6122.
The information reflected here is stored in marketplace data-
base management module 6180, including product namecol-
umn 15002, store owner column 15004, company column
15006, status column 15008, and export option 15010.
[0684] FIG. 151 is an exemplary screenshot 15100 of a
store listing report (e.g. a store listing 15110, “Store listing
report for Etelos CRM”) generated by transactions report
module 6132. In one embodiment, the store listing report
15110 utilizes a table including the following rows and col-
umns. Column 15102 displays a runningtotal for every row;
column 15104 displays a total year to date for every row;
columns in the field 15106 displays a total for a month;
column 15108 displays a total for financial quarter 1. Rows
15112 display various totals for store listings. Row 15114
displays accounts that are later cancelled or deactivated.
Rowsin 15116 provide a break down between unused, dor-
mant, dry accounts, and active accounts. Rows in 15118 pro-
vide a numberof registered users and accounts registered
withouta registered user. Rows in 15120 provide a numberof
billable users, free users, and a total numberof users. These
columnsand rowsare exemplary, and in other embodiments
different information might be provided in a store listing
table.

[0685] FIG. 152 is an exemplary screenshot 15200 of a
store listing report (e.g. a store listing 15110, “Store listing
report for Etelos CRM”) generated by marketplace module
6122 similar to FIG. 151.

[0686] FIG. 153 is an exemplary screenshot 15300 of a
licensing transaction report (also known as a bottleneck
report) generated by transactions report module 6132. This
report includesall non-hosting services, non-cancelled, non-
automated billing items. In one embodiment, the report
includes the following information: field 15302, displays
when an item was created, field 15304 displays the name-
email, and company associated with an item; field 15306
displays a check mark if an item is store registered; field
15308 displays a check mark if an item is associated with a
credit card; field 15310 displays an item’s billing detail and
associated domain; field 15312 displays a check mark if an
item is checked out; field 15314 displays a check mark if an
item is processed; field 15316 displays a check mark and a
time stamp to indicate whether licensing terms associated
with an item are accepted; field 15318 displays a check mark
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to indicate whether an item is downloaded; field 15320 dis-
plays a check markif an installation for an item hasstarted;
field 15322 displays a check mark to indicate whetheran item
is licensed; field 15324 displays a check mark to indicate
whetheran installation ofan item is complete; andfield 15326
displays a check mark to indicate whether a user associated
with an item is registered.

[0687] FIG. 154 is an exemplary screenshot 15400 of a
support page (e.g. an Etelos support page) generated by Mar-
ketplace module 6122 wherein a vendoror administrator may
edit an application information using the field 15402. Using
the field 15404, the vendor mayview orselect the vendor’s
packaged applications available for editing. Field 15406 dis-
plays the names of a vendor’s applications available for edit-
ing. Field 15408 indicates whether an application has been
deployed in Marketplace module 6122. Field 15410 indicates
an application type; field 15412 indicates a date where an
application was created; field 15414 indicates the grouping
information associated with an application;field 15416 indi-
cates an application’s version; field 15418 enables a user to
archive an application using a check box.

[0688] FIG. 155 is an exemplary screenshot of a Market-
place 15500 (e.g. an Etelos Marketplace) generated by Mar-
ketplace module 6122. Tab 15502 displays the available
storefronts stored by Marketplace database management
module 6180. Tab 15504 displays the categories of available
applications. Tab 15506 displays the most recent available
applications. Tab 15508 displays a list of featured applica-
tions. Box 15510 indicatesthe steps a user takes to install and
use the user’s applications in a Marketplace.

[0689] FIG. 156 is an exemplary screenshot 15600 of a
hosting and development environment(e.g. an Etelos Hosting
and Dev Environment for BT Web21C SDK 15602) wherein
a user may purchase/license an application available through
Marketplace module 6122. Tab 15604 displays a purchasing
information 15620 including purchasing options; tab 15606
displays available features of an application; tab 15608 dis-
plays available demos associated with an application; tab
15610 displays FAQs associated with an application; tab
15612 displays available forums associated with an applica-
tion; tab 15614 displays a support page associated with an
application. A user may purchase/license an application by
clicking the Buy Now button 15616. A user may obtain a free
trial of an application by clicking on a Free Trial button
15618.

[0690] FIG. 157 is an exemplary screenshot of a Market-
place 15700 (e.g. an Etelos Marketplace) generated by Mar-
ketplace module 6122. 15702 and 15704 are examples of
storefronts available through Marketplace database manage-
ment module 6180.

[0691] FIG. 158 is an exemplary screenshot 15800 of a
licensing page. Field 15802 includes licensing terms which a
user may accept by clicking the Accept button 15804, or
decline by clicking the decline button 15806.

[0692] FIG. 159 is an exemplary screenshot 15900 of a
support page (e.g. an Etelos support page) generated by Mar-
ketplace module 6122 including a user’s billing 15902 and
transaction 15904 history, including date 15906, order ID
15908, name 15910, description 15912, and price 15914.

[0693] FIG. 160 is an exemplary screenshot 16000 of a
shopping cart page. Field 16002 displays a date when a pur-
chase/license is occurring;field 16003 provides a description;
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field 16004 displays a quantity of applications a user is pur-
chasing; field 16006 displays a total cost of items in a user’s
shopping cart.

[0694] FIG. 161 is an exemplary screenshot 16100 of a
Getting Started page for a CRM application listing (e.g. an
Etelos CRM test listing page) where a user can initialize an
application.

[0695] FIG. 162 is an exemplary screenshot 16200 of a
Getting Started page for a developer toolkit app (e.g. an
Etelos V6 developer toolkit page) where a user caninitialize
a development environment generated by listing module
6124 to define an application.

[0696] FIG. 163 is an exemplary screenshot 16300 of a
support page (e.g. an Etelos support page) generated by mar-
ketplace module 6122. Field 16302 describes an exemplary
user idea called “Syndicated project management app”. This
description is stored by the marketplace database manage-
ment module 6180.

[0697] FIG. 164 is an exemplary screen shot 16400 from
the bottom portion of the screenshot 16300 in FIG. 163. In
field 16402, Add a Comment, a user may add a commentto a
user idea reflected in FIG. 163. To add a comment a user

enters the user’s email address in the field 16404, and the
user’s namein the field 16406. The user may include a web
addressin the field 16408. The user can type acommentin the
field 16410. The user can add a commentbyclicking on the
button Add A Comment 16412. These comments are stored

by the marketplace database management module 6180.

[0698] FIG. 165 is an exemplary screenshot 16500 of a
support page (e.g. an Etelos support page) generated by mar-
ketplace module 6122. Using button 16502, a user maystart
anewidea.In field 16504, auser may view most popular ideas
as voted by otherusers.

[0699] FIG. 166 is an exemplary screenshot 16600 of an
installation page generated by application deployer module
1650. Installation in progress page 16602 displays which
applications are being installed, estimated install times, sta-
tus, and progress for each application installation. Field
16604 displays anameofan application being installed; field
16606 displays an estimated time for an application installa-
tion; field 16608 displays an installation status; field 16610
displays a progress bar associated with an application instal-
lation.

[0700] FIG. 167 is an exemplary screenshot 16700 of an
installation processing page generated by application deploy-
ment module 6150. A progress bar 16702 displays a progress
of a user’s request for installation. This page is displayed to a
user during installation of a software application.

[0701] FIG. 168 is an exemplary screenshot 16800 of an
installation processing page similar to FIG. 166. This page
showsthatthe installation has completed (16806) and gives a
link to get started (16808) with the deployed application.

[0702] FIG. 169 is an exemplary screenshot 16900 of a
support page (e.g. an Etelos support page) generated by mar-
ketplace module 6122. This page is presented to a user when
configuring accounts and applications. My developer
accounts 16902 enables a user to select an account name to

edit its properties, or add an account manually. Drop down
menu 16904 enables a user to choose the type of account to
generate. Button “Build anApp” 16906 enablesauser to build
an application for a particular accountin thelist of developer
accounts 16902. Button “Add Domain” 16908 enables a user

to add a domain associated with an application.
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[0703] FIG. 170 is an exemplary screenshot 17000 of a
support page (e.g. an Etelos support page) generated by mar-
ketplace module 6122. This pageis displayed to a user when
configuring their account to run software apps. Payment
information 17002 displays an account paymentinformation.
In one embodiment payment information field 17004
includesthelast four digits ofa credit card numberassociated
with an account.

[0704] FIG. 171 is an exemplary screenshot 17100 of a
marketplace page, generated by marketplace module 6122.
This page is presented to a user searching for software appli-
cations in the marketplace. Marketplace search result 17102
displays the results for an exemplary search. Support forum
search results 17104 providesa link to search results in Mar-
ketplace forum stored in Marketplace database management
module 6180. Knowledge base search result 17106 provides
a link to search results in Marketplace knowledge base stored
in Marketplace database management module 6180.

[0705] FIG. 172 is an exemplary screenshot 17200 of a
marketplace shopping cart page, generated by marketplace
module 6122, similar to FIG. 141. This screen showsa shop-
ping cart with a software application for licensing, displayed
to a prospective licensee.

[0706] FIG. 173 is an exemplary screenshot 17300 of a
support page (e.g. an Etelos Support page) generated by Mar-
ketplace module 6122 displayed to a user, so the user can edit
an application or deploy an application. Field 17302 displays
names of available applications; field 17304 displays the
application type associated with an application; field 17306
displays the grouping information associated with an appli-
cation; field 17308 displays an application version managed
by the packager module 6136. A user may archive an appli-
cation by checking the checkboxes in field 17310.

[0707] FIG. 174 is an exemplary screenshot 17400 of a
support page (e.g. an Etelos Support page) generated by Mar-
ketplace module 6122, wherein a user can learn about an
application by reviewing the information in a knowledge base
(e.g. an Etelos knowledge base). This knowledge base infor-
mation is managed by marketplace database management
module 6180.

[0708] FIG. 175 is an exemplary screenshot 17500 of a
support page (e.g. an Etelos Support page) generated by Mar-
ketplace module 6122 wherein installation of software appli-
cation information associated with a user’s account is dis-

played. Field 17502 displays install dates; field 17504
displays product information; field 17506 displays licensing
information; field 17508 provides links to more installation
information; field 17510 includes buttonsfor a user to cancel
an installation or reinstall an installation.

[0709] FIG. 176 is an exemplary screenshot 17600 of a
support page(e.g. an Etelos Support page) similar to FIG. 129
generated by marketplace module 6122.

[0710] FIG. 177 is an exemplary screenshot 17700 of a
support page (e.g. an Etelos Support page) generated by mar-
ketplace module 6122. Discussion topics 17702 includes top-
ics available in a forum page stored by marketplace database
management module 6180. Column 17704 includes discus-
sion topics threads; column 17706 displays a date on which a
forum thread waslast posted; column 17708 displays number
of replies to a forum thread; column 17710 displays number
of times a forum thread has been viewed; column 17712
enables a user to subscribe to a forum thread by checking a
checkbox.
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[0711] FIG. 178 is an exemplary screenshot 17800 of a
support page (e.g. an Etelos Support page) generated by Mar-
ketplace module 6122 that includes information on getting
started for business users. This page is displayed to a user
seeking support information regarding an application.
[0712] FIG. 179 is an exemplary screenshot 17900 of a
support page (e.g. an Etelos Support page) generated by Mar-
ketplace module 6122. Your installed applications 17902
enablesa user to view the user’s installed applications. Field
17904 includes links to other support areas e.g. getting
started, account, forums, or knowledgebase.
[0713] FIG. 180 is an exemplary screenshot 18000 of a
support page (e.g. an Etelos Support page) generated by Mar-
ketplace module 6122. Field 18002 includes information on
an exemplary web developing application called EASE made
available through Marketplace module 6122. This page is
accessed by an application developer/vendor using the mar-
ketplace (e.g. Etelos system).
[0714] FIG. 181 is an exemplary screenshot 18100 of a
support page (e.g. an Etelos Support page) generated by Mar-
ketplace module 6122 wherein a user can modify the user’s
profile information. The information entered here is stored by
user account access module 6172.

[0715] FIG. 182 is an exemplary screenshot 18200 of a
Marketplace homepage, generated by marketplace module
6122.

[0716] FIG. 183 is an exemplary screenshot 18300 of a
Marketplace page, generated by marketplace module 6122,
where an application is displayed for sale (e.g. Etelos Hosting
and Dev Environment for BT Web21C SDK). This page
showsreviews by users and a description of software appli-
cations.

[0717] FIG. 184 is an exemplary screenshot 18400 of a
Marketplace page, generated by marketplace module 6122,
where an application is displayed for sale (e.g. Etelos Hosting
and Dev Environment for BT Web21C SDK). In field
Reviews 18402, a user may post a review associated with an
application. In field 18404 the user may typea title for the
user’s review;in field 18406 the user maytype the text of the
user’s review. Radio buttons 18408-18416 enable the user to

rate the user’s satisfaction with different aspects of Market-
place services.
[0718] FIG. 185 is an exemplary screenshot 18500 of a
Marketplace page, generated by marketplace module 6122,
where an application is displayed for sale (e.g. Etelos Hosting
and Dev Environment for BT Web21C SDK). A user may
purchase/license an application by clicking the button 18502
labeled Buy Now. A user may purchase/licensea free trial of
an application by clicking the button 18504 labeled Free
Trial. The features tab 18506is activated wherein information

about features of the application are displayed.
[0719] FIG. 186 is an exemplary screenshot 18600 of a
Marketplace page, generated by marketplace module 6122,
where an application is displayed for sale (e.g. Etelos Hosting
and Dev Environment for BT Web21C SDK). A demos tab
18602 showsvideos or screenshots of the application. This
screen is displayed to a user looking for information about a
software application.
[0720] FIG. 187 is an exemplary screenshot 18700 of a
Marketplace page, generated by marketplace module 6122,
where an application is displayed for sale (e.g. Etelos Hosting
and Dev Environment for BT Web21C SDK) and the FAQs
tab 18702 is activated wherein user’s frequently asked ques-
tions associated with the application are displayed.
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[0721] FIG. 188 is an exemplary screenshot 18800 of a
Marketplace page, generated by marketplace module 6122,
where an application is displayed for sale (e.g. Etelos Hosting
and Dev Environment for BT Web21C SDK) and the forum
tab 18802 is activated wherein forum discussions associated

with the application are displayed.
[0722] FIG. 189 is an exemplary screenshot 18900 of a
Marketplace page, generated by marketplace module 6122,
where an application is displayed for sale (e.g. Etelos Hosting
and Dev Environment for BT Web21C SDK) andthe support
tab 18902 is activated wherein the support information asso-
ciated with the application is displayed.
[0723] The foregoing description, for purpose of explana-
tion, has been described with reference to specific embodi-
ments. However, the illustrative discussions above are not
intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the

precise forms disclosed. Many modifications and variations
are possible in view ofthe above teachings. The embodiments
were chosen and described in order to best explain the prin-
ciples of the invention and its practical applications, to
thereby enable others skilled in the art to best utilize the
invention and various embodiments with various modifica-

tionsas are suited to the particular use contemplated.
[0724] Start of 5006: Software Marketplace and Distribu-
tion System Support for Foreign Prosecution.
[0725] 1. A computer implemented method, comprising:
[0726] at one or moreservers, hosting a marketplace appli-
cation:

[0727] receiving from a vendor a software application for
distribution;

[0728] associating license terms with the software applica-
tion;

[0729] making the software application available for distri-
bution through the marketplace application; and
[0730] deploying the software application to one or more
user accounts on one or more hosting servers, in accordance
with the license terms.

[0731] 2. The computer-implemented method of claim 1,
further comprising presenting a description of the license
termsto a user.

[0732] 3. The computer-implemented method of claim 1,
wherein the on one or more hosting servers are physically
separate from the one or more servers hosting the marketplace
application.
[0733] 4. The computer-implemented method of claim 1,
wherein the deploying is performed after a user request to
deploy the software application.
[0734] 5. The computer-implemented method of claim 1,
wherein the deploying includes downloading the software to
the one or more user accounts.

[0735] 6. The computer-implemented method of claim 1,
wherein the deploying includes activating a flag associated
with the software application in the one or more user
accounts.

[0736] 7. The computer-implemented method of claim 6,
wherethe flag enables for user the software application.
[0737] 8. The computer-implemented method of claim 1,
wherein the deploying includes activating a license for the
software application in the one or more user accounts.
[0738] 9. The computer-implemented method of claim 1,
wherein the deploying includes providing the software appli-
cation for hosting by a user on hosting servers associated with
the user.
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[0739] 10. The computer-implemented methodofclaim 1,
wherein distribution to a user through the marketplace appli-
cation includes through a website associated with the market-
place application.
[0740] 11. The computer-implemented methodofclaim 1,
wherein distribution to a user through the marketplace appli-
cation includes through a client associated with the market-
place application.
[0741] 12. The computer-implemented methodofclaim 1,
comprising packaging the software application for distribu-
tion via the marketplace application hosted by the one or moreservers.

[0742] 13.Thecomputer-implemented method ofclaim 12,
comprising storing a packaged software application in an
application repository.
[0743] 14.The computer implemented method of claim 12
wherein packaging includes preparing an update to a previ-
ously deployed software application, where the update
requires the previously deployed software application to
function.

[0744] 15. The computer implemented method of claim 12
wherein packaging includes preparing a standalonedistribu-
tion for a software application.
[0745] 16.The computer implemented methodofclaim 15
wherein the standalonedistribution includes a software appli-
cation and one or more updates to the application.
[0746] 17. The computer implemented method of claims
14, 15, 16 wherein the update is deployed to the one or more
user accounts selected from the group consisting of a push
method, a subscription (pull) method, anda hybrid method,in
accordance with the license terms.

[0747] 18. The computer-implemented methodofclaim 1,
wherein the making available is performed by a listing man-
ager.

[0748] 19. The computer implemented methodofclaim 18
whereinthe listing managerincludesa storelisting for licens-
ing the software application.
[0749] 20. The computer-implemented methodofclaim 1,
wherein the deploying is performed by an application
deployer.
[0750] 21. The computer-implemented methodofclaim 1,
comprising hosting the deployed software application forthe
one or more user accounts.

[0751] 22. The computer implemented method of claims 1
or 19 wherein the marketplace application includes technical
support for the software application.
[0752] 23.The computer implemented methodofclaims1,
19 or 22, wherein making the software application available
for distribution includesat least one selected from the group
consisting of: determining a user account type, and based on
the user account type, preparing to deploy a software appli-
cation to the user account, or generating a new user account
compatible with the software application and preparing to
deploying the software application to the new user account.
[0753] 24.A server system, comprising:
[0754] one or more processors;
[0755] memory; and
[0756] one or more programsstored in the memory,the one
or more programs comprising instructions for at one or more
servers, host a marketplace application:
[0757] receiving from a vendor a software application for
distribution;
[0758] associate license terms with the software applica-
tion;
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[0759] make the software application available for distri-
bution through the marketplace application; and

[0760] deploy the software application to one or more user
accounts on one or more hosting servers, in accordance with
the license terms.

[0761] 25. The server system of claim 24, further compris-
ing instructionsto present a description ofthe license terms toa user.

[0762] 26. The server system of claim 24, wherein the on
one or more hosting servers are physically separate from the
one or more servers hosting the marketplace application.

[0763] 27. The server system of claim 24, wherein the
instructions to deploy includeinstructions to deploy the soft-
ware application after a user request.

[0764] 28. The server system of claim 24, wherein the
instructions to deploy include instructions to download the
software to the one or more user accounts.

[0765] 29. The server system of claim 24, wherein the
instructions to deploy include instructions to activate a flag
associated with the software application in the one or more
user accounts.

[0766] 30. The server system of claim 29, where the flag
enables for user the software application.

[0767] 31. The server system of claim 24, wherein the
instructions to deploy include instructions to activate a
license for the software application in the one or more user
accounts.

[0768] 32. The server system of claim 24, wherein the
instructions to deploy include instructions to providethesoft-
ware application for hosting by a user on hosting servers
associated with the user.

[0769] 33. The server system of claim 24, wherein the
instructions to distribute to a user through the marketplace
application includesinstructionsto distribute through a web-
site associated with the marketplace application.

[0770] 34. The server system of claim 24, wherein the
instructions to distribute to a user through the marketplace
application includes instructions to distribute through a client
associated with the marketplace application.

[0771] 35. The server system of claim 24, comprising
instructions to package the software application for distribu-
tion via the marketplace application hosted by the one or moreservers.

[0772] 36. The server system of claim 35, comprising
instructions to store a packaged software application in an
application repository.
[0773] 37. The server system of claim 35 wherein instruc-
tions to package includeinstructions to prepare an update to
apreviously deployed software application, where the update
requires the previously deployed software application to
function.

[0774] 38. The server system of claim 35 wherein instruc-
tions to package include instructions to preparing a standal-
one distribution for a software application.
[0775] 39. The server system of claim 38 wherein the stan-
dalonedistribution includes a software application and one or
more updatesto the application.

[0776] 40. The server system of claims 37, 38 or 39 where
the update is deployed to the one or more user accounts
selected from the group consisting of a push method, a sub-
scription (pull) method, and a hybrid method, in accordance
with the license terms.
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[0777] 41. The server system of claim 24, wherein the
instructions to make available includes instructionsfora list-

ing manager.
[0778] 42. The server system of claim 41 wherein thelist-
ing managerincludesa store listing for licensing the software
application.
[0779] 43. The server system of claim 24, wherein the
instructions to deploy includeinstructions for an application
deployer.
[0780] 44. The server system of claim 24, comprising
instructions to host the deployed software application for the
one or more user accounts.

[0781] 45. The server system of claim 24 or 42 wherein the
marketplace application includes technical support for the
software application.
[0782] 46. The server system of claim 24, 42, or 45,
wherein instructions to make the software application avail-
able for distribution includes instructions for at least one

selected from the group consisting of: determining a user
account type, and based on the user accounttype, preparing to
deploy a software application to the user account, or gener-
ating a new user account compatible with the software appli-
cation and preparing to deploying the software application to
the new user account.

[0783] 47. A computer readable storage medium storing
one or more programs configured for execution by a com-
puter, the one or more programs comprising instructionsto at
one or moreservers, hosting a marketplace application:
[0784] receive from a vendor a software application for
distribution;

[0785] associate license terms with the software applica-
tion;

[0786] make the software application available for distri-
bution through the marketplace application; and
[0787] deploy the software application to one or more user
accounts on one or more hosting servers, in accordance with
the license terms.

[0788] 48.A computer implemented method, comprising:
[0789] at one or more marketplace servers hosting a mar-
ketplace application, in response to a request from a syndi-
cated server to distribute a software application from the
marketplace:
[0790] identifying one or more user accounts associated
with the request;
[0791] verifying that the one or more user accounts has
permission to use the software application; and
[0792] deploying the software application to the one or
more user accounts, in accordance with license terms associ-
ated with the software application.
[0793] 49.Thecomputer-implemented method ofclaim 48,
wherein deploying includes presenting for deployment to auser.

[0794] 50.Thecomputer-implemented method ofclaim 48,
comprising making the software application available for
distribution through the syndicated server.
[0795] 51. The computer-implemented methodofclaim 48
or 49, wherein deploying includes providing through an
application deployer, across a network to the one or more user
accounts, a software application stored at the application
repository.
[0796] 52.Thecomputer-implemented method ofclaim 51,
wherein deploying includes selecting one of a plurality of
software applications, compatible with the one or more user
accounts, from the application repository.
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[0797] 53. The computer-implemented methodofclaim 51
or 52, wherein the application repository stores software
applications in a plurality of states, including at least one
selected from the group consisting of a ready to deploystate,
an undergoing quality assurancestate, a ready to submit for
quality assurancestate, and an unfinishedstate.
[0798] 54.A server system, comprising:
[0799] one or more processors;
[0800] memory; and
[0801] one or more programsstored in the memory,the one
or more programs comprising instructions to at one or more
marketplace servers hosting a marketplace application, in
response to a request from a syndicated server to distribute a
software application from the marketplace:
[0802] identify one or more user accounts associated with
the request;
[0803] verify that the one or more user accounts has per-
mission to use the software application; and
[0804] deploy the software application to the one or more
user accounts, in accordance with license terms associated
with the software application.
[0805] 55. The server system of claim 54, wherein instruc-
tions to deploy includeinstructionsto present for deployment
to a user.

[0806] 56. The server system of claim 54, further compris-
ing instructions to make the software application available for
distribution through the syndicated server.
[0807] 57. The server system of claim 54 or 55, wherein
instructions to deploy include instructions to provide through
an application deployer, across a network to the one or more
user accounts, a software application stored at the application
repository.
[0808] 58. The server system of claim 57, wherein instruc-
tions to deploy includeinstructionsto select one ofa plurality
of software applications, compatible with the one or more
user accounts, from the application repository.
[0809] 59. The server system of claim 57 or 58, wherein the
application repository stores software applications in a plu-
rality of states, including at least one selected from the group
consisting of a ready to deploy state, an undergoing quality
assurancestate, a ready to submit for quality assurancestate,
and an unfinishedstate.

[0810] 60. A computer readable storage medium storing
one or more programs configured for execution by a com-
puter, the one or more programs comprising instructionsforat
one or more marketplace servers hosting a marketplace appli-
cation, in response to a request from a syndicated server to
distribute a software application from the marketplace:
[0811] identifying one or more user accounts associated
with the request;
[0812] verifying that the one or more user accounts has
permission to use the software application; and
[0813] deploying the software application to the one or
more user accounts, in accordance with license terms associ-
ated with the software application.
[0814] Data Structure for purchasing, deploying, hosting
programs:

[0815] 61.A computer system, comprising:
[0816] one or more processors;
[0817] memory; and
[0818] one or more programsstored in the memory,the one
or more programs comprising instructions for implementing:

[0819] a program module configured to provide a soft-
ware application for distribution in responseto an access
request from a user;
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[0820] a program module configured to receive and
deploy the software application from the marketplace
module to an account on one or more servers; and

[0821] a program module configured to provide at least
one or more user accounts, from which the user accesses
the software application.

[0822] 62.Thesystem ofclaim 61, wherein the one or more
user accounts receives a link to the deployed software appli-
cation, wherein the link permits the one or more user accounts
to access the deployed software application.

[0823] 63. The system of claim 61, wherein the program
module configured to provide a software application for dis-
tribution is a marketplace module.

[0824] 64. The system of claim 61, wherein the program
module configured to provide at least one or more user
accounts is a one or more user accounts module

[0825] 65. The system of claim 61, wherein the program
module configured to receive and deploy a software applica-
tion to the one or more user accounts module is a deployment
module.

[0826] 66. The system of claim 61, comprising an applica-
tion repository storing software applications ready for distri-
bution.

[0827] 67. The system of claim 61, comprising a licensing
module configured to provide a license associated with the
software application, and to ensure that the deployingis per-
formed in accordance with the license.

[0828] 68. The system of claim 64, wherein the licensing
module is configured to verify user permission to access a
deployed software application prior to executing the applica-
tion.

[0829] 69. The system of claim 61, comprising a billing
module configured to receive payment associated with the
one or more user accounts for deployment of the selected
software application.

[0830] 70. The system of claim 69, wherein the billing
module is configured to receive subscription payments asso-
ciated with the one or more user accounts.

[0831] 71. The system of claim 69, wherein an amount of
the paymentvaries in accordance with license terms associ-
ated with the software application.

[0832] 72. The system of claim 69, wherein the billing
module is configured to receive fromthe user a promotional
code prior to processing a payment, andthe billing module is
configured to process the payment based on the promotional
code.

[0833] 73. The system of claim 61, comprising a listing
manager module for managing marketplace content related to
the software application.

[0834] 74. The system of claim 61, comprising a deployer
module for accessing the software application from the appli-
cation repository and deploying the software application in
the hosting infrastructure module.

[0835] 75. The system of claim 61, wherein the access
request comprises a selection instruction for a software appli-
cation compatible with a framework associated with the one
or more user accounts.

[0836] 76. The system of claim 61, wherein the user
accesses the software application through a one or more user
accounts registered with the hosting infrastructure module.
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[0837] 77. The system of claim 61, wherein following
installation, the hosting infrastructure module sends an instal-
lation confirmation to the marketplace module.
[0838] 78. The computer implemented method of any one
of claims 61 to 77, wherein the software application is a
web-based software application, executed at one or moreservers.

[0839] End of 5006: Software Marketplace and Distribu-
tion System Support for Foreign Prosecution.
[0840] Start of 5007: Software Licensing and Enforcement
System support for Foreign Prosecution.
[0841] 1. A computer implemented method, comprising:
[0842] at one or moreservers, hosting a marketplace appli-
cation:

[0843] receiving from a vendor a software application for
distribution;
[0844] generating license terms in responseto a selection
by the vendor from options provided by the marketplace
application;
[0845] associating the license terms with the software
application, and
[0846] making the software application available for distri-
bution through the marketplace application, in accordance
with the license terms.

[0847] 2. The computer implemented method of claim 1,
further comprising deploying the software application to one
or more user accounts on one or more hosting servers, in
accordance with the license terms.

[0848] 3. The computer implemented method of claim 2,
where the deploying is in response to a payment associated
with the one or more user accounts.

[0849] 4. The computer implemented method of claim 1,
wherein the license terms include at least one of an open
source license, a closed license, a source code license, an
executable license, and a repacking license.
[0850] 5. The computer implemented method of claim 4,
wherein the repacking license determines whethera user of
the software application is permitted to repackage andredis-
tribute the software application.
[0851] 6. The computer implemented method of claim 5,
wherein the repacking license has an associated royalty.
[0852] 7. The computer implemented method of claim 6,
wherein the associated royalty is one selected from the group
consisting of a wholesale royalty, a retail royalty, and a flat
fee.

[0853] 8. The computer implemented methodof claims 1,
4, or 5, wherein a license manager determines user permis-
sions for installation, activation, and access to features of
applications.
[0854] 9. The computer implemented method of claim 1
wherein the options provided by the marketplace application
includes an option to use license terms supplied by the ven-
dor.

[0855] 10. The computer implemented methodofclaims1,
4,5, 8, or 9 including displaying licensing events for a respec-
tive software application made available for distribution
through the marketplace application.
[0856] 11.Thecomputer-implemented methodofclaim 10,
wherein displaying includes displaying the licensing events
to arespective vendorassociated with the respective software
application.
[0857] 12. The computer-implemented methodofclaim 1,
comprising storing the license terms in a licensing manager.
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[0858] 13. The computer implemented method ofclaim 1,
wherein a price associated with the software application is
stored at a licensing manager separately from the software
application.
[0859] 14.The computer implemented methodofclaim 13,
wherein the price is dynamically adjusted by the licensing
managerin responseto a selection by the software vendor.
[0860] 15. The computer implemented methodofclaim 1,
wherein at least one selected from the group consisting of
access duration, features, and price, is dynamically adjusted
by a licensing manager in response to a selection by the
software vendor.

[0861] 16. The computer implemented methodofclaim 1,
2, wherein the one or more user accounts are stored separately
from the marketplace application.
[0862] 17. The computer implemented method of claims 1
or 16 further comprising processing a payment associated
with the software application.
[0863] 18.The computer implemented methodofclaim 17,
further comprising, prior to processing a payment, receiving
from the user a promotional code, and processing the pay-
ment based on the promotional code.
[0864] 19.The computer implemented methodofclaim 17,
comprising storing a record of the processed payment in a
billing record.
[0865] 20.The computer implemented methodofclaim 19,
comprising prior to executing the deployed application, com-
paring a useridentifier associated with the one or more user
accounts and an application id associated with the deployed
application against a billing manager to verify that a valid
payment has been recorded.
[0866] 21. The computer implemented methods of claims
1, 16, 17, or 20, comprising verifying that the one or more user
accounts has permission to execute the deployed application,
and in the eventof a verification failure, warning the user.
[0867] 22.The computer implemented methodofclaim 21,
wherein the verifying is performedperiodically, and follow-
ing a plurality of verification failures, preventing the one or
more user accounts from executing the deployed application.
[0868] 23.Thecomputer implemented method ofclaims 21
or 22, wherein the verifying includes checking for multiple
instances of the software application being simultaneously
executed by the one or more user accounts.
[0869] 24.The computer implemented methodofclaim 16,
comprising preventing access bythe user to data storedat the
one or more servers, upon determining that the one or more
user accounts has been disabled.

[0870] 25.The computer implemented methodofclaim 16,
further comprising deploys a license key associated with the
software application to a user account associated with a lic-
ensee of the software application.
[0871] 26.The computer implemented methodofclaim 25,
further comprising communicating to the software vendor
that the software application has been licensed by the user.
[0872] 27.The computer implemented methodofclaim 26,
wherein the communicating is performed via an application
programming interfacecall.
[0873] 28.A server system, comprising:
[0874] one or more processors;
[0875] memory; and
[0876] one or more programsstored in the memory,the one
or more programs comprising instructionsfor, at one or more
servers hosting a marketplace application:
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[0877] receiving from a vendor a software application for
distribution;
[0878] generating license terms in responseto a selection
by the vendor from options provided by the marketplace
application;
[0879] associating the license terms with the software
application, and
[0880] making the software application available for distri-
bution through the marketplace application, in accordance
with the license terms.

[0881] 29.The computer implemented methodofclaim 28,
further comprising deploying the software application to one
or more user accounts on one or more hosting servers, in
accordance with the license terms.

[0882] 30.The computer implemented method ofclaim 29,
where the deploying is in response to a payment associated
with the one or more user accounts.

[0883] 31.The computer implemented methodofclaim 28,
wherein the license terms include at least one of an open
source license, a closed license, a source code license, an
executable license, and a repacking license.
[0884] 32.The computer implemented method ofclaim 28,
wherein the repacking license determines whethera user of
the software application is permitted to repackage andredis-
tribute the software application.
[0885] 33.The computer implemented methodofclaim 32,
wherein the repacking license has an associated royalty.
[0886] 34.The computer implemented methodofclaim 33,
wherein the associated royalty is one selected from the group
consisting of a wholesale royalty, a retail royalty, and a flat
fee.

[0887] 35. The computer implemented method of claims
28, 32, or 33, wherein a license manager determines user
permissionsforinstallation, activation, and access to features
of applications.
[0888] 36. The computer implemented methodofclaim 28
wherein the options provided by the marketplace application
includes an option to use license terms supplied by the ven-
dor.

[0889] 37. The computer implemented method of claims
28, 32, 33, 35, or 36 including displaying licensing events for
a respective software application made available fordistribu-
tion through the marketplace application.
[0890] 38. Thecomputer-implemented methodofclaim 37,
wherein displaying includes displaying the licensing events
to arespective vendorassociated with the respective software
application.
[0891] 39.Thecomputer-implemented methodofclaim 28,
comprising storing the license terms in a licensing manager.
[0892] 40.The computer implemented methodofclaim 28,
wherein a price associated with the software application is
stored at a licensing manager separately from the software
application.
[0893] 41.The computer implemented method ofclaim 40,
wherein the price is dynamically adjusted by the licensing
managerin responseto a selection by the software vendor.
[0894] 42.The computer implemented method ofclaim 28,
wherein at least one selected from the group consisting of
access duration, features, and price, is dynamically adjusted
by a licensing manager in response to a selection by the
software vendor.

[0895] 43.The computer implemented method ofclaim 29,
wherein the one or more user accounts are stored separately
from the marketplace application.
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[0896] 44.Thecomputer implemented method ofclaims 28
or 43 further comprising processing a payment associated
with the software application.
[0897] 45.The computer implemented methodofclaim 44,
further comprising, prior to processing a payment, receiving
from the user a promotional code, and processing the pay-
ment based on the promotional code.
[0898] 46.The computer implemented methodofclaim 44,
comprising storing a record of the processed payment in a
billing record.
[0899] 47.The computer implemented methodofclaim 44,
comprising prior to executing the deployed application, com-
paring a useridentifier associated with the one or more user
accounts and an application id associated with the deployed
application against a billing manager to verify that a valid
payment has been recorded.
[0900] 48. The computer implemented methods of claims
28, 43, 44, and 47 comprising verifying that the one or more
user accounts has permission to execute the deployed appli-
cation, and in the event of a verification failure, warning theuser.

[0901] 49. The computer implemented methodofclaim 48,
wherein the verifying is performedperiodically, and follow-
ing a plurality of verification failures, preventing the one or
more user accounts from executing the deployed application.
[0902] 50.Thecomputer implemented method ofclaims 48
or 49, wherein the verifying includes checking for multiple
instances of the software application being simultaneously
executed by the one or more user accounts.
[0903] 51.The computer implemented methodofclaim 43,
comprising preventing access bythe user to data storedat the
one or more servers, upon determining that the one or more
user accounts has been disabled.

[0904] 52.The computer implemented methodofclaim 43,
further comprising deploys a license key associated with the
software application to a user account associated with a lic-
ensee of the software application.
[0905] 53.The computer implemented methodofclaim 52,
further comprising communicating to the software vendor
that the software application has been licensed by the user.
[0906] 54.The computer implemented methodofclaim 53,
wherein the communicating is performed via an application
programming interfacecall.
[0907] 55. A computer readable storage medium storing
one or more programs configured for execution by a com-
puter, the one or more programs comprising instructions for
[0908] at one or moreservers, hosting a marketplace appli-
cation:

[0909] receiving from a vendor a software application for
distribution;

[0910] generating license terms in responseto a selection
by the vendor from options provided by the marketplace
application;
[0911] associating the license terms with the software
application, and
[0912] making the software application available for distri-
bution through the marketplace application, in accordance
with the license terms.

[0913] 56.A computer implemented method, comprising:
[0914] at one or moreservers hosting a marketplace appli-
cation:

[0915] making a software application available for distri-
bution through the marketplace application;
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[0916] receiving a user request to license the software
application; and
[0917] providing the software application for deployment
to one or more user accounts, hosted on one or moreservers.

[0918] 57.The computer implemented methodofclaim 56,
where providing the software application for deployment
includes providing the software application across a network
for deployment at one or more servers associated with the
user, hosting the one or more user accounts.
[0919] 58.The computer implemented method ofclaim 56,
further comprising processing a selection by the user that
includes adding the software application to a cart associated
with the user, and checking out the cart.
[0920] 59.The computer implemented method ofclaim 56,
comprising prior to deploying, presenting a description of
license terms associated with the software application to theuser.

[0921] 60.The computer implemented methodofclaim 57,
whereinthe license termsare specified by a vendorassociated
with the software application.
[0922] 61.The computer implemented method ofclaim 60,
wherein specifying the license terms includes selecting the
license terms from a plurality ofoptions provided by a licens-
ing engine associated with the one or moreservers hosting a
marketplace application.
[0923] 62.The computer implemented methodofclaim 57,
60, or 61 comprising validating that the requestto license the
software application complies with the license terms.
[0924] 63.The computer implemented method ofclaim 56,
57, 60, 61 or 62 wherein the request to license the software
application includes a paymentselected from the group con-
sisting ofa cash payment, a credit payment, andaprospective
future payment.
[0925] 64.The computer implemented method ofclaim 56,
57, 60, 61, 62 or 63 wherein the software application is a
web-based software application, executed at one or moreservers.

[0926] 65.A server system, comprising:
[0927] one or more processors;
[0928] memory; and
[0929] one or more programsstored in the memory,the one
or more programs comprising instructions to at one or more
servers hosting a marketplace application:
[0930] make a software application available for distribu-
tion through the marketplace application;
[0931] receive a user request to license the software appli-
cation; and

[0932] provide the software application for deploymentto
one or more user accounts, hosted on one or moreservers.

[0933] 66. The server system of claim 65, wherein the
instructions to provide the software application for deploy-
mentincludes instructionsto provide the software application
across a network for deployment at one or more servers
associated with the user, hosting the one or more user
accounts.

[0934] 67. The server system of claim 65, further compris-
ing instructions to process a selection by the userthat includes
adding the software application to a cart associated with the
user, and checking out the cart.
[0935] 68. The server system of claim 65, further compris-
ing instructions for prior to deploying, presenting a descrip-
tion of license terms associated with the software application
to the user.
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[0936] 69. The server system of claim 68, further compris-
ing instructionsto receive license terms specified by a vendor
associated with the software application.
[0937] 70. The server system of claim 69, wherein receiv-
ing license terms specified by a vendor include receiving a
selection of license terms from a plurality ofoptions provided
by a licensing engine associated with the one or more servers
hosting a marketplace application.
[0938] 71. The server system of claim 66, 69, or 70 further
comprising instructions to validate that the request to license
the software application complies with the license terms.
[0939] 72. The server system of claims 65, 66, 69, 70, or 71
wherein the request to license the software application
includes a payment selected from the group consisting of a
cash payment, a credit payment, and a prospective future
payment.
[0940] 73.The server system ofclaims 65, 66, 69, 70, 71, or
72 wherein the software application is a web-based software
application, executed at one or more servers.
[0941] 74. A computer readable storage medium storing
one or more programs configured for execution by a com-
puter, the one or more programs comprising instructionsforat
one or moreservers hosting a marketplace application:
[0942] making a software application available for distri-
bution through the marketplace application;
[0943] receiving a user request to license the software
application; and
[0944] providing the software application for deployment
to one or more user accounts, hosted on one or moreservers.
[0945] End of 5007: Software Licensing and Enforcement
System Support for Foreign Prosecution.

Whatis claimedis:

1. A computer implemented method, comprising:
at one or moreservers, hosting a marketplace application:
receiving from a vendor a software application for distri-

bution;
generating license terms in responseto a selection by the

vendorfrom options provided by the marketplace appli-
cation;

associating the license terms with the software application,
and

making the software application available for distribution
through the marketplace application, in accordance with
the license terms.

2. The computer implemented method of claim 1, further
comprising deploying the software application to one or more
user accounts on one or more hosting servers, in accordance
with the license terms.

3. The computer implemented method of claim 2, where
the deploying is in response to a paymentassociated with the
one or more user accounts.

4. The computer implemented method of claim 1, wherein
the license terms include at least one of an open source
license, a closed license, a source codelicense, an executable
license, and a repackinglicense.

5. The computer implemented methodofclaim 4, wherein
the repacking license determines whethera user ofthe soft-
ware application is permitted to repackage and redistribute
the software application.

6. The computer implemented method of claim 5, wherein
the repacking license has an associated royalty.

7. The computer implemented methodofclaim 6, wherein
the associated royalty is one selected from the group consist-
ing of a wholesale royalty, a retail royalty, and a flat fee.
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8. The computer implemented method of claim 1, wherein
a license manager determines user permissions for installa-
tion, activation, and access to features of applications.

9. The computer implemented methodof claim 1 wherein
the options provided by the marketplace application includes
an option to use license terms supplied by the vendor.

10. The computer implemented methodofclaim 1, includ-
ing displaying licensing events for a respective software
application made available for distribution through the mar-
ketplace application.

11. The computer-implemented method of claim 10,
wherein displaying includes sendingfordisplay the licensing
events to a respective vendor associated with the respective
software application.

12. The computer-implemented methodofclaim 1, further
comprising storing the license terms in a licensing manager.

13. The computer implemented method of claim 1,
wherein a price associated with the software application is
stored at a licensing manager separately from the software
application.

14. The computer implemented method of claim 13,
wherein the price is dynamically adjusted by the licensing
managerin responseto a selection by the software vendor.

15. The computer implemented method of claim 1,
wherein at least one selected from the group consisting of
access duration, features, and price, is dynamically adjusted
by a licensing manager in response to a selection by the
software vendor.

16. The computer implemented method of claim 1,
wherein the one or more user accounts are stored separately
from the marketplace application.

17. The computer implemented method of claim 1 further
comprising processing a payment associated with the soft-
ware application.

18. The computer implemented method of claim 17, fur-
ther comprising, prior to processing a payment, receiving
from the user a promotional code, and processing the pay-
ment based on the promotional code.

19. The computer implemented method of claim 17, fur-
ther comprising storing a record ofthe processed payment in
a billing record.

20. The computer implemented method of claim 19, fur-
ther comprising prior to executing the deployed application,
comparing a user identifier associated with the one or more
user accounts and an application id associated with the
deployed application against a billing managerto verify that
a valid paymenthas been recorded.

21. The computer implemented methods ofclaim 1, further
comprising verifying that the one or more user accounts has
permission to execute the deployed application, and in the
event of a verification failure, warning the user.

22. The computer implemented method of claim 21,
wherein the verifying is performedperiodically, and follow-
ing a plurality of verification failures, preventing the one or
more user accounts from executing the deployed application.

23. The computer implemented method of claims 21,
wherein the verifying includes checking for multiple
instances of the software application being simultaneously
executed by the one or more user accounts.

24. The computer implemented method of claim 16, fur-
ther comprising preventing access by the user to data stored at
the one or more servers, upon determining that the one or
more user accounts has been disabled.
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25. The computer implemented method of claim 16, fur-
ther comprising deploying a license key associated with the
software application to a user account associated with a lic-
ensee of the software application.

26. The computer implemented method of claim 25, fur-
ther comprising communicating to the software vendor that
the software application has been licensed by the user.

27. The computer implemented method of claim 26,
wherein the communicating is performed via an application
programming interfacecall.

28. A server system, comprising:
one or more processors;

memory; and
one or more programs stored in the memory, the one or

more programs comprising instructions for, at one or
moreservers hosting a marketplace application:

receiving from a vendor a software application for distri-
bution;

generating license terms in responseto a selection by the
vendorfrom options provided by the marketplace appli-
cation;

associating the license terms with the software application,
and

making the software application available for distribution
through the marketplace application, in accordance with
the license terms.

29. The server system of claim 28, further comprising
instructions for deploying the software application to one or
more user accounts on one or more hosting servers, in accor-
dance with thelicense terms.

30. The server system of claim 29, where the deployingis
in response to a paymentassociated with the one or more user
accounts.

31. The server system of claim 28, wherein the license
termsincludeat least one of an open source license, a closed
license, a source code license, an executable license, and a
repacking license.

32. The server system of claim 28, wherein the repacking
license determines whethera userofthe software application
is permitted to repackage andredistribute the software appli-
cation.

33. The server system of claim 32, wherein the repacking
license has an associated royalty.

34. The server system of claim 33, wherein the associated
royalty is one selected from the group consisting of a whole-
sale royalty, a retail royalty, andaflat fee.

35. The server system of claim 28, further comprising
instructions for license manager to determines user permis-
sions for installation, activation, and access to features of
applications.

36. The server system of claim 28 wherein the options
providedby the marketplace application includes an option to
use license terms supplied by the vendor.

37. The server system ofclaim 28, including instructions to
display licensing events for a respective software application
made available for distribution through the marketplace
application.

38. The server system of claim 37, wherein displaying
includes sending for display the licensing events to a respec-
tive vendor associated with the respective software applica-
tion.

39. The server system of claim 28, further comprising
instructionsto store the license terms in a licensing manager.
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40. The server system of claim 28, wherein a price associ-
ated with the software application is stored at a licensing
manager separately from the software application.

41. The server system of claim 40, wherein the price is
dynamically adjusted by the licensing managerin response to
a selection by the software vendor.

42. The server system of claim 28, wherein at least one
selected from the group consisting of access duration, fea-
tures, and price, is dynamically adjusted by a licensing man-
ager in responseto a selection by the software vendor.

43. The server system ofclaim 29, wherein the one or more
user accounts are stored separately from the marketplace
application.

44. The server system of claim 28 further comprising
instructions to process a payment associated with the soft-
ware application.

45. The server system of claim 44, further comprising
instructions for, prior to processing a payment, receiving
from the user a promotional code, and processing the pay-
ment based on the promotional code.

46. The server system of claim 44, further comprising
instructions for storing a record of the processed payment in
a billing record.

47. The server system of claim 44, further comprising
instructions for prior to executing the deployed application,
comparing a user identifier associated with the one or more
user accounts and an application id associated with the
deployed application against a billing managerto verify that
a valid paymenthas been recorded.

48. The server system of claim 28, further comprising
instructions for verifying that the one or more user accounts
has permission to execute the deployed application, and in the
event of a verification failure, warning the user.

49. The server system of claim 48, wherein the verifying is
performed periodically, and following a plurality of verifica-
tion failures, preventing the one or more user accounts from
executing the deployed application.

50. The server system of claim 48, wherein the verifying
includes checking for multiple instances of the software
application being simultaneously executed by the one or more
user accounts.

51. The server system of claim 43, further comprising
instructions for preventing access by the user to data stored at
the one or more servers, upon determining that the one or
more user accounts has been disabled.

52. The server system of claim 43, further comprising
instructions for deploying a license key associated with the
software application to a user account associated with a lic-
ensee of the software application.

53. The server system of claim 52, further comprising
instructions for communicating to the software vendorthat
the software application has been licensed bythe user.

54. The server system of claim 53, wherein the communi-
cating is performed via an application programminginterface
call.

55. A computer readable storage medium storing one or
more programsconfigured for execution by a computer, the
one or more programs comprising instructions for

at one or moreservers, hosting a marketplace application:
receiving from a vendor a software application for distri-

bution;

generating license terms in responseto a selection by the
vendorfrom options provided by the marketplace appli-
cation;
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associating the license terms with the software application,
and

making the software application available for distribution
through the marketplace application, in accordance with
the license terms.

56. A computer implemented method, comprising:
at one or more servers hosting a marketplace application:
making a software application available for distribution

through the marketplace application;
receiving a user requestto license the software application;

and

providing the software application for deployment to one
or more user accounts, hosted on one or moreservers.

57. The computer implemented methodofclaim 56, where
providing the software application for deploymentincludes
providing the software application across a network for
deploymentat one or more servers associated with the user,
hosting the one or more user accounts.

58. The computer implemented method of claim 56, fur-
ther comprising processing a selection by the user that
includes adding the software application to a cart associated
with the user, and checking outthecart.

59. The computer implemented method of claim 56, fur-
ther comprising prior to deploying, presenting a description
of license terms associated with the software application to
the user.

60. The computer implemented method of claim 57,
wherein the license termsare specified by a vendor associated
with the software application.

61. The computer implemented method of claim 60,
wherein specifying the license terms includes selecting the
license terms from a plurality ofoptions provided by a licens-
ing engine associated with the one or moreservers hosting a
marketplace application.

62. The computer implemented method of claim 57, fur-
ther comprising validating that the request to license the
software application complies with the license terms.

63. The computer implemented method of claim 56,
wherein the request to license the software application
includes a payment selected from the group consisting of a
cash payment, a credit payment, and a prospective future
payment.

64. The computer implemented method of claim 56,
wherein the software application is a web-based software
application, executed at one or more servers.

65. A server system, comprising:
one or more processors;

memory; and
one or more programs stored in the memory, the one or

more programs comprising instructions to at one or
moreservers hosting a marketplace application:

make a software application available for distribution
through the marketplace application;

receive a user request to license the software application;
and

provide the software application for deployment to one or
more user accounts, hosted on one or moreservers.

66. The server system ofclaim 65, wherein the instructions
to provide the software application for deployment includes
instructions to provide the software application acrossa net-
work for deployment at one or more servers associated with
the user, hosting the one or more user accounts.

67. The server system of claim 65, further comprising
instructions to process a selection by the user that includes
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adding the software application to a cart associated with the
user, and checking out the cart.

68. The server system of claim 65, further comprising
instructionsforprior to deploying, presenting a description of
license terms associated with the software application to the
user.

69. The server system of claim 68, further comprising
instructions to receive license terms specified by a vendor
associated with the software application.

70. The server system of claim 69, wherein instructions to
receive license terms specified by a vendor include instruc-
tionsto receive a selection oflicense terms from a plurality of
options provided by a licensing engine associated with the
one or moreservers hosting a marketplace application.

71. The server system of claim 66, further comprising
instructionsto validate that the request to license the software
application complies with the license terms.
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72. The server system of claim 65, wherein the request to
license the software application includes a paymentselected
from the group consisting of a cash payment, a credit pay-
ment, and a prospective future payment.

73. The server system of claim 65, wherein the software
application is a web-based software application, executed atone or more servers.

74. A computer readable storage medium storing one or
more programs configured for execution by a computer, the
one or more programs comprising instructions for at one or
moreservers hosting a marketplace application:

making a software application available for distribution
through the marketplace application;

receiving a user requestto license the software application;
and

providing the software application for deployment to one
or more user accounts, hosted on one or more servers.
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